ctron

cs

radio, sound, communications and industrial applications
of electron tubes
design; engineering, manufacture

STATISTICS

1929

.

4,438,000

AND

1+4/

MARKETING
1931

1930
3, 82Z 800

An analysis
of broadcast
modulation

1933

3,420,000

3,800,006

O4

1928
3,281, 000

1932

Police radio

2,620,000

systems
225
manufacturers
continued

Filters for
high radio

for

two ycars

frequencies

96 gave up
after three years

10 lasted 6 years

An electronic

13
10
9

"

2

"

"
"

7
8

"

9

"

10

"

---1

voltage relay

52 survived

for four years
t out five

years

-12. radio set manufacturers still going after eleven years

MORTALITY FIGURES
RADIO SET MANUFACTURERS
See pages 66-72
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Are you giving your
Engineering Department

FULL SWAY IN PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

What a chance this period of reduced pressure offers
for your engineers to study your cost problem! What
a chance for them to test new materials of construction
to find an answer to the pressing problem of rising

OW, more perhaps than at any period in its history, the Industry must look to its engineers for the
creative leadership that will alone make continued
progress possible.

The science of radio communication is

.

.

.

today one of the most highly technical of all the sciences.

material costs!

practical application can be developed and expanded only through the minds of men of vision and
ability.

Give them full scope to make the most of this opportunity.

Its

Make a thorough investigation of the material and production economies now offered to tube manufacturers
through the use of SVEA METAL for tube parts.

Leaders agree that in 1934 the individual manufacturer and

tion to the scope that management gives to the engineer

Here is a material already accepted by the Industry which
reduces shrinkage and results in a higher quality product -

and extent to which

which contains less gas and prolongs tube life - which is

the Industry as a whole will be successful in direct proporit accepts

his

recommendations.

In view of this, a glance at the tube production chart reproduced here, reveals

light in weight yet rugged - which is

conditions that offer a wide open op-

fabrication.

portunity for intensive and productive engineering research. For the next few
months production will be below average.

After that it will tend to climb rapidly.

available in all standard forms, ready for

R.

AM

Airt

A

ANNUAL TUBE PRODUCTION
BY MONTHS

WEDISH RON

SVEA engineers will cooperate with your
research and production departments, to

bring about more profitable tube production.

TEEL ORP.

17 BATTERY PLACE, NEW YORK CITY

NNW

OM W.

For more than a quarter of a century suppliers of high grade metals to the foremost electrical equipment manufacturers
States. M i',,. and Central and
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shillings. Entered as
or
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Cable address
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at
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under
the
Act
of
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second class matter April 4,
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aravox
A name

that protects yours

A chain is only as strong as the weakest link!
IN RADIO, Speakers and Capacitors -component parts of every
set- are important links. Quality performance of your product
depends on them. Be sure they bear the name MAGNAVOX ..
a name that has stood for advanced engineering, quality and
dependability since Radio began.

MAGNAVOX pioneered and weathered the storms of
Radio's development era, yet Magnavox is still a "great
name" in Radio. Twenty-four years of experience has
produced an organization with sound and alert management, adequately financed, and with a reputation for
building Speakers and Capacitors of merit.

FOR YOUR PROTECTION in quality, performance, price, engineering and delivery,
choose

Magnavox

Speakers

and

Capacitors.

For the sake of your own good name, you
cannot afford any but the best in the sets
you build.

Anticipate an announcement of unusual interest soon from

SPEAKER AND CAPACITOR HEADQUARTERS

FORT WAYNE,INDIANA
CABLE ADDRESS 'MAGNAVOX.' U.S.A.
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lienitad
Radio Tubes
Auniform

quality pro-

duct with a
dependable
long life . . .

The Ken-Rad
Corporation
(Incorporated)
Owensboro, Ky.

Division of Sen-Rad Tube and Lamp Corporation

Also Manufacturers of Hen-Itad
Incandescent Electric Lamps
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%side gniormation

about ERIE SUPPRESSORS,
Durable bakelite covering protects the resistance unit
from the extreme conditions of heat, moisture, dust and
oil encountered near an automobile engine.
Here is the heart of the suppressor-only 3/4" in length.
In spite of its unusual compactness, laboratory and road
tests show that its resistance changes less than 5% in
50,000 miles of use. The full length of the resistance unit
is utilized by avoiding the use of metal caps over its ends.
This rugged screw recessed in the socket of the bakelite
case and cemented to it, makes a positive connection to
the high tension cable under all conditions of use. Vibration proof contact from the screw to the end of the resist-

ance unit is maintained by a strong, heavily plated steel
spring. High frequency interference due to poor connections is impossible.

The compactness of Erie Suppressors is evident in this
cross section view. Extremely low distributed capacity is
made possible by the small size and effective spacing of
metallic terminals.

ERIE RESISTOR CORPORATION
4 ERIE, PA.>

Factories in ERIE, PA TORONTO, CANADA - LONDON, ENG.
ELECTRONICS - March, 1934
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You can

be SURE,
of FORMICA
Twenty years of concentration on phenolic laminated material has made Formica dependable
and uniform.

You know what you are getting and that it will
satisfactorily serve your purpose.

Whether you require a big insulating drum for
a trolley wire reel, or small punched parts to

handle high frequency current Formica will
serve your purpose. Sold in sheets, tubes and

rods, or fabricated to your blue prints and
ready to assemble.
THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY
4638 Spring Grove Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio

oRMICA
4
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JOBS FOR ELECTRON TUBES
.0001

x

1,00
AMPLIFICATION
FOR engineers and scientists interested in the application of amplifier tubes to industrial and experimental problems, General Electric offers an extensive
line of hot -cathode, high -vacuum electron tubes.
The varied types, sizes, and characteristics available
afford the user an opportunity of obtaining the "valve"
best suited to all requirements, and to all frequencies
from the very low to the highest. Consistent perform-

ance is assured, for G -E tubes are long-lived and

dependable.
For details on these G -E amplifier tubes, simply check
and mail the coupon below. At the same
time, if you desire information regard-

ite

Standard G -E Amplifier Tubes
Screen -grid amplifier tubes for power amplification of high frequencies-PR-860, PR -861
Pliotron tubes for power amplification of low
frequencies - PR -4B, PR -I IA, PR -5I A

ing other G -E tubes for rectification,
light-sensitive response, control, meas-

urement, etc., please attach a list of

the types of service for which you wish

to use them. General Electric, Dept.
6-201, Schenectady, N. Y.

Pliotron tubes for audio power amplification
-PT -842, PR -1, PR -51A, PR -845

r

Pliotron tubes designed especially for use as
industrial relays - PJ-7, PJ-8, PJ-21

General Electric Company,
Dept. 6-201, Schenectady, N. Y.

Pliotron tubes specially designed for uniform.
ity of characteristics - PJ-I2, PJ-13

Please send me further details on G -E electron tubes
for amplification purposes.

Pliotron tubes for resistance -coupled amplification -PT -841

Name
Firm

Address
180-1

GENERAL
ELECTRONICS - March, 1934
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Photomicrographs Prove Superior Performance
of YAXLEY 9 "Silver to Silver"
Circuit Selector Short Wave Switches

20000 cycles

30000 cycles

Untouched photomicrographs showing negligible amount)))

10000 cycles

40000 cycles

of wear after operation of fine silver contactors against
densely silver plated contact springs. (Standard production)

LIFE TEST ON STANDARD SHORT WAVE SWITCHES
Initial
Avg. Res.
Max. Res.
Min. Res.

0.00297
0.00335
0.00245

10000 cycles 20000 cycles 30000 cycles 40000 cycles 50000 cycles
0.00355
0.00400
0.00285

0.00334
0.00385
0.00305

0.00394
0.00540
0.00300

0.00360
0.00435
0.00285

0.00373
0.00460
0.00305

ohms

Measurements were made and each average obtained from 60 individual contacts. Photomicrographs show that the silver surface on the contacts

Initial

50000 cycles

assumes a smooth, brigh t contacting surface during 50000 cycles. At the rate
of 10 operations per day this represents use over a period of nearly 14 years.

Talking about superior performance is one thing.
Demonstrating superior performance is another-

The use of "silver to silver" for the purpose of

creates high resistance in the high - frequency
circuits and introduces noise in the short wave
receiver. One of the most important switch developments in recent years is the commercially
successful application of "silver to silver" in
Yaxley short wave switches, made possible by
Yaxley engineering skill.

tion insuring a consistently low high - frequency
contact resistance under the atmospheric conditions

tion with correct forms of contactors, cutting and
grooving tendencies and the variations in contact
resistance induced by them are entirely overcome.

wave switches.

Yaxley designs have no cutting or grooving tendencies, the result being that Yaxley short wave switches

Commercial metals other than silver have corrosive
tendencies when exposed to ordinary atmospheric

- even after many years of service - retain their

and the latter way is Yaxley's way.

assuring the lowest possible contact resistance in
high -frequency circuits is a practise universally
recognized as being the nearest practical approach
to the ideal. Of all metals commercially practical,
"silver to silver" contacts offer the only combina-

encountered in the ordinary service of short

conditions, causing them to acquire a film that

When the proper grade of silver is used in conjunc-

original characteristics of low resistance, free action
and smooth contact surfaces.

Yaxley switches give you more circuit combinations, more cross -circuiting possibilities,

lower capacity, less intercoupling, smoother operation, lower resistance, longer life.
Inexpensive, single section switches

of the same outstanding quality
which characterizes Yaxley gang
switches are available for use in
dual wave receivers.

Watch for the Announcement of a New Yaxley Switch Which
Will Represent Another Great Advance In Circuit Selector
Short Wave Switch Development

yA3cLEy

YAXLEY MANUFACTURING CO.

MALLORY

INCORPORATED

Division of P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
CABLE ADDRESS PELMALLO
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WE DO OUR PART

RADIO
radio

.

.

.

and the

Federal Communications Commission

sound
pictures

telephony
broadcasting

telegraphy
counting
grading
carrier
systems
beam
transmission

photo
cells

facsimile

electric
recording
amplifiers
phonographs
measurements

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT has asked that a new Federal Communications Commission be set up to take over the functions of the Federal
Radio Commission and the communication responsibilities of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission. Two bills accordingly have been introduced
in Congress: Representative Rayburn's bill which would create the new
Communications administration and set it in operation with the existing

radio laws; and Senator Dill's bill which would repeal all present radio
legislation and enact a wholly new law in its place.

THE FEDERAL RADIO COMMISSION has been purely a traffic The new Commission of seven will handle ether traffic
and in addition take over rate -fixing and the supervision of all charges
made for interstate and international communication. Excepted from this,
however, will be broadcasting advertising rates,-broadcasting being
clearly defined by all parties as not a common carrier. Supervision of
operating conditions by broadcasters will be continued by the new Comregulating body.

munications Commission.

receivers

therapeutics
traffic
control

WHILE THERE IS ALWAYS the hazard that a new group of seven
political appointees will find work to keep themselves apparently busy
and to build a vast bureaucracy as in the cases of other Washington com-

musical
instruments

missions, it begins to be apparent that the force of the new communications
administration will fall chiefly on the wire services where the vast bulk of

machine

control
television
metering
analysis

aviation
metallurgy
beacons
compasses

automatic
processing
crime

detection
geophysics

the dollar volume lies.

There is as yet little continental radio com-

municating service, and it can be carried on at rates needing little government paring. When the new FCC comes to fixing upon international
radio rates, the dilemma is presented as to how the American commission
can fix rates, when it has no authority over the various foreign governments which co-operate in the interchange of radio messages !

ON THE OTHER HAND the FCC can play a great future part in

co-ordinating American communication services and putting the Government firmly behind American operating companies, instead of leaving
them as competitive units at the mercy of strongly -organized Europeans.
Eventually the new Commission may lead to the unification of all communication service in the United States, effecting economies, and restoring
America's former position as leader in world radio,-a position for which
the British have been making strong contentions in recent years.

RADIO STATISTICS
Sales of radio sets and tubes for 1933
show improvement over previous year
IN TERMS OF INCREASING VOLUME OF

everywhere in the radio and electronic place obsolete receivers.
Fidelity
BUSINESS, the year 1933 was a period picture, so that it is now apparent that standards during the past two seasons
of marked upturn for both the radio for our industries recovery will go have been notoriously low, and manu-

industry and the associated electronic
arts. As shown by the several curves
on these pages, the swing upward began in 1933 and there is every prospect that this growth will be continued
in 1934, as the processes of Recovery
proceed throughout general business

forward on the thousand fronts which facturers are now in a race to repair
the ramifications of these arts now this deficiency which grew out of the
present,-making the upswing all the price -chiseling era of the deep Demore impressive.
pression days.
On this and the following pages the
Styling of new cabinets along modeditors of ELECTRONICS present a ern lines which has proven so effecstatistical review of the principal tive in the new "streamline" autoand the life of the nation.
fields, followed by summaries of the mobile models, is now accepted in the
New services, new developments, outlooks for markets in these lines radio industry, and a continuous outnew inventions, continue to appear for 1934.
flow of radio cabinets with new "eye -

THE most encouraging outlook

which the radio set business
has

presented for

years, is

again evident in the situation con-

fronting the receiver manufacturers.
The present season has been excellent
in volume of sets moved, the number

value" is helping to speed the obsolescence of older models.
homes will be buying better sets durThe all -wave feature in the new
ing 1934, and that additional sets in sets has brought back once again the
each well-equipped home will be the thrills of DX hunting, and this may
regular thing of the future.
be counted on to add its appeal to
Higher fidelity and greater selec- move 1934 sets.
tivity will be features of 1934 models
New services ahead also present a
which will help sell receivers to re - bright picture for radio's future.
Particularly does the possibility of
"facsimile" reception for the home
RADIO RECEIVERS
listener open up new possibilities for
Unit Sales, 1933
3,806,000 radio manufacturer and the radio inMidgets
2,226,000 dustry. With the broadcast stations
and channels standing idle from 1 to
Consoles
856,000 6 a.m., the day when homes will be
Auto radio
724,000 actually receiving their morning tabTotal value, retail
$130,899,000 loid newspapers over the air is not
so far off. Already such transmis(less tubes)
sion have been put on the air.

being exceeded substantially only by
the peak year of 1929. The average
RADIO TUBES
price per radio set sold, retail, is still
coming down, but increasing interest Tubes made, 1933
63,295,000
in the console and higher -quality
Exported
7,690,000
models may swing this curve around
during the next year. The advent Sales in U. S.
55,605,000
of automobile radio has added a tre- Total value sales in
mendous figure (724,000 sets in
U. S. at retail
$56,599,000
1933) to swell the total, and this situation is treated more in detail under
a following classification.

70

Radio Receiving

Tubes

1-C 60

0

50

40

1928

1929

1930

1931

1932 1933

With the listening habits of the

Once more the sales curve of tubes in their receivers, increased
tablished than ever, and with the radio tubes turned upwards in 1933, somewhat to about 30,000,000 tubes
millions becoming more firmly es-

broadcasters continuing to exhaust despite the bitter competitive situathe possibilities of human ingenuity, tion on price and discounts that premoney, and the: picked talent of the vailed during the year. A fairly
world, to bring new features to the large part of these 1933 tube sales
microphone, the radio -receiver busi- went into initial equipment, sold to

a

year,

approximately the

same

as in 1932. Assuming 100,000,000
radio -tube sockets in the homes of
America, this means a replacement of

about 30 per cent annually, which
ness is on an increasingly substantial radio manufacturers. Sales of tubes falls far short of the recommendafoundation. This means that more to the public for replacing defective tions in recent publicity campaigns,
66
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AND MARKETS

+

Unit prices remain low. Automobile radio
sales

prove to be bright spot of year

but is in accordance with the hard city home receivers and the other for auto -radio really got into their stride

facts of tube renewals which are ob- 6.3 volts for automobile or other batserved to obtain in most homes. tery serviced sets.
Average retail selling prices of tubes
sold to the public, weighted for the
various popular types, have also remained almost unchanged during the
past three years, after a continuous
reduction in average retail price from

the early days of the industry. The

present average is about $1.10 retail,
although this increased slightly as the

result of the introduction of more
complicated tube forms, only to fall
again as improved manufacturing
efficiency again brought down costs.
The vast expansion in the number
of tubes in 1933 and the reversal of AUTOMOBILE RADIO SETS
opinion regarding the efficacy of put- Units made, 1933
724,000
ting more than one tube in a single
envelope were technical changes Value at retail
(average 039.50)
which did not improve the tube part
$28,598,000
of the industry, to say the least. Set
engineers are now divided in their
The most startling and encouropinions regarding the use of these
dual or triple purpose tubes, and it aging figure in the summary of the
is likely that they will not appear or year's sales is that of automobile
be used in such quantities during radio. Jumping from a figure of
less than 200,000 in 1932, the sales
1934 as in 1933.
The year 1933 saw vast improve- in 1933 went to over 700,000, a trement in the operating characteristics mendous and unexpected expansion.
caused such a marked increase
of many types of tube. In the auto- What
in sales? There are several conmobile field the requirements for a tributing factors.
In the first place
power output upwards of one watt it is a new "gadget"
and the radio
demanded tubes of high efficiency purchaser has always loved
a gadget.
which in turn called for much closer A radio for the car adds to
the inspacing within the tube structure and trinsic usefulness and joy of motorresulted in greater mechanical manu- ing. And in 1933 the designers of
facturing difficulties.

During the

producing effective receivers of high

sensitivity, easy to control, and de 1 .vering sufficient power output to
make themselves heard in the average automobile.

It is difficult to evaluate the proportion of this nearly three-quarter
million of sets that went into old
or new cars, but it is safe to assume

that they went into cars of recent
vintage. Thus the market for a
radio for the car or more than one
year in age is as yet virtually untapped. This market has now become tillable because of the recent
design of receivers making them
simple to install, and not too costly.

Many thousands of the receivers
sold in 1933 will need replacing in
this year. Many of these were not
of a sufficiently good quality to please

the owner once he knows he can

replace it with a better receiver, perhaps specially designed for his particular car. Many of these receivers

caused almost immediate grief because of mechanical troubles, or because poor sensitivity made it practically worthless out in the country
away from the immediate shadow of
the broadcast stations.
This situation, calling for receivers
more sensitive than are necessary in

the home where an antenna of ap-

preciable pick-up ability can be employed, will be remedied by the receivers now constructed.
Better acoustical design of auto-

year a new power output tube for
high fidelity receivers and several
new rectifiers were produced.
The year saw a gradual expansion

in the use of the 6.3 volt tubes in
sets for operation from alternating
current. Thus the arguments that
raged a year or more ago on the

COMPONENTS FOR RADIO SETS
Components
Sockets
A -f transformers

transformers
question of standardizing on a series Power
chokes
of tubes that could be used inter- Power
Loudspeakers
changeably in either battery -operated R -f coils

or a.c.-operated receivers seems to
be taking care of itself. The indus-

try realizes that a single series of

1932
8

1933
5.25

1

1

1

1
1

1.1
1.1

0.6
0.7
0.6

3
1

4

Condensers, tuning
Condensers, by-pass
Condensers, filter

10
2

Resistances, fixed
Resistances, variable

4
2

tubes serving both purposes would
cost per set
be infinitely better than duplicating Total
Resonance indicators
lines of tubes, one for 2.5 volts .for Auto -radio vibrators
ELECTRONICS - March, 1934

Number per set
1930
7
2

1

9
2.5
10
2

1

3
1

10
2
11

2

Cost per set -dollars
1930

1932

0.35
0.90

0.176 0.136
0.70
0.245
1.47
0.74
0.15
0.60

1.45

0.47
3.50
0.75
1.50
0.96
1.15

0.35
0.70

12.08

1.82

0.68
0.65
0.81
0.83
0.40
0.52
8.65

1933

1.56

0.66
0.73
0.45
0.50
0.40
0.41
6.08
0.51
1.50
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ANNUAL DATA SHOW
mobiles with better upholstery and
tighter bodies shutting out more of
the road noises, together with engines of more cylinders, and con-

average receiver.

The loudspeaker general,

however,

manutacturers

remains the single most expensive whose data have been presented show

item in the make-up of the radio only a small percentage of parts built

receiver. During the year the price instead of purchased.
quieter, enables the car of electrolytic condensers went
The total cost per set figures shown
owner to get along with his radio through a downward revision, espe- includes only those parts given in the
more pleasantly even though the cially at the end of the year when table and neglects such items as cab-

sequently

ultimate power output could be in- the volume of business going to the inet, chassis, screws, wiring, flexible
creased with benefit.
unlicensed manufacturers began to shaft for auto radios, dials, tuning
Perhaps the average price for auto get under the skin of the licensed mechanism, etc.
radios is too low ; $39.50 does not group.
seem like much to pay for a well
Data below in tabular form showengineered receiver which has so ing the annual market .for compoImproved technique will
many chances to go wrong in the nents is, again, a preliminary estimate,
better 1934 sales
field. But this figure is low because since they have not been fully
of the many thousands of still cheaper weighted as to the number of manuIn addition to the lure of new
units which were put on the market facturers who build, in their own services as additional sales stimulants
in such floods and which caused so plants, various parts going into their for another year, there are other
much trouble, threatening for a time products. The year, however, will good technical reasons why unit sales
to give auto -radio a complete black show a continued trend away from figures for 1934 should go still
eye.

the practice and show that set manu- higher and why the unit price for the
facturers are more inclined toward year may be appreciably higher than
the benefits of purchasing compo- in 1933.
nents from manufacturers whose sole
There is good reason to believe
business is this type of construction. that obsolescence of radio sets made
Thus the rapid changes occurring and sold in 1933 will be very rapid,

during the year must be borne by for not only was the average selec-

the component manufacturer rather
than by the set manufacturer who, in
general has his hands full of assembly problems and who needs as flexible an arrangement as is possible.
It is interesting to note the rapid
rise during 1933 of small manufacturers who build nothing, but who

RADIO SET COMPONENTS

tivity and fidelity of sets made in that

year lower than for some time past
but the components were not of a

quality that will stand the test of
time.

All manufacturers will undoubtedly

endeavor to improve the technical

features of their products in the year
purchase all parts and assemble them, 1934.
The agitation for higher

in contrast to the old-line manufac- standards of broadcasting will force

Cost per set for selected parts.. . $6.08 turers, several of whom still insist on even the cheaper sets to be engineered
Total annual market ... . $22,000,000 constructing their own parts. These with an eye on product quality rather

quondam smaller manufacturers by than that of cutting a few pennies
virtue of their ability to move fast, off competitors' list prices. Higher
Perhaps nowhere in the statistics have built up a very large business power radiated from broadcast staof the radio industry as in the prices for themselves.
tion antennas will force the selectivity
of components is shown so clearly
The figures showing volume of problem into the open, and will make
the economic pressure through which components business for 1933 disre- still more evident to thousands of
the industry has gone. Although the gard completely the fact that some users of antiquated receivers the fact
figures given here for 1933 are pre- parts are built in the set maker's that their sets are no longer able to
liminary and subject to considerable plant and not purchased, and there- cope with the present day higher field
revision as more data from additional fore these figures will be revised. In strengths.
manufacturers are secured, they
show the decline of prices caused by
chiseling tactics employed by purDOLLAR VOLUME IN COMPONENTS
chasing agents responsible to their

companies only for securing parts
at the lowest possible prices, and
caused by the extreme lack of caution

on the part of set manufacturers regarding necessary factors of safety.
The advent and wide sale of the
universal type of set operating without power transformer and with limited filtering has brought down the
sum total cost of components for the
68

Sockets
A -f transformers

Component

Power transformers
Power chokes
Loud speakers
R -f coils

Condensers, tuning
Condensers, by-pass
Condensers, filter
Resistances, fixed
Resistances, variable
Total

1930

$ 630,000
1,070,000
2,800,000
577,000
4,400,000
286,000
1,040,000
910,000
2,300,000
975,000
2,380,000
$17,868,000

1932

$ 400,000

1,820,000
3,820,000
1,560,000
4,550,000
1,770,000
1,690,000
2,080,000
2,140,000
1,040,000
1,350,000
$21,220,000

1933.

$ 520,000
930,000
2,810,000
520,000
5,950,000
2,510,000
2,780,000
1,710,000
1,900,000
1,525,000
1,560,000
$22,825,000
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INCREASED RADIO SALES
Better short wave tuning and am- profit on their other lines. The duplifying portions of the all -wave re- bious prospects of such maneuvering
ceivers will further complicate the are become more apparent as time
set, make it more valuable and in- goes on.
teresting to the user, increase the
The year 1934 should see further
number and cost of components go- expansion of the farm market for
ing into it and raise the list price.
receivers which would boost the sales
It is probably true that a new of 2 -volt tubes designed for special
group of tubes smaller in all physical batteries for this field. As soon as
dimensions will make their appear- set manufacturers realize that the
ance this year. These are demanded farm set should cost no more than
by explorers in the regions of the a city set, and because of the lack of
lower wavelengths. Although the power -supply should cost considernumbers of receivers for commercial ably less, the rural dweller will get
purposes that can be sold in the spec- the kind of receiver he wants at a
trum below 10 meters is not so large price he can pay.
as the broadcast market, it is a poIt is expected that new batteries
tential field of vast dimensions and of various types, new and old, will
one of the best tools with which to make their appearance for this marcultivate it would be a new set of
tubes, perhaps three in number, which

would enable some amplification to
take place at 5 meters and below.
The.frequency could then be changed
and amplified in conventional manner.

'Whether 1934 will see the placement of a radio in every car of some
few lines remains unpredictable at
the present time. It is certain, however, that the market will continue
to expand as technical improvements
come along and as purchasing power

ket during 1934. The old-line storage battery companies have been
working on the problem of supplying

economical long life power for the
rural radio listener. It is encourag-

ing to note that in 1933 approximately

60,000

batteries

designed

especially for this use were sold, indicating an expanding market. Radio
set manufacturers are reported to be
interested in the band of frequencies

on which aviation weather reports
are given at regular intervals during
the day. While these reports are
gathered and announced for special
use of aviation they could easily be
useful to the farmer still further
making important his keeping a radio
receiver in workable condition.

4$14,000

BROADCAST STATION

3$12,000

TUBE COSTS

E$10,000

Annual market
Other replacements

t-5' $ 8,000

a

$6,000

$1,000,000
$150,000

"2 $4,000

Tg $2,000

continues to increase.
Designers
have added so much worth and beauty

to the automobile receiver that purchasers of the new beautifully de-

,nn n

10 .25.50

10

5.0

Power Kilowatts

10 25 50

over one thousand dollars per month
for stations in the 50 -kw. class.
Other items of annual expense include repair and replacement of transformers, resistances, batteries, etc.,

One of the largest markets for but in general these figures do not

signed cars will find themselves easy vacuum tubes and rectifiers of power amount to over 15 per cent of the
prey to the salesman of automobile size is the broadcast station; and the tube cost. During the year, of course,
radios.
chart shown here portrays the aver- stations purchase new equipment, such
Another open question is whether age expenditures of stations in vari- as modulation meters, measuring
radio set manufacturers will continue ous power brackets. Thus it is seen equipment, microphones, etc. At the
to struggle to get mass orders from that the cost of tube replacement, moment it is not possible to give data
auto manufacturers for radio sets at which is by far the largest item in on purchases of this type. The proprices very close to, or actually be- the maintenance budget, runs from a posed campaign to improve all aslow, cost hoping to build up sufficient few hundred dollars annually for the pects of the broadcast system should
volume in this manner to make a small station to an expenditure of improve the 1934 market.

THE RADIO INDUSTRY OF THE UNITED STATES
Total
Investment

Radio manufacturers,' distributors, etc.
Broadcasting stations
Listeners' sets (18,000,000 homes)
Commercial radio stations

Annual
Gross
Revenue

275,000

$ 1 50,000,000

$30,000,000
$1,800,000,000
$30,000,000

Number
of
Employees

$75,000,000

9,000

$10,000,000

1 5,000

Radio set manufacturers now number 185.
2 Employees at peak of seasonal employment.
3 Annual operating expense of listeners' sets for tube replacements. electricity, batteries, servicing. etc.
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Annual
Payroll

$80,000,000
$30,000,000
"$210,000,000
$4,000,000

Suppressor resistors

ably be noted when suppressors are used other than those
changes which may be easily adjusted by proper timing
changes.

There is one point which may contribute to the feel-

and their effects on
automobile operation
THERE have been many opinions on the effects of
suppressor resistors on automobile performance.
These opinions have run the gamut from flat statements that resistances increase starting difficulty or decrease gasoline mileage to the opposite extreme that suppressors improve the car performance. The following
notes are from a well-known engineer whose knowledge
of the subject is quite complete.
There are several groups of people affected by the use

of suppressors-the car owner, the service agency and
the car manufacturer. A comprehensive survey of the
service agencies has disclosed almost as many different
stories as the people interviewed. One report indicated
that the use of resistors greatly increased starting difficulty. Another stated that the suppressors cut the gasoline mileage almost in half. Another advised that the
gasoline consumption per mile decreased. Some service
men complained of poor idling and others reported difficulties at high car speeds.

In contacting electrical engineers of the motor car
manufacturers, however, quite a different story was encountered. The general opinion among these experts is
that the use of suppressors does not affect in any detectable manner the operation of a normal healthy engine.
Dynamometer tests do not show any difference whether
the resistors are used or not, tests in cold rooms running
as low as 30 degrees below zero showed no noticeable
difference in starting when the suppressors are used.

ing that resistors cause misfiring. In an engine in which
there are no resistors, oscillations may persist for some
time after the initial spark. This continued oscillation

keeps the gap broken down longer than if a highly

damped spark takes place, as is true when suppressors
are employed. In the latter case the spark passes only
for a brief period of time. During this time there may
be no good gas present; but such fuel may arrive a little
later to be ignited by the continued oscillation in the nonsuppressor case. At idling speeds, therefore, and with
engines having poor turbulence and equipped with suppressors, trouble may be experienced.

Practical investigations indicate that with proper adjustment of the carburetor and with modern engine designs the turbulence is good enough that no difference
will be noted with or without resistors.

The engine must be properly tuned up
In the light of these diverging opinions and because
of other data it seems that the following statements must
sum up the situation. Probably the great majority of
motor cars now on the road are operating under condi-

tions of very poor adjustment. Many cars are running
around with carburetors incorrectly adjusted, with leaky
valves, and with fouled spark plugs. When suppressors
are added to such cars trouble will undoubtedly be expe-

For example it is admitted that on a car with
suppressors misfiring will occur sooner due to fouling
of the spark plugs than if the car is not so equipped.
This is due to the fact that the resistance of the spark
plug and the resistance of the suppressor in series constitute a voltage divider. The spark plug is, of course,
in shunt with the leakage resistance. If this leakage resistance is too low the voltage across the plug will not
be high enough to jump the gap; consequently misfiring
results. It is apparent, therefore, that the faulty operation of the car after the suppressors are installed indicates that the leakage resistance of the spark plugs has
rienced.

reached too low a value.

It has been stated many times that many of the antiknock fuels such as Ethyl gasoline deposit material on
the porcelain of the spark plugs which causes the leakage
What is the true effect of suppressors on automobile resistance of the porcelain to fall to a low value. Furthermore it has been found extremely difficult to effecoperation?
tively clean the insulator of this undesirable material.
It must be recognized, of course, that the use of supThere is another factor which causes trouble. This
pressor resistors reduces the maximum current value that is the storage battery. In current motor designs there
may be reached when the spark plug gap breaks down. are many things to be desired in the design of ignition
According to a great many ignition experts, however, and starting equipment. It is most certainly true that in
the actual ignition of the charge occurs at the first break- most cases the average car battery is not in a good state
down of the gap when the current has not built up to of charge when the car is equipped with a radio. A deits maximum value.. Inquiries have brought out clearly pleted storage battery materially reduces the cranking
that there is a lot to be learned about the mechanism of speed and reduces the voltage available in the primary of
ignition. It is true that the average garage mechanic in- the ignition coil during the cranking or starting period.
sists on a hot spark but how much of this is due to adver- In warm weather or when the carburetor and other adtising propaganda is impossible to estimate.
justments are correct this depleted charge condition may
Ignition phenomena may be compared to the burning not cause trouble. But when these adjustments get out
of a newspaper spread out on the floor. It will take just of line, low cranking speeds and low primary ignition
as much time to burn the paper, and the same amount voltages result in trouble.
of heat will be liberated, if the corner is ignited by a
All of this investigation seems to lead to the point that
match or by the hotter flame of an acetylene torch. if trouble is experienced when suppressors are added,
Under the latter condition burning may start sooner, but the engine must be properly tuned up. If this tuning is
this adjustment is merely a matter of timing. If, there- done by a competent man, no trouble will be had with
fore, there is no actual misfiring no difference will prob- modern cars.
70
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COMMERCIAL
FACSIMILE

APPARATUS
Equipment used in Europe and America

for transmission of pictures and written messages by wire and by radio

The Berlin -London facsimile circuit. Interior of transmitting
room of the German Reichspost service which works co-operatively with the B-itish Post Office, Paris, and Rome, by wire

One of the new RCA inter -city facsimile receivers showing operator taking a message off the photographic -type machine in darkroom. This is the standard receiver for commercial messages used
at present

A Westinghouse facsimile transmitter in one of the big scout
planes of the U. S. Army.

Flying over the enemy's lines, photo-

graphs and maps can be made, and then transmitted back to
headquarters by radio

Facsimile apparatus at Radio Central of RCA -Communications, New York. At the left are two transmitters, with
box -Ile housings for the photo -cell scanners. The right-hand machine is a spray -type ink -paper receiver, which
operates in ordinary light using ordinary paper. The ink -paper and photographic receivers are operated in parallel,
and are now in service from London, Berlin, Buenos Aires and San Francisco
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MANY studies have been made of the radio industry, but none, perhaps, show in such graphical form as those presented here, the rise of an
infant business, its growth to maturity, its rapid changes
in number of manufacturers, multiplication of models, and
recent steady decline in thq prices charged for the product.
The charts shown here, through the courtesy of Mr.
Ralph Langley, consulting engineer, 165 Broadway,
New York City, are the result of a vast amount of work

carried out for the Hazeltine Corporation which has
given permission for publication in Electronics. The
data have been assembled largely from the advertising
pages of trade and "fan" publications catering to the
radio industry during the years 1923-1933. They include
only companies which have actually advertised their

products, and the prices are the first advertised list
prices of the models under consideration. Thus the
charts give a good picture of the entire radio receiver

business showing especially the high mortality among
manufacturers, characteristic of new enterprises.

1923

1924

As in

1925

1926

1928

1927

1930 1931

1929

all youthful industries,

193 2

1933

the mortality of

pioneers in the radio industry has been high

In the "necrology chart" above, the vertical axis gives
the number of manufacturers and the horizontal axis, the
calendar years. The group of new manufacturers that
came in each year is shown, added to those who remained

from the previous year. For each group, starting in
each year, the number dropping out and the number remaining in each year of the following years is shown.

A CHART OF
THE RADIO INDUSTRY
400
Toted Retail

Value
Millions of Dollar

30

The front -cover chart
The chart on this page showing mortality among radio

manufacturers, is in many respects similar to the diagram on the front cover of this issue of Electronics,
although the front -cover chart shows the information in
another way. In the front -cover diagram, the width of
the several bars is proportional to the number of years
(one year, two years, etc.), during which radio concerns
continued in business. The height of the bars, measured
vertically, shows the number of firms which were engaged in the radio business for the corresponding length
of time.
Thus the front -cover chart becomes a sort of a "mon-

ument" diagram, the tall shaft representing the rapid
mortality of "single season" firms, while the blocks of
increasing stability lower down represent the numbers

1
alklir
ffi

800

1/0

600

longer periods of time, up to the full span of radio
broadcasting, eleven years, shown graphically by the
bottom horizontal block, with 12 manufacturers still in

A somewhat less striking and different presentation
which, however, gives more detailed information as to
the calendar years during which the manufacturers were
in business, is that reproduced herewith, on this pair of
pages.
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An eleven -year chart showing graphically the number

of manufacturers, models, and retail value
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For any given year, the height of the topmost black

prices shown in this chart will be higher than the
McGraw-Hill average prices. This is well shown by
the 1933 figures. The chart shows the average price

block shows the total number of different manufacturers
who have produced radio receivers between 1923 and
the given year.

The price chart

of all home receivers in 1933 was $48.28 and for automobile receivers $48.23. It will be noted on other pages
of this issue of Electronics that the McGraw-Hill aver-

age prices for the same types of set, with tubes, are

For example, in 1923 there were 185 manufacturers.
In 1924, of this group only 92 were left. In 1925 this
group had decreased to 87, in 1926 to 61 and so on
across. The history of this 1923 group of manufacturers
is shown at the bottom of the chart.
It is interesting to note that in the large price chart

respectively $39.50 and $44.50.
The prices of receivers made by the larger companies
are those of 38 well known firms advertising nationally.

The eleven -year chart
The uppermost two graphs "Total retail value" and

given at the bottom of this page, Mr. Langley has
divided the receivers advertised into several distinct

"Total number of units sold" are

groups according, not only to circuit used, for example,

from

compiled

tuned radio frequency and superheterodyne,-but also

McGraw-Hill figures collected annually and published
by Radio Retailing and Electronics. For the "Total
number of different models" graph and that representing the "Number of manufacturers" Mr. Langley used
his own definitions and drew upon his own sources of
information. The figures for the graph entitled "Aver-

as to size of cabinet, for example consoles, midgets, etc.

-and finally as to purpose. Thus the automobile receiver and the portable are tabulated as to price.
The prices shown here will differ somewhat from the

McGraw-Hill average figures because the latter are

age units sold per manufacturer" were the result of

obtained by securing the total number of receivers sold,
and average prices, through surveys of individual manufacturers and data presented by the large licensing organizations while Mr. Langley's prices are the first ad-

dividing the total number of units sold by the number of
manufacturers. Mr. Langley defines a radio manufac-

turer as one doing advertising, and giving a printed
record of his models. The Langley compilations therefore cover only such advertised or catalogued items,
and differ from other compilations where all responsible
manufacturers doing business have been included.

vertised. list prices-which in nearly every case was

subsequently reduced either by the manufacturer or by
the distributing agencies. For this reason the average
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Again, statistics for the eleven -year period 1923-1933 are shown. The price data have been broken down "nto
large and small manufacturers as well as types of circuit, size of cabinet, and purpose of the receiver, for example,

home sets and units for automobile use.
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Some .aspects of

police radio
communication
By HARRY E. THOMAS
United American Bosch Corp.
Springfield, Mass.

INITIAL attempts at unifying police organizations
by electrical communication were made between
1880 and 1890; the first devices were the familiar
patrol boxes whereby patrolmen on duty could signal
or call for help. This type of system has been improved

in many cases by addition of an officer's recall device
and also with provision for giving a police alarm by a
citizen in distress. The telephone made possible verbal
report by patrolmen at stated intervals. Otherwise the
fundamental patrol box system of communication has
remained in its old form of thirty years ago. The tele-

type is a later development serving chiefly as a link
with distant cities or between divisions of a large police
department.
Since 1920 the speed of all movement has materially
increased through greater use of automobiles ; crime also
has struck more swiftly and the getaway is rapid. Bet-

ter highways and transportation have led more city

workers to reside in suburbs, thus requiring police coverage of greater area and in less thickly populated sections.
Police were forced to use motor vehicles and although
the interval of report from the patrol box became smaller
constant contact with the officers on duty is the ultimate
desideratum. Also, more distress signals come direct
from citizens over telephone; if the interval of officer's

report happens to be twenty minutes, real distress can
not be answered unless a special trip is made by a patrol
wagon which is often too far from the scene of trouble
to be of immediate value. Not more than a five minute
interval between the time a distress signal arrives at
headquarters and the appearance of a policeman at the

Officer in charge of Hoboken, N. J.,

8 -meter,

two-way system (REL) converses with mobile force

Detroit, in 1923, was the first municipality of any
size to successfully use radio; the first transmitters and
receivers were homemade and the operation was below
present day standards. However, the basic facts of
police radio operation were noted and a very valuable
background established. Between 1924 and 1930 the
progress was somewhat slow-only 11 cities installing
such systems.

The year 1930 saw automotive radio in its first popularity ; 50,000 sets were sold to the public during that

year and in 1931, 18 police departments installed police
radio systems. More prevalent use, standardized parts
and tubes, together with general interchange of information between cities, advanced the art notably.
Although the radio was a tool of exceptional value,
the rigid demands for reliable and exceptional performance (which any link in a police system must have) soon
made apparent the inadequacy of motor -car radio as it
then existed. Greater sensitivity was needed than could
then be supplied ; there was no compensation for .fading
or loss of signal strength, the power output was too low

for automobile speeds necessary and the economy of
operation was a problem.

Design and operation

source of trouble is now allowable. In many cases even
such a delay proved too great.
Radio communication with the patrolling police automobiles was logically decided upon as the answer ; its

1933 is a year in which police radio technique attained
a new plateau of advancement; performance is no more
a drawback as in 1930; tube development presents greater

development through experience and its generally accepted use gives tribute to its merit.
The radio system within three years has undergone
a technical development that places it as a necessary

possible.

part of the police communication network of large cities.

Over seventy cities and five states now operate radio
controlled departments with results that make the value
to public safety undoubted.
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economy and the elimination of B batteries is now
We may note renewed interest by police departments
and the report issued by the Federal Radio Commission
upon operational aspects in 60 cities removes doubt that
the radio is a necessary adjunct to any police system.
In any police communication system the fundamental
features are speed, reliability and secrecy. Of these
speed is the most important and the most aptly provided
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by radio. Reliability, present in the wired part of a
system, should be also present in the radio part of the
link. Receiver and transmitter design has worked toward this end and final acceptance by police departments
is at last achieved. Secrecy cannot be preserved when
radio communication is broadcast, scrambling of speech
is too expensive while directional transmission is somewhat unfeasible. The broadcast drawback, however, is
not a serious one.
The functions of such a system are as follows : ( 1 )
direct communication with the public, preferably by calling a single telephone number and going through division

all cities within one area must use one zone frequency;
this forms quite a desirable liaison between the central
municipalities where crime is most likely to originate
and the suburbs through which criminal flight must be
made. This arrangement also aids centralization of dispatching and police supervision for one metropolitan
area.

or district headquarters before it reaches main headquarters; (2) direct communication of headquarters with
patrolmen on duty. This feature, not existent today, is

certain to come as the art advances; (3) liaison of the
police department with other large cities and with adjacent municipalities, by telephone and teletype systems ;
(4) accurate records of each call placed, of action upon
it, and of its ultimate disposal.
The radio communication system can be studied in its

two component parts, that is, the transmitter and the
radio -equipped automobile fleet. The usual police radio
transmitter has from 50 to 500 watts power. In cover-

age it should deliver at least 20 microvolts field strength

over an area from 5 to 10 sq.mi. In larger cities specific conditions alter requirements where large buildings
or unusual terrain influence the field strength contours.

A city of one half million inhabitants requires on the
average one 500 watt transmitter ; smaller cities would
require less. Newest transmitter designs are very compact and efficient; they operate from a power service
line with single unit power supply, speech input, and
main oscillator, each self -enclosed. Their development

has paralleled the broadcast transmitter; their opera-

tion and technical features are therefore not as new nor
as close to the experimental as the radio receivers and
their adaptation to police automobiles.

Recent police radio transmitter of Westinghouse.
Photo shows J. L. Seibert adjusting controls

The primary requirements of a police radio trans-

mitter are:
The requirements of automobile police radio installa1. Sufficient power to cover the district served with at tion are: 1. Adequate sensitivity under all conditions.
least 20 microvolts field strength. 2. A stable crystal -con- 2. Ruggedness, simple and reliable operation. 3. Comtrolled frequency source. 3. At least 30 per cent modu- plete automatic volume control. 4. Sufficient intelligible
lation of the carrier wave by an audio system having audio output power. 5. Ease of service adjustment and
essentially flat response between 100 and 8,000 cycles economy of operation. 6. Adequate selectivity.
per second. 4. Easy and efficient connection of the
A sensitivity of better than one microvolt is necessary.
microphone circuits with the main dispatcher and head- With the effective height of a car antenna equal to one
quarters. 5. Reliability, ease of operation, and ease of meter and a transmitter field strength of not less than
service. A recent design has a single metal cabinet 20 microvolts sufficient leeway is allowed for irregularicompletely enclosing a 100 watt transmitter ; it is neces- ties that occur during use. It is also necessary that
sary only to bring power and microphone lines to the this sensitivity be automatically controlled to insure full
box and to install the antenna and ground system. The amplifier gain in outlying districts and without overload
usual 400 watt transmitter can be set completely on an when receiving close to the transmitting antenna. Dual average size office desk.
f unction tubes have made this possible by combining
Police transmitter frequencies are allocated on a zone detection and audio amplification.
basis by the Federal Radio Commission ; city departMechanical sturdiness is necessary in 24 -hour use of
ments operate at either 1712 kc. or on the zone fre- a receiver; tuning must require a minimum of time and
quencies between 2414 kc. and 2470 kc. State depart- have a maximum duration. Waterproofing, freedom
ments are given two zone frequencies -1574 and 2506 kc.

Power allocations are based on the official population
figures as follows :
Population

Power Watts

Population

Under 100,000
100,000-200,000
200,000-300,000
300,000-400,000

Power Watts

50

400,000-500,000
500,000-600,000
600,000-700,000
Over 700,000

250
300
400
500

100
150
200

Exceptions to the above assignment are sometimes
made where coverage is not possible because of abnormal
geographic conditions. Due to the scarcity of frequencies
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from the effects of heat and humidity, long life, are other
factors adding to reliability. Ease of installation and
replacement are also important.

Audio output requirements vary with conditions ;

suburban areas, where the average car speed is greater
than in cities, demand at least 2 watts output ; particularly is this true with open cars and when officers desire
to go temporarily a short distance from their automobile.
In some cities one watt power output from a magnetic
speaker has proved enough.
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The above points must, however, be balanced against
economy of operation ; since 24 hour service is necessary,
high power output may not be worth the added expendi-

ture for plate circuit power. Here we come to recent

speakers used for better low frequency audio response
were less efficient than the previous magnetic type and
required more power to actuate them. Answer to these

tube developments : Before 1931 the filament consumption of tubes in automobile receivers was quite high and
a renewed interest and a notable advance in automobile
receiver design came with the advent of the so-called 6.3
volt automobile tubes consuming 0.3 ampere compared
to the old tubes using 1.75 amps. at 2.5 volts. They have

better plate circuit efficiency and can be used directly
from a 6 -volt storage battery under all variations of
potential due to charge and discharge. With the power
pentode, tubes with the new filament are now possible
giving over a watt of output power as compared to the
one-half watt possible with old tubes.

The battery eliminator and class B amplification
Coincident with this development in tubes is the inclusion of automatic volume control in almost all commercial radio receiver designs. This operating feature
gave the finishing touches to another step forward in
police automotive radio.
Two other developments were bound to come after

the renewed interest resultant to the tube and circuit
advances of 1931:

Operation of the plate circuits upon dry B bat-

teries

was

the

most costly

item

of

London policeman listens to headquarters, his

attention called by a bell under his coat

maintenance.

With replacement every two months of three or four
batteries, over one-half the total cost of upkeep was taken
by battery supply. The battery box was a clumsy and

often inaccessible unit which often gave installation
difficulty through lack of space for mounting under the
floorboards. Battery eliminators have gained favor and
after a year's experience are now one of the requisites
to police radio installation. Through careful elimination

of friction and use of a permanent magnet field the

rotating type runs as high as 50 per cent efficiency while

difficulties came in the f orm of class B amplification,
approaching the ultimate 50 per cent efficiency. Two
such tubes consuming no more plate battery power than

two pentodes could deliver from 3 to 5 watts against
less than 2 watts from pentodes.
Other developments aiding compactness of design and

economy of operation are the duo -diode -triode tube
which combines the function of detection and audio
amplification in one tube, the combination of two sets
of class B tube elements in one tube, and the performance of the dual function of detection and oscillation
by one tube. At present a police radio need have no
more than 5 tubes to adequately possess the features
of sensitivity, power output and economy.

Installation service and maintenance
The usual police automobile installation has a wire
mesh antenna located in the top of the car body. Such
antennas have from one-half to one and one-half meters

in effective height and are the most efficient of any

type thus far used. Mounting of the radio chassis itself
is usually under the dash at a minimum distance

from the control mechanism on the steering column.
The loudspeaker may also be mounted here if space
permits although attachment overhead to the car roof
has proved successful. This latter space is particularly
convenient for magnetic speakers of shallow depth.

Freedom from spark noise must of course be cared
for in installation. In the beginning it was very much

a problem but with advance of the shielding art and
Compact 5-inct:r receiver -transmitter (RCA) for portable use

the vibrator -rectifier type give efficiencies as high as
60 per cent.

As development progressed more audio power was
demanded ; one watt not being enough at higher automobile speeds. Furthermore permanent magnet dynamic
76

knowledge of characteristics of ignition interference
now make this point one of routine.
Police receiver designs are practically all of fixed
tuning for two reasons : to preserve rigidity of adjustment as long as possible; and to preclude human error
in individual adjustment by patrolmen that might lead
to the missing of calls. Adjustment, although not difficult,

is cared for only by the service men in charge.
[Continued on page 90]
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Science
makes

jobs
Drs. Jewett, Millikan and Compton
show how research

creates employment

FVERY READER of Electronics

has been asked: "But don't these
new electronic inventions put men
out of work, and so aggravate the
world's troubles of unemployment?"
The answer, definitely to the effect that

F. B. JEwErr

R. A. MILLIKAN

has taken insidious hold on many minds.
The spread of this idea is threatening to
destroy employment, was made by a group reduce public support of scientific work,
of outstanding American scientists whose and in particular, through certain codes
science and electronic inventions build new

industries and so create jobs, rather than

KARL T. COMPTON

through scientific research in the last fifteen years, if we go back to the close of

the World War-the utility of the tele-

phone as an instrument in our social and
economic life would decrease so much as
discovery and application, during a joint improvements in our manufacturing proc- to cut the magnitude of its force to less
meeting of the New York Electrical So- esses. Either of these results would be than half of what it is now. We would
ciety and the American Institute of Physics nothing short of a national calamity,- have no radio broadcasting, no radio talkin the Engineering Auditorium, New York barring us from an advanced state of ing pictures-we would have nothing of
City, Feb. 22, at which the editor of Elec- knowledge and standard of living and soon these industries which have grown up withtronics presided, as head of the Electrical placing us at an economic disadvantage in in recent years and which have given
Society. Messages were read from Presi- respect to foreign countries which have not employment to large numbers of people
dent Roosevelt and Owen D. Young. In let themselves be swayed by such a short- directly employed-or those indirectly employed, in these industries which resulted
connection with the meeting, the speeches sighted point of view.
from scientific research and development.
were put out to a nation-wide audience
In my thirty years of activity in industhrough the electronic means of sound trial research, I cannot find a single inpictures, and NBC and Columbia broadcast Dr. Robert A. Millikan
hook-ups.
1)1rcctor California Institute of Technology stance where a scientific achievement has
resulted in a reduction in employment. In
Following are pointed paragraphs from Every labor-saving device creates in nearly every case, more work has resulted
general as many,-oftentimes more,-jobs and there has been a betterment of living
the discussions :
than it destroys. And the new jobs are conditions. The benefits of scientific renames are also synonymous with electronic

of

the NRA, to

in

general better for the individual af-

stifle further technical

search flow to all classes of the population,

fected, and much better for society as a and even the least competent of the people
whole, than the old ones. Labor-saving find themselves a step further from the
The value to civilization of scientific devices do not in general destroy the jobs starvation line.
thought and research cannot be questioned. that demand intelligence. They cannot do
If one is willing to look at facts in
The idea that science is responsible for it. The heavy grinding, routine, deadening broad perspective, one cannot but see that
the economic ills which the world has re- jobs are the ones that machinery destroys. history, in the last 150 years at least, has
cently experienced can- be questioned. It In a word, the world's drudgery that used proven that scientific research, applied to
would be more accurate to say that the to be done by human slaves, is now done the forces of life, has resulted in better
fruits of current scientific thought and de- by soulless, feelingless iron slaves, and the living conditions and an increase of emvelopment, properly directed, can help re- human is freed for the more interesting ployment.
vive industry and markets for raw ma- jobs of building, running and keeping in
terials.
order the machines of his creation, or of
rendering the public service which the ex- Owen D. Young
istence of these machines has made neces- Chairman General Electric Company

President Franklin D. Roosevelt

.

Dr. Karl T. Compton

sary.

Chairman, U. S. Science Advisory Board.
President, Massachusetts Institute of Dr. Frank B. Jewett
Technology
President Bell Telephone Laboratories
The idea that science takes away jobs,
In normal times, there are one-half milor in general is at the root of our economic
and social ills, is contrary to fact, is based lion people employed in the operation of
on ignorance or misconception, is vicious the telephone business in this country.
in its possible social consequences, and yet If we subtract what we have learned
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In America obsolescence-not wear -out
-has been the thing which has kept our
people at work and at the same time has
produced more and better things at less
cost for us all to use.

Science is the mother of obsolescence,
and to the extent we paralyze it we will

limit employment, wages and our standard
of living.
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in terms of the oscillator input watts, thus

An analysis of

E2

Ro =

(2)
/VD

Where Wo is the oscillator input Ep

Now, the audio frequency output of the modulator

efficient

cannot pass through the infinite reactance of L, hence the
total plate load (RL) of the modulator tube is the apparent resistance of the oscillator tube Ro, or
RL = Ro =

(3)
Wo

modulation
By

E.2

Figure 2 is a further simplification showing Ro = RL as
a resistance load in the plate circuit of the modulator.
In Fig. 2, the r.m.s. plate current is given by :

r

E. N. DINGLEY JR

Ae
(4)
RL

Where IA is the amplification factor of the tube, eg is the
r.m.s. value of the grid signal and rp is the plate resistance of the modulator tube. The value of eg \/2 must not
exceed the value of the grid bias; that is, the peak posi-

tive grid swing must not be sufficient to drive the grid
IN the following article, the author desires to point positive.

out, not a new system of modulation but a method by
which the well-known constant current system may
be made to modulate a greater oscillator input wattage to
a given modulation percentage.
Figure 1 is a block diagram of the usual circuit connections for constant current plate modulation wherein
L is a choke coil which is assumed to have infinite inductance and zero resistance. The block marked oscillator is usually a radio frequency power amplifier stage

The r.m.s. voltage egm developed across RL is given by
e, RL

-

e, =

(5)

r,
It must be noted here that the value of epm thus obtained is approximate but not exact because the values of
and rp are variable throughout the cycle. The absolute
value of epm developed across RE together with the percent distortion present may be obtained by laying off on
the plate family curves of the modulator tube a line passing through the operating point and having a slope equal
to RL = Ro.

The modulation factor of the r -f oscillator output
signal can be closely expressed as the ratio of peak a -c
voltage, developed across the load Ro, to the d -c plate
potential, or
lit =

Fig. 1-Block diagram of constant current

e,

hence

=

m E,
(6)

E,

modulation system

substituting (3) and (6) in (5):

but may be an oscillator and is so called herein to coincide

m E,

with the arbitrarily chosen term "oscillator input watts
per modulator tube," by which modulators are rated.

E2,
Wo

r

After the oscillator has been adjusted for the best
operating conditions, a d -c ammeter placed in the plate
lead at A will read the d -c plate current (Ipo) supplied
to the oscillator. It is assumed that the oscillator is
equipped with r -f chokes and suitable by-pass capacitors
so that all r -f is confined within the oscillator block. The
d -c plate potential Ep is measured at the battery or between the points AB.
If the choke resistance is not negligible, measurement
between the points AB is necessary to obtain the true
plate potential. This measurement should be made with

g e,

E2,
Wo

Simplifying:
-VF A ei E,

Wo Where:

mr,

E',
r,

(7)

A = Amplification factor of modulator tube

= r.m.s. value of grid signal (-0e, <E.)
E, = Plate potential of oscillator and modulator tube
m = Modulation factor desired
r, = Plate resistance of modulator tube

In other words, Wo represents the oscillator input wat-

the modulator tube drawing normal plate current but tage which can be modulated by the factor in when using
unmodulated.

It is evident that the oscillator has an apparent d -c
resistance Ro
E,

Where 12.= -

(1)

An equivalent expression for the oscillator resistance is
78

a specified modulator tube under normal operating conditions. In tube specifications, the factor m is usually
taken as 0.6 = 60 percent. Thus a modulator rated as
"4 oscillator input watts per modulator tube" is able to
modulate an oscillator input of 4 watts by a factor 0.6.

This is based on the assumption that a common plate
potential is supplied to both the oscillator and modulator

March, 1934 - ELECTRONICS

Modulator

tubes and that they are coupled by means of an a -f choke.

As an example, assume a modulator tube having the
following characteristics:

E, = 350
E, = - 31

e, =

r, =

311 -VT
5000

Desired m = 0.6
= 8
N/2 (8) (31/v2) 350 (350)2

then
Wo =

(0.6)

5000

(from 7)

Wo = 4.43 watts

As the oscillator plate potential is 350 volts, an oscillabor input of 4.43 watts represents an apparent resistance of
E2,

(350)2

Wo

4.43

27,652 ohms

Ro =

Fig. 3-Modified constant current system

5000

(from 2)

Ro = RL = 27,652

the modulator plate load, the distortion rule previously
mentioned can be used to best advantage in determining
the value of load which will produce the greatest modulator output power for a given percent distortion.
This maximum power output can best be determined
directly from the plate family curves but can also be
found from the relationship.

The plate load of the modulator is therefore 27,652
ohms and, as the modulation factor is 0.6, the peak a -c
potential developed by the modulator tube across this
plate load is

v'Ye, = m E = 0.6 (350) = 210 volts (from 6)
Modulator

(4)
RL

or

W.=i2,.RL

(8)

(4)2 Rz.
W- 042
(r,
RL)2

(9)

Where Wm = modulator power output

Assuming no losses in the transformer L1 -L2, the
modulator power output Wm is applied to the apparent
resistance Ro of the oscillator and will develop a potential
epo across Ro
epo =

Fig. 2-Equivalent circuit of modulation circuit

Ro

From (2)

Ro = E2,/Wo

therefore

e,o = E,

The modulator tube data books provided by some
manufacturers contain curves showing the modulation

(10)

Wo

m E,

From (6)
epo factor obtainable at various plate potentials for various
values of oscillator input watts ; and also curves of the
(e,, is replaced by r,o in this case)
grid bias and grid signal to be used for various values of
oscillator input watts.
m E,
therefore
= E,4
These curves are obtained by assuming various oscilWo
lator input powers and, from the known oscillator plate
2 W.,
voltage, calculating the apparent oscillator resistance. A
(12)
or
Wo distortion rule is then placed on the plate family curves
m2
of the modulator tube with a slope equal to the apparent
substituting (9) in (12)
oscillator resistance. The distortion rule is then moved
2 OW (4)2124,
about over the plate family curves, always maintaining
(13)
lYo =
RL)2
m2(r,
the proper slope, until a position is found which will
produce the greatest output voltage without exceeding 5 Using the same constants as in the previous example exper cent distortion. From this line is taken the proper cept that the transformation ratio is arranged so that
value of grid bias to be used and the value of the voltage R1, = 10,000,
output obtained. The ratio of the peak a -c voltage output
2(8)2 (31 ,V2)2 (10,000)
- (0.6) 2 (5,000 + 10,000) 2
to the d -c plate potential is the modulation factor.
It will be noted that the smaller the oscillator input
Wo = 7.59 watts
watts, the larger will be the apparent oscillator resist-

ance which acts as the plate load of the modulator.

Thus, by suitably matching the loads, the same moduLarger modulator plate loads tend to diminish the harmonic output and permit a larger grid bias and signal lator tube is enabled to sixty percent modulate an oscillato be used with consequent larger voltage output or tor input 71.33 percent larger than is possible when the
loads are not matched as was the case in Fig. 1. It is
increased modulation factor.
A modification of Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 3 wherein possible that reference to the plate family curves would
the impedance coupling device has been replaced by the have shown that the value of RL might well have been
chosen smaller without exceeding the distortion limits
transformer L1 -L2.
By selecting a suitable ratio of L1/L2, the apparent re- of the modulator tube and thus an even greater allowsistance Ro of the oscillator may be made to appear to be
any desired load RL in the plate circuit of the modulator
tube. Thus allowed complete freedom as to the value of
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able oscillator input per modulator tube would have been
obtained.

[Continued on page 81]
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temperature coefficient of resistance. The other two
arms (b & d) are tungsten lamps operated at a voltage
at which their resistance is sensitive to voltage changes.
This corresponds to about one fourth their voltage rating.

An electronic

Figure 2 shows the variation of the resistance of a
tungsten lamp with voltage. Figure 3 shows the unbalance produced across the bridge circuit for various
line voltages. Theoretically, this unbalance, which is

voltage relay

about 1/3 volt per volt, could be increased by using
resistors with a negative coefficient in the arms a
and c, but the gain thereby does not warrant using the
--.........

By J W. GRAFF

45

Alabama Power Company,
Birmingham, Ala.
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THE following is a description of a thermionic device
developed by the writer to give a control indication

at some predetermined critical voltage.

It per-

forms the functions of a highly sensitive voltage relay, or

contact making voltmeter ; and with it a very sensitive
setting is possible. In common with other electronic
equipment, the only maintenance necessary is the replacement of bad tubes.
The device is essentially a two -stage amplifier, operated
entirely by alternating current. It is arranged to amplify

the unbalance voltage of a bridge circuit and thereby

Fig. 3-Response curves
of lamp bridge circuit
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operate a small, inexpensive contactor which may fulfill
any prescribed control function.
The bridge circuit is arranged with two opposite arms
(a & c Fig. 1) of some resistor material with a very low
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carbon lamps, the most common resistor of this type.

--Controlling voltage (220 v.)

Thus, if 1/2 volt sensitivity is required, the voltage im-

pressed upon the amplifier input is about 1/6 volt, at
about 110 volts across bridge. This voltage is quite
large enough to operate a screen -grid tube. Should a

,/40 -volt, /5 -watt /amps

45

24

higher sensitivity be required, it is most practical to step
up the voltage supplying the bridge. I f an attempt is
made to step up the unbalance voltage of the bridge by
means of a small audio transformer, phase angle errors
are introduced which actually reduce the sensitivity. In
some cases special precautions must be taken to keep the
controlling grid in phase with plate and bias voltages.
Fig. 4 shows the amplifier circuit. It will be noted that

Output
High

2002

/0,0008

200 S2

10,000 SI

output
Low

the plates of both tubes are fed from an a -c source,
being in effect half wave rectifiers. This gives it a
polarity discriminating property, since it will respond
.-25v

only to grid voltages in phase with the plate supply. An

45

unbalance across the bridge caused by high voltage

(above balance) has the reverse polarity of that caused
by low voltage (below balance) and thus it discriminates
between high or low voltage. To insure that all input
grid voltage shall be in phase with plate and bias voltages, resistance coupling is used throughout. This
greatly simplifies the equipment as well. Both tubes are
biased to their "cut off" point. The most sensitive adjustments are such that the grid bias of the first stage is

the sum of a fixed grid bias plus the input from the
bridge circuit. By this means, the bridge circuit can be
made to operate along the steep portion of its curve. It
will also be noted that the grid bias of the output tube is
altered by the plate resistor drop of the screen -grid tube,

and for this reason the grid tap of the former is made
positive with respect to its filament. The output of the

-.1300v.300v.

To power supply

transformer

Fig. 6-Double-acting electronic voltage relay

Figure 5 shows response curves of an experimental
equipment. Both forward and reverse curves are given.
The reverse curve is obtained simply by reversal of the
leads from the bridge circuit. The curves shown are for
average sensitivity equipment, and show far less sensitivity than the practical limit. Very reliable relay
operation can be obtained with sensitivities down to .25

Two such equipments (Fig. 6) can be made to

volt.

operate on any deviation of voltage from any value.
This equipment can readily be rearranged to operate

type 45 tube will be found quite ample to operate a relay
such as General Electric Company type HG. The high from a current indication and will be found useful in
as it numerous automatic control applications, such as sensitive
capacity condenser across the relay coil
reduces the impedance of the output circuit to half wave over or under voltage protection, or accurate current
pulsating current, and delivers current to the relay during control. It can be assembled from standard radio parts
and will cost much less than a mechanical relay.
the interval when the plate current is zero.

where 4. = magnetic flux due to d -c flowing through the
transformer windings

An analysis of efficient modulation

but
7'2 = 1.271 T1
therefore 4i = (f) T1 X 17

[Continued from page 79]

The turns ratio of the transformer is given by
T2

T,

= -=

952

RL
Ro

(14)

Wo

E

In the above example the turns ratio should be
T1

-=
T2

1

1

V10.000 X 7.59 = 0.787 =
350

1.271

A further important advantage of transformer cou-

-

= (n1.271 X T1 X 21.69 = U) T1 X 27.57
=
T1 (27.57-17)
(f)

T1

(10 . 57)

Had an auto -transformer been used as the coupling
device or should the transformer be connected so that the
d -c fields are additive, the total core saturating flux would
have been

+

Ti (27.57
=
= (f) T1 (44.57)

17)

10.57

or the satuhence the ratio of the two fluxes is
44.57
pling is that the two windings may be so connected that
the magnetic fields produced in the transformer by the rating flux would be increased more than four fold by
d -c components of the two plate currents may be made to using an auto -transformer or by having the transformer
partially counterbalance each other and thus reduce the fields connected so that the fields were additive.
Another advantage of transformer coupling is found
core saturation.
In the example cited, the oscillator plate current is in the ability to 100 per cent modulate the oscillator.
Wo

/po =
Ep

7.59

= 21.69 ma.

350

The modulator d -c plate current (Im.) taken from the
plate family curves is 17 ma.
Therefore

cbt

(f) T1 X 17

= (f)

T2

X 21.69
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Complete modulation cannot be accomplished when using
regular impedance coupling regardless of the number of
modulator tubes used. This is readily ascertained by
substituting m = 1 in equation 7. If, however, m = 1
is substituted in equation 13 it is found that the modulator tube will 100 per cent modulate an oscillator input of
2.73 watts.
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HIGH LIGHTS
Illuminometer helps sell paint
THE

SHER11 IN-WILLIAMS

COMPANY

ON ELECTRONIC

The instrument is now being used by scale deflection occur at a point where
Mr. Stokowski in conducting the Phil- overloading of the radio equipment is
adelphia Orchestra concerts, broadcast reached. This enables Mr. Stokowski

of Cleveland, Ohio, and Newark, N. J., on Friday afternoons, and the daily
has been making use of a photo -cell fifteen -minute Chesterfield programs
illuminometer, a spray gun and a small over the coast -to -coast network of the
amount of paint, to demonstrate to pros- Columbia Broadcasting System.
pects, the great increase in illumination
During rehearsal prior to the daily
resulting from a coat of its paint. A broadcasts, Mr. Stokowski and the engicorner or a small room of a dingy plant neer determine the peak levels of each
is used for the experiment, the paint is composition and set the gain control at
sprayed on, and the amount of light on a fixed point. With the visual indithe working plane measured both before cator placed in front of Stokowski, he
and after painting. The better seeing is able to control the volume of the
with the newly painted wall, as mea- orchestra according to the visual color
sured by the photometer, then affords indication on the instrument and it is
the best possible argument for a com- not necessary for the engineer to change
plete repainting job throughout the the fixed level.
whole plant.
The visual indicator consists of a
specially constructed galvonometer, carrying a very light shutter, which inter-

Visual indicator

to use as great an intensity range as

possible and to know definitely when
the overload point is reached and when
the intensity of the sound from the
orchestra falls to a level where line and
other types of noise may become apparent.

Light of three colors is projected on
the glass scale, the colors representing
sound respectively of low, medium and
high intensity. This is done in order

that the conductor may, at a glance,

determine the approximate position of
the music in the dynamic range. Oftentimes, the approximate level on the
orchestra is all that the conductor

wishes to know throughout somewhat

extended musical passages and this may
rupts a light beam, and projects it by be easily determined by the color of the

means of an optical system on a 30 in.
glass screen or indicator, placed immediately before Mr. Stokowski. The light
A NEW TYPE VISUAL INDICATOR of beam, as projected, is about
in. in
sound intensity, for special use in broad- width and varies from a sharp point to
casting symphonic concerts, has been approximately 24 in. for full-scale dedesigned and developed especially for flection. The damping of the instruLeopold Stokowski, conductor of the ment may be adjusted so that it will
Philadelphia orchestra. During the past cover a wider range than the standard

for orchestral levels

light without the conductor's attention
being distracted from his score, rather
than by observing the exact level on a
numerically calibrated scale.
The shielding hood in which the cali-

brated glass scale is mounted is made
in such a fashion that the engineer and
production man, seated before the conductor, have the same indication of
year, experimental work on this new volume indicator and it can also be intensity from the back of the instruinstrument has been conducted in the adjusted so that the response is not in ment, as that available to the conductor,
research laboratories of WCAU by Ivan direct proportion to the voltage applied. in front of it.
Eremeeff, Russian inventor and experi- By doing this, an appreciable deflection
menter, and John G. Leicth, technical will be accomplished on a signal of very
supervisor of WCAU.
low intensity and still have the full Four thousand police radio

cars in 128 cities
THE PROGRESS AND EXPANSION of radio

police systems represents one of the real
dramas of radio. So successful were

the operation of the early cars, that the
Radio

Commission three

years ago

assigned 9 frequencies for police use,

one year ago that number was increased

to 11; and now under the 1934 new

plan 20 channels will be immediately
available for state and municipal radio
systems in the United States.
There are now 128 municipalities and

eight states equipped with their own

radio police communication systems.
More than 4,000 police cars are equipped

with receiving sets, and, judging by the
success of recent experiments, it is conceivable that many of them will eventually be equipped with transmitting sets
permitting two-way communication.
There is no rule at the present
moment specifying the maximum power

that may be installed at state police
stations.

It was therefore decided that

a matter of policy the maximum
power be limited to 5 kw. day, or
kw. night, and that the states be enas

1

Dr. Stokowski leading his orchestra with the aid of his new intensity level indicator. The length of the bar of light shows the exact
intensity, while the color of the beam gives an approximate indication
in three rough steps
82

couraged to install a number of transmitters of less power rather than one or
two transmitters of maximum power.
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DEVICES IN INDUSTRY + +
117 Liberty St., New York City. Phis coils through which to pass the tubing.
restaurant has a long soda -fountain bar. With a good section of tubing in the
When a customer at the bar places his test coils, the oscillators are both tuned

Small churches to get
recorded sermons

order for food, the waitress transmits to the same frequency. Then, as the
tubing is passed through the coils, a
ing into a microphone. Several Loft flaw will change the induced current
candy stores have also used the same sufficiently to change the frequency of
method, to avoid locating bulky soda one of the oscillators and cause a beat
fountains in valuable positions in the note in the loudspeaker and a deflection

RECORDED SERMONS and religious organ the order directly to the kitchen by talk-

recitals for churches, financially unable
to have regular pastors, are being projected by the Congregational and Christian Church Extension Board, according

to the Rev. Dr. Ernest M. Halliday of store.
New York, general secretary.

The recorded sermons and recitals
will be reproduced on a specially made
instrument similar to a phonograph.
Each disk will contain a thirty -minute

V

PORTABLE X-RAY

church service and both sides of the
record will be used. Each side will
contain fifteen minutes of the church

of the meter.
The equipment in its present form detects local flaws and sudden changes in
characteristics of the material. By using
one test coil instead of two, however, it
may be used to detect gradual changes
in characteristics or to compare the
material with a standard.

service.

Present plans call for the first distribution in the mountain regions of the
Southeastern part of the United States.
"The

recorded

sermons

will

Portable radios aid
forest -fire fighters

be

preached by leading theologians of the
United States, such as the Rev. Dr. S.
Parkes Cadman of Brooklyn," said Dr.
Halliday. "The recitals will be played
by well-known church organists. All
of

the sermons and recitals will

PORTABLE RADIO SETS AIDED the United

States Forest Service in quick reporting

and communication during

fire

emergencies in several national forests

be

this summer.

recorded in one of the Eastern studios
of a phonograph record manufacturer
and the expenses of distribution will be
borne by the board."

The Forest Service has been experimenting with the possibilities of radio
communication since 1927, and last year
its investigators developed specialized

Although the records will be the basis

sets suitable for the rigorous require-

of the services in small churches, the
congregations will conduct their own

ments of national forest use. This year

it has had 150 new sets

Scripture reading and singing of hymns.
"The records will circulate among the
small churches somewhat on the order
of books in a library," said Dr. Halliday.
"The New York offices of the board will
be the distribution centre."

in use in

national forests in the West, supplementing the existing forest telephone system.
One type of set developed by the ForAt the Fuhlsbuttel aerdrome near Ham- est Service is strictly portable, and
burg, Germany, a portable X-ray outfit weighs only about 10 pounds, complete.
can be wheeled out onto the field and used
inspect propellers, engine parts, and Its effective radius of communication is
Dr. Halliday said as far as he knew to
gear, detecting flaws invisible to the eye 10 miles or more, messages being rethe Congregational and Christian
ceived by voice, and sent by code. Sets
Church record project was the first of
of this type will be carried by fire crews
Its kind in this country.
and by "smoke chasers" traveling the
roads and trails, constantly on the look-

Oscillator detector
Sound systems aid
in serving beer

out for fires, "firebugs," and persons
careless with matches or tobacco.

FLAWS AND CRACKS in tungsten or
molybdenum wire, and similar materials,
are detected by a new vacuum -tube
oscillator being also successfully used in

the General Electric shops at Schenec- Radio -fog -horn gives
tady, N. Y., to find flaws in copper tublated business in many unexpected di- ing. In both cases, flaws are detected mariner's distance
rections. Radio men and public-address by means of eddy current induced in the IN THE ENGLISH COMBINATION of fogengineers report a number of profitable material inspected.
horn and radio station, sound is sent
sound -system installations in beer garThe tubing test is based upon the out through the air, while a phonodens, restaurants, soda stores and other change in electrical resistance of a small graph record at the radio station simulplaces where thirst is quenched.
section of tubing, which occurs when a taneously starts counting out miles and
In many of these places, microphones defect is included in it. Eddy currents tenths of miles at the rate at which the
are installed in convenient locations, so are induced in a small portion of the sound travels. This radio count reaches
that orders may be conveyed accurately tubing by passing it through a coil con- the mariner instantly as it proceeds and
and rapidly to a central serving point. nected in an oscillator circuit. Two of he listens until he hears the air -borne
In other places, the public address sys- these oscillators are coupled together sound of the fog -horn. The radio
tem is also used for entertainment pur- and connected through an amplifier to a count at that instant gives him the disposes to supply music.
loudspeaker and a meter. Each of the tance of his ship from the sending staA typical sound system was recently oscillators is provided with a coil either tion. In the United States no such
completed at the Picadilly Restaurant, or both of which may be used as test system is vet in service.
7HE RETURN OF REAL BEER has stimu-
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frequency where the coil and condenser are resonant, assuming, of course, that if the coil and condenser are in
series they are used in series with the line, and if they
are in parallel they are connected across the line. At
other frequencies the loss is increasingly greater the further they are removed from the resonant frequency.
Consequently the curve of loss, plotted as a function of

Electric wave

filters for high

frequency has somewhat of a "V" shape as shown in

Fig. 1. The sharpness of the "V" depends upon the value
of the inductance of the coil, and the dissipation factor,
called the Q of the coil at the resonant frequency. Q is

defined as the ratio of the reactance of the coil to the
effective resistance of the circuit at the frequency it is

frequencies

desired to transmit.

Tuned circuits versus filters
In contrast, the electric wave filter allows a definite
band of frequencies to pass with nearly equal loss and
discriminates quite abruptly against the unwanted frequencies. Plotting the loss as a function of frequency the
filter gives a "U" shaped curve. The steepness of the
sides of the "U" depends on the number and kind of filter sections empl4ed. How square the bottom of the
"U" is, depends largely on the Q of the coils and con-

By CARL L. FREDERICK
Engineering Physics Corp.,
Hackensack, N. J.

densers.

IN ORDER that several messages such as speech and
music may be transmitted simultaneously over the
same wire or over the air, without interference, means
must be provided for selecting desired currents or volt-

ages and discriminating against others which are different
because of their frequency. In the frequency range be-

low about 200 kc., it is customary to employ for this
purpose electric wave filters, consisting of a network of
coils and condensers so designed and proportioned that
frequencies in a definite range are allowed to pass with
a uniformly low loss while those outside this range are
highly attenuated. At frequencies above 200 kc. a number of simple tuned circuits in tandem, each containing
one coil and one condenser, have been used ordinarily.
Several facts are responsible for this difference in
practice. At low frequencies a simple tuned circuit will
pass only a very narrow band of frequencies uniformly,
but as the frequency increases such a circuit will pass a
band sufficiently broad for speech and music with approximately uniform loss. Also, as the frequency increases, it becomes more difficult to build a satisfactory
filter. Some of the reasons for these facts can be made
clear by a comparison of the two types of structure.
In a tuned circuit the lowest loss occurs at the single

With the steadily increasing refinement of the telephone art occasions arise which require apparatus for
selecting both narrow and wide high -frequency bands
with sharp discrimination and little variation of loss in
the band. For these reasons, the "V" -shaped characteristic of the tuned circuit cannot always be tolerated, and

2099

Fig.

2-Schematic of

a

high frequency filter

designed by methods employed at low frequencies.
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Fig. 1-(left) Loss characteristics of dissipative
and non -dissipative tuned circuits and filters.
Dissipation is due to effective resistance in the
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Fig. 2, so that the resonance frequencies are the
same as before, changes the characteristics of the

filter from A to B.
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Fig. 5-(right) An ideal transformer (above),
with a condenser in series, is electrically equiva-
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it has been necessary to solve the many problems which
beset the construction of filters for high -frequency
operation.

One difficulty encountered in the design of high frequency filters is in the realization of lumped impedance
elements of suitable size. In building filters for use below 200 kc., it is possible to approximate closely the
lumped inductances and capacitances which are dictated
by the computation of the theoretical design. As the
frequency at which the filter is designed to operate increases, however, the values of the coils and condensers
computed by the usual filter mathematics become progressively smaller until at a million cycles some of the
coils required are practically impossible to construct.
The theoretical design shown in Fig. 2, of a filter to
work at 2,600,000 cycles per second with the loss characteristics shows in Fig. 3, shows what ridiculously small
coils the theory may prescribe. The required inductance
of 0.3 µ h. corresponds to that given by a straight wire
only a few inches in length and 2 µ h. would be given

which has a negative capacitance. A condenser with
a negative capacitance is, of course, unrealizable by

itself, but when its position in the theoretical circuit
is in parallel with a positive capacitance of larger absolute value2, a single condenser can be used to pro-

by one or two turns of wire on a cylindrical form vide the equivalent positive capacitance which is the

sum

inch in diameter. Evidently the inductances of the
wiring would be of the same magnitude as the inductances required by the filter, and thus make it practically

of the two. These design steps, applied to the structure
of Fig. 2, are shown in Fig. 6. In the first step, the series capacitances at the ends of the filter are divided,

teristic.

body of the filter. As a second step, each transformer
and an adjacent condenser are replaced by the equivalent "it" network of condensers. Finally the "+" and

1

impossible to build a filter with a predicted charac- and a transformer is inserted between each and the
Since it is possible to build condensers smaller than
those prescribed, it is often asked why the coils in the
shunt arms could not be simply made larger, and the
condensers in parallel with them smaller, so that the
resonant frequency of each pair would be the same as
before.
The answer is that this procedure would
change the shape of the impedance characteristics of
the arms with frequency. This in turn would cause
an internal mismatch of impedances, which would degenerate the desirable loss curve shown in Fig. 4A to
that shown by Fig. 4B.

To rematch the impedances, there are necessary
"step up" devices, for example transformers, at ap-

propriate points. The ratio of impedance transformation in each case will be the ratio by which the inductances have been increased and the capacitances diminished. At the high frequencies under consideration,
however, the use of actual transformers in this manner
is not as simple and flexible as the method shown in
Fig. 5.

"-" condensers in parallel are replaced by a single
positive condenser.

The overall electrical characteristics of the final structure in Fig. 6 are the same as
the initial structure, but it has the advantage that the
elements are all of suitable value.

When impedance transformations have brought the
values of the coils up to practicable figures, the values
of the condensers may be very small. The difficulty
then to be overcome is that of concentrating the stray
capacities at certain points in the filter structure so
that they can be used as a part of the theoretically desired capacities. This is best accomplished by double shielding the series impedance arms in such a way that

the capacity between the shields forms a part of the
total capacity required in the shunt arms of the filter.
A schematic of the final circuit and shielding, derived
from the circuit of Fig. 1 by application of the procedures described is shown in Fig. 7. The condenser
It can be demonstrated' that an ideal transformer, values range from 12 to 154 mil. and the coils range
from 20 to 134 tih.
in series with a condenser, is equivalent to a "n"

shaped

configuration of three condensers,
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NOTES ON ELECTRON

Electronic voltage control
of d -c generators

spherical mirror for centering the beam
at the proper spot. Thus with the aper-

comparatively simple electronic unit.

obstructed and the cell dark. With maxi-

cal relays or moving parts, the quickness of action is limited only by the field

ture uncovered the maximum of light characteristics of the generator. The
will impinge on the photocell behind the degree of accuracy to which the output
BY W. P. KOECHEL
meter. However, when the indicating voltage can be held will depend only on
IT IS POSSIBLE TO control accurately the needle of the meter is reading at the the accuracy and type of indicating
output regulation of a d -c generator by a correct voltage, the light beam will be meter used.
One of these has been installed at the mum light going through the aperture,
Ken Rad plant in connection with a 250 - the photo -electric cell will pass the

volt generator and has given entirely maximum bias to the grid of the tube.
satisfactory results. It uses an indicator This in turn will cause the plate resistmeter, a photocell, and an electronic ance of the tube to assume its maximum
tube. This tube should preferably be value, (this being infinity) and decrease
capable of carrying the entire field cur- the voltage output of the generator.
rent of the generator to be controlled, Minimum bias on the grid of tube
but if a single tube is not sufficient, any (caused by the cell being dark) will give
number of tubes required may be run in minimum impedance of the tube (or

A 35 -Ma per lumen
vacuum cell
A VACUUM TYPE PHOTOTUBE with the

sensitivity of the better gas cells has been

developed and put on the market by the
General Electric Company. This tube,

bank of tubes) and act to increase the
In place of the usual field rheostat output voltage of the generator.

parallel.

there is substituted the plate impedance

The summarized overall effect of this

of the tube (or bank of tubes). As the circuit is therefore as follows. A totally

covered aperture will act to increase the
output of the generator to its maximum
value and a totally uncovered aperture
will reduce the output voltage to zero.
Therefore, the controlled output voltage
A photocell mounted behind an in- values will range between the two values
dicating voltmeter controls the amount represented by the width of the slot used
of bias applied to the vacuum tube. The for entrance of light. If the width of
voltmeter is connected directly across the slot represents the distance which
the output of the generator. At that the indicator moves for a change of one
point on the dial of this meter which volt, the output voltage of the generator
corresponds to the voltage at which the regulated by this circuit will maintain a
generator is to be held, there is an aper- constant voltage of plus or minus oneture. A source of light is located in half volt from any specified value.
As this circuit involves no mechani- known as the FJ-114 is made in an aufront of the aperture together with a
tomobile headlamp bulb and therefore is

plate impedance of such a tube is determined by the amount of bias applied to
the grid, it is evident that the grid bias
will indirectly control the output voltage
of the generator.

much smaller than the average tube.

The active surface is caesium deposited

ULTRA -VIOLET RADIATION METER

on oxidized silver, enhanced by other
special treatments which not only contribute to the high sensitivity (35 microamperes per lumen) but produces a high
sensitivity in the infra -red.
The tube will respond to the heat from

a body that is not even glowing in the

dark (a wavelength of 12,000 angstroms or a temperature of about 500° C

or 900° F.). With an automobile head-

lamp as the light source (2600° C or
4700° F) the new tube gives a five or
six per cent response through a heat transmitting filter compared to a response of about 0.5 per cent from the
usual phototube.

With permission to publishIN ACCEPTING A GOLD MEDAL from the

A photocell, held by A. H. Taylor activated by UV passes current

into a condenser where it is stored to be released in spurts to
be counted. This electronic device was developed by Mr. Taylor
and Dr. Matthew Luckiesh of Nela Park
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American Institute of the City of New
York presented to the General Electric
Company for "pioneering in industrial
research," Dr. W. D. Coolidge spoke of
his pride in a company policy which is
markedly different from that existing
in many other large, and small, organizations and which permits these
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TUBES AND CIRCUITS + +
companies to hide under a bushel the

light of countless persevering scientists
and engineers.
Dr. Coolidge said, in part, "we have
been free to publish our results and have
been encouraged to do so; we have had
the satisfaction of knowing that we were

making real contributions to the sum

Colloidal dispersions of graphite in

Laboratory, Harvard University.

In

distilled water, when highly diluted and the Review of Scientific Instruments,
applied to fibre, paper or ceramic December, 1933, he describes several

bodies, produces coatings having low voltmeters of this type based on the
electrical conductivity. Utilization of fundamental circuit composed of a
these films are involved in the manufac- tetrode amplifier working into a diode

ture of grid leaks, tone controls, volume rectifier.

controls and other types of fixed and

total of fundamental scientific knowledge variable resistors.
and were, gaining the respect and confiIt is possible to obtain colloidal-

A single variable -mu stage with its
diode detector will have a linear characteristic between 5 db. below and 15

dence of fellow scientists in academic graphited water in such a high state (lb. above 1 volt and will have only
circles."
of concentration that it changes from a slight curvature between - 10 db. and
free flowing liquid to a viscous fluid. In

this state, it enjoys utility as a clamp-

Colloidal graphite
in electronics field

ing paste or carbon cement and is valuable for fastening the carbon filaments

of therapeutical and similar lamps to

Technical Editor, Acheson Oildag Co.,

the metallic lead-in wires. In some instances, manufacturers of incandescent

unctuous,

lamps take advantage of the huge surface possessed by colloidal graphite by
using it for "getter" purposes.

BY RAYMOND SZYMANOWITZ

Port Huron, Mich.
IN

ADDITION

TO

BEING

graphite is unusually inert chemically,
is a conductor of electricity, possesses a
'F. A. Firestone, Rev. of Sod. Instruments,
fairly high black body factor and when July
11, 1930.
colloidalized has a huge surface per
'German Patent, No. 522,291.
No. 1,843,728. British + 20 dh. Two stages with two diodes
unit of mass. Aqueous dispersions of Patent S.No.Patent
317,209.
British Patent No. are linear between - 40 db. and + 20
colloidal graphite, when applied to 319,734.
db. and a three -stage amplifier -voltsolids, and permitted to dry, form
meter is linear between - 60 and + 20
tenaciously adsorbed,
homogeneous,
db. below and above 1 volt. This repreopaque films which retain the original
sents a range of 10,000 to 1, or between
properties of graphite. These films are Logarithmic voltmeter
one millivolt and 10 volts. Each of the
utilized in the making of radio and
stages has a diode rectifier. By the time
other electronic tubes where they are As POINTED OUT BY Ballantine (Elec- the second or third stages begin to overapplied to the walls of the glass en- tronics, January, 1931) variable -mu load with a droop in the output of rectivelopes. The opaque surfaces formed tubes provide a means of making a fied current, sufficient input has been apare photoelectrically poor and are cap- vacuum tube voltmeter with a logarith- plied to earlier stages so that the
able of conducting to ground stray mic response. An extension of the range rectifier corresponding to these stages
charges which may otherwise tend to of the early voltmeters of this type has begins to contribute to the total rectified
accumulate thereon.
been described by F. V. Hunt of Cruft current.
The graphite films formed with col+
+
+
loidal-graphited water also find utility
in thermopile design. Here, use is
ULTRA -SHORT WAVE AIRBEACON CONTROL
made of the black body properties of
graphitic carbon.'
It is common practice in the radio
tube industry to spray the grids of certain varieties of tubes with colloidalgraphited water to discourage the emission of secondary electrons. In this
connection, some manufacturers prefer
to lubricate the molybdenum grid wire
with colloidal graphite as the metallic
thread passes through the winding machine. This practice not only minimizes

breakage of the wire, but gives the same

a graphite coating which makes un-

necessary the spraying of the finished

grids.
One of the difficulties in selenium cell
production is the tendency of the
selenium to form selenides with the

metal used for electrodes. When the
latter are composed of graphite, produced with colloidal-graphited water,
this trouble is eliminated.'

Even in

photoelectric cells employing the alkaline metals graphite films find employment because of their ability to take up
caesium

and

similar light

sensitive

materials.'
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A new method of remotely controlling radio beacons by wavelengths
of the order of 5 meters has been developed by engineers of the Department of Commerce. The apparatus here is under control of G. Muehl,
who simply dials to stop or start the Washington beacon
87
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sell a wide -band instrument to the listener who
can utilize it? Must all listeners be penalized to
the present low order of fidelity just because the
industry has not concentrated its energy on cleaning up man-made noise by demanding and securing higher power for broadcast stations, or in
cleaning up the distortion that exists in transmitters and receivers?
There are countless thousands of listeners residing in high field strength areas who could enjoy
a receiver good out to 7500 cycles. Would it not

be reasonable, and perhaps profitable, for every
manufacturer in 1934 to have at least one highfidelity model which can be operated wide open
when conditions permit-and not restrict all
owners to a 25 -mile per -hour mediocrity?

Research keeps

business going
NOT only does research make jobs, but research is the factor that builds new strength
into a business and keeps thit business going.
Interesting testimony on this point is supplied

by one manufacturer of allied technical equipment, who reports that over a long period of
years his concern has come to realize that it must
add at least 15 per cent of new product in terms
of net sales, if the plant is to be kept running on
an even keel. The creation of this new product,

of course, involves research and development
work.

To get $1,000 worth of new product into its
factory, based on yearly sales, this manufacturer
finds he must spend about $200 on research and
development. This, combined with the first fig-

ure, means that to maintain a million dollars
worth of sales, $30,000 worth of development
work is necessary during the year.

International Congress of

Electro-Radio-Biology
TO

institute

among

physicists,

chemists,

biologists, naturalists and doctors a close
collaboration for the advance of radio -biology
considered not as a branch of radiology or of
biology, but as a separate science in itself, the
International Society of Radio -Biology is now
preparing the organization of the first International Congress of Electro-Radio-Biology, to
take place in Venice, in the Ducal Palace, in
September, 1934, under the chairmanship of
Count Volpi di Misurata, Italian Minister of
State.
All subjects concerning oscillatory and corpus-

cular phenomena in relation to biology will be
examined; ultra -sounds, electric waves, infra -red,

light, ultra -violet, radium, penetrating radiation
in its probable influences on the various manifesta-

25 -mile -per -hour radios
IT IS a fact that many radio listeners cannot
utilize a high-fidelity, wide -band receiver. It

tions of organic and organized matter; photo dynamic actions, long-distance actions of metals,
Gurwitsch rays, phenomena of luminescence,

radiations of radioactive salts in organic com-

is also a fact that many automobile owners do not

binations; electric states of the atmosphere;

reside near roads which will permit a mile -a minute clip. And yet automotive manufacturers
do not restrict all users of cars to a low speed
just because the majority do not want, or cannot
use, a faster car.

spectography; influences of radiating energy on
heredity, etc.
In addition to many famous European figures,
the following from America are expected to be
present at the Congress and to speak : Arthur
Compton, Chicago; W. D. Coolidge,' Schenec-

Why, therefore, cannot receiver manufacturers
88
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tady, N. Y.; Glasser Otto, Cleveland, Ohio;
C. D. Haskins, Schenectady, N. Y. and R. W.
Wood, Baltimore, Md. Those who desire detailed information should address Dr. Giocondo
Protti, Venice, Italy, Canal Grande-S. Gregorio
173.

NEWS NOTES
Prall succeeds Starbuck on Radio Commission-Arming
S. Prall, representative from New York, was appointed by
President Roosevelt to the place on the Radio Commission

vacated with the expiration of the term of William D.
Starbuck.

Mr. Prall has been in Congress since 1923; he
was formerly president of the Board of Education of New
York City and a commisisoner of taxes and assessments of
the city.
Industrial Electronic Tube Section, NEMA-The recently
organized Non -Radio Electronic Tube Section of the Specialties Product Division of the National Electrical Manufacturers Association has been renamed the Industrial
Electronic Tube Section. Dr. H. A. Jones of the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., is chairman, and

also acts as member in the Supervisory Agency for the
Specialties Product Classification. A meeting of the new
section was scheduled for March 1, at NEMA headquarters, New York City.
W. R. G. Baker and J. C. Warner go up in RCA-W.

R. G. Baker has been appointed vice-president and general
manager of the RCA -Victor Company, Camden, N. J., and
J. C. Warner has been given the same title with the Radio-

tron and Cunningham companies at Harrison, N. J. E.
W. Ritter has been appointed manager of the research and
development laboratory at Harrison, and D. F. Schmit
heads up the engineering division, incorporating the development, application, commercial and standardizing sections.

Radio Transmitter Section, NEMA-In addition to the

radio receiving -tube section of the National Electrical Man-

ufacturers Association, a special section devoted to other
radio applications has been formed, with G. W. Henyan,
General Electric Company as chairman, and H. W. Young,
Western Electric Company, as secretary. About twenty
concerns are members, and the full title of the section

covers specifically the fields of "radio transmitting apparatus,

"URSI" at Washington, April 27-A joint meeting of

the American Section of the International Scientific Union
and the Washington Section, Institute of Radio Engineers,
will be held at the National Academy of Sciences, 2100
Constitution Avenue, Washington, D. C., beginning 10 a.m.
Friday, April 27. Dr. J. H. Dellinger of the Bureau of
Standards, is vice-chairman of the American Section of
URSI. Following are the papers to be presented:
The development and characteristics of 9 -cm radiation.
C. R. Kilgore (Westinghouse Company).
Vacuum tubes for generating frequencies above one hundred megacycles. C. E. Fay and A. L. Samuel (Bell
Telephone Laboratories).
Facsimile radio observations during the 1932 eclipse. E.
F. W. Alexanderson (General Electric Company).
Notes on propagation at a wavelength of 73 centimeters.
B.

Trevor and R. W. George (Radio Corporation

America).

of

Some recent work on the ionosphere in Canada. J. T.
Henderson (Canadian National Research Council).
Studies of the ionosphere by multifrequency automatic
recording. T. R. Gilliland (Bureau of Standards).
Ionosphere measurements at low altitudes. L. V. Berkner
and H. W. Wells (Carnegie Institution of Washington)
High frequency ammeter. H. M. Turner (Yale University).
The thermal method of measuring the losses in a vacuum

F. P. Cowan (Harvard University).
Frequency standard and monitor stations of Canadian
Radio Commissions. Col. W A. Steel (Canadian National
tube.

Research Council).
A method of measuring noise levels on short-wave tele-

graph circuits.
America).

H. 0. Peterson (Radio Corporation of

Relative daytime intensities of atsmospherics. K. A.
Norton (Bureau of Standards).
Developments in automatic sensitivity control. G. E.
Pray (Signal Corps Laboratories).
Phase angle of vacuum tube transconductance at very
high frequencies. F. B. Llewellyn (Bell Telephone Laboratories).

A new method of obtaining the operating characteristics
of power oscillators. E. L.
(Harvard University).
A short-cut method for calculation of harmonic distortion of modulated radio waves. I. E. Mourointseff and
H. N. Kozanowski (Westinghouse Company).
Space -charge effects in piezo-electric resonators. \V. G.
Cady (Wesleyan University).

STYLING THE TRANSMITTER HOUSE, TOO

public-address and musical distribution, radio transmitting
tubes, commercial radio receivers, and radio direction
finders."

Former Bureau of Standards men form research group

-Following the elimination of a number of radio and

scientific specialists from the Bureau of Standards, under
the Economy Act, some of these men have been organized
into the Washington Institute of Technology, by Col. S.
F. Mashbir. Radio patents obtained by this group will be
manufactured in future by the Westinghouse company,
according to an agreement reached with Walter C. Evans,
manager of the Westinghouse radio department. The Institute men are now working in a laboratory at the College
Park airport, near Washington. Two new developments
are the "direct-aire" direction finder, and the "air -track"
blind landing system.
Russians plan twenty million radios by 1937-According
to the Soviet organ Pravda, plans being developed by the
Russian Commissariat for Communications contemplate a
four-year Soviet program for production of twenty million
receiving sets with present and enlarged manufacturing
facilities and with twenty scientific research institutes of
Russia now engaged thereon. By the end of 1937 it is
hoped to develop a large radio manufacturing industry to
work present plants at full capacity and complete ten new
plants, to cost 130,000,000 rubles, for manufacture of sets,
tubes, amplifiers and batteries. In Russia there are now
only sixty-two radio stations, but twenty-nine new stations
are now building.
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With the artists and stylists who have streamlined the nation's automobiles now at work on the radio sets, it remained for Dr. Leon
Levy, owner of WCAU, Philadelphia, to apply modern design to the
exterior of:his new 50 -kw transmitter house, also.
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Police radio communication
[Continued from page 76]
Variable condensers have proven very troublesome in
keeping this adjustment, particularly in superheterodyne
design. The familiar "book" type is almost universally

used ; these have a mica dielectric and are kept in adjustment by constant tension present on the phosphor

The latest developments indicate encouraging progress
toward ultimate two-way communication between station

and patrol cars. Advantages of such operation at frequencies around 10 meters are :
1. The facilitating of "answer back" by the patrol car
and through keeping constant control of all patrol car
movement. An efficient and workable transmitter of

these frequencies can be installed in a movable car
whereas at lower frequencies this would not be feasible.

2. Confining the range of transmission to a local area
thus simplifying the allocation of zone frequencies and
eliminating interference with other zones on the same
frequency. 3. Low -power transmitters may be used
with very good coverage; complete interlocking of a
municipal system is possible through a radio central
telephone connection to outlying district transmitters
Station and motorcycle receivers
covering particular areas.
The value and utility of police radio communication
Generally the operational features governing design
of the station receiver are the same as for the mobile may well be reviewed in the figures issued by the F.
police unit. Economy is of course not so important R. C.'s report for April, 1932. Of 50 large cities using
since such receivers operate from relatively cheap 110 radio one arrest was made for every ten calls broadvolt a -c power. In outlying districts, however, where cast and an average of $250.00 worth of property was
the receiver must be operated at fairly high sensitivity recovered per department per day. The efficiency of
noise enters by the antenna and over the electric lines. supervision and betterment of personal safety is unSince the receiver must operate throughout the whole doubtedly improved with radio as a communicating link.
day this noise must be constantly endured and may Economy is ten -fold enhanced when we note that one
prove somewhat disagreeable. A form of automatic car with two patrolmen can cover 10,000 people swiftly
volume control has been devised to care for this diffi- and expeditiously whereas under foot patrol supervision
culty. Its action is that of a very sharp valve so ad- one man is allowed for, on the average, 600 inhabitants.
The same figures approximately apply to 12 cities
justed that it snaps from practically "off" position of
the receiver to full sensitivity directly the signal fre- of less than 100,000 people with the added inference that
quency is received. Adjustment is such that transient suburban areas are even more efficiently covered. Where
noise impulses even of greater magnitude than the signal the population is thinly spaced radio controlled autoimpulse do not trip the circuit and quiet operation be- mobile cruisers give infinitely closer supervision than the

bronze adjusting plate.
With such control there need be only volume control
and "off -on" switching in the control mechanism located
on the steering column ; in some cases these are located
on the chassis itself where mounting is convenient.

tween signals exists.

old foot patrol.

High frequency filters

obtain a very small temperature coefficient and so as
not to change their setting while being locked in position. The fixed condensers used have one set of plates
completely shielding the other plates and capacities to

[Continued from page 85]
The coils used in the construction of high frequency
filters such as these are especially designed to obtain
a high Q over the desired pass band and also so as to

ground.
2

4

CI

000
=C2.4
INPUT

C

.1,CSA
OUTPUT

176
Cal
C.?
Fig. 8-Final filter circuit with desired characteristics

Parts of typical filters built according to this schematic are shown. To reduce interference, the connections between the impedance arms of the filter are
made by means of very short straps, and the connections to the input and output of the filter are made by
means of coaxial conductors.
The measured characteristics of filters built according to these principles have closely approximated those
theoretically calculated. Filters such as those just described offer a promising means of making available
for high quality message transmission an increasing
range in the frequency spectrum.
Fig. 7-One of the double -shielded series arms of the
filter (Figure 8, Number 1)

be little affected by changes in temperature and humidity. The air condensers are especially designed to
90

'Mathematically, by equating the open and short-circuit im-

pedances of the two structures ; see "Transmission Networks and
Wave Filters," by T. E. Shea, p. 327. (D. Van Nostrand Co.,
New York.)

'Or in series with a positive capacitance of smaller absolute

value.
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BOOKS

+

FOR ENGINEERS USING ELECTRON TUBES
and (3) the neutralization of the charges
(20 pages).
As an introduction to the first section
By C. R. Underhill. 1933. McGrawHill Book Company, New York. (320 of. the book, the laws of impact between
pages, 220 illustrations. Price $3.) neutral particles of different mass and

more to be regretted that little is said
in this place about Langmuir's investi-

Electrons at work

IN THIS BOOK MR. UNDERHILL has ren-

dered an important service to all engineering and lay readers who wish to
"catch up" on the new developments
built around the electron and electronic
devices.

For the man who wants to

clarify his understanding of the teeming
new art and science of electronics, this
volume goes back to the fundamentals
and gives the student a fresh start on his
grasp of basic electron phenomena, so

gations.

The much shorter section on recombination reflects the scarcity of informa-

tion on this subject; it is also known

velocity are discussed, a novelty in a book

dealing with electric discharges and per- that the part it plays in discharges is less
haps not of immediate usefulness. The ex- important than was formerly thought.
perimental results obtained in the work
Of the 30 tables and 120 figures given
on icnization by fast charged particles in the book at least 30 are new, 20 have
in the field -free space as well as in elec- been taken over or adapted from articles
tric fields, ionization by ultra -violet and published in 1931 or 1932, and close to
X-rays in gases and from solid boun- 50 relate to information published

daries. and thermal ionization are then within the past five years.

to establish a connection bethat he is equipped to understand the however,
the ionization by a beam of eleccommercial and industrial applications tween
that are also described in the book. It trons and the ionization in a mixture
of electrons and ions (Townsend disis this fortunate arrangement, and the
as little progress has been made
simplicity of presentation of technical charge)
in
this
field. The very precise treatand physical facts, that will make the
of the problem of thermal ionizabook especially serviceable to a wide ment
tion is quite unusual and welcome in
audience of readers.
of the part which engineers have
Manufacturing executives will find view
assigned
to it in arc discharges.
here an enumeration of the ways elecWhile the material in the first part is
tronic devices can improve production
and effect economies. Practical men presented more or less along convenwho want to prepare themselves for an tional lines, the section on the motion
understanding of industry's new tools. of the charges is novel in its logical
will get many stimulating suggestions arrangement of the material. It is the
from the chapters. The author has succeeded in his effort to "take the mystery
out of electronics." The appearance of

the book constitutes a milestone in the
more general understanding of elec-

tronic methods and the possibilities
ahead.

ungen, ihre physik und
technik
By A. U. Engel and M. Steenbeck.
Julius Springer, Berlin. Price 24 r.m.
IT IS KNOWN THAT the introduction of

gas into a radio tube or phototube, or
the presence of vapor in the thyratron
leads to the complication that positive
ions are produced by swift electrons hitting the gas molecules and also by other
agencies so that both electrons and ions
travel towards the electrodes where they
give off their charges. The book is accordingly divided into three parts : (1)
the production of electrons and ions (140

there is some danger that unconfirmed
results range themselves side by side
with established facts. Thus there are
discrepancies not only between Figs. 12
and 13, but also between these figures
and Fig. 11 and tables 2 and 3, and it
is also somewhat difficult to reconcile
Figs. 16 and 17.
The book unlike others in this field is
more than a reliable compilation of the
recent information, and is well worth its
price. It does not hide difficulties where

they are important and gives a vivid
picture of the world of the light electrons and that of the heavy ions.
+

+

Braunsche Kathodenstrahlroehren und ihre anwendung
(Cathode ray oscillographs and their uses)
By E. .4lberti, Julius Springer, Berlin.

Elektrische gasentlad-

The insis-

taken up with a thoroughness that leaves tence upon the most recent contributions
little to be desired. No attempt is made, is certainly a welcome feature although

214 pages, 158 figs. Price $5.10.

described in the third part as far as

devoted to the methods of obtaining a
THE INTRODUCTION TRACES step for step they differ in principle, and the means
-the author is an official of the patent by which the beam can be concentrated
office-the development of the cathode are discussed. Nearly 50 pages are then
ray tube. It dates from the year 1897 time deflection axis for continuous
when J. J. Thomson succeeded in show- recording of wave shapes. In the fifth
ing that the discharge obtained in a and last chapter a number of applicavacuum is deflected by an electrostatic tions are illustrated; studies of high frefield. In the same year Braun used the quency waves, magnetization curves.
tube for studying the wave -form of al- power factors, resonance curves, tube
ternating currents. In 1905 Wehnelt characteristics, modulation, location of
replaced the cold cathode by an oxide - faults in cables and television, many of
filament. Since then the frequency re- these uses having been described in
sponse and the sensitivity have been Electronics. The book, the first treatise
steadily improved.

on cathode ray tubes or electronic oscil-

In the second chapter the methods lographs is remarkably complete, giving
used for recording or rendering the 292 references to the literature (among

trace of the beam visible are discussed which Appleton's name is missing, howon the basis of the most recent scientific ever), but its high price is a disadvaninvestigations on the blackening of tage. It might have gained in usefulpages; (2) the moticn of the charges photographic plates by electrons.
ness had a section on standard totes
among the neutral atoms (60 pages)
The different types of construction are been added.
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REVIEW OF

ELECTRONIC LITERATURE
HERE AND ABROAD

Barkhausen circuit for
ultra -short wave reception

The crystal oscillator
of Pierce

[H. E. HOLLMANN, Heinrich Hertz In- [K. HEEGNER] The paper contains a
theory" of a
stitute, Berlin] Tubes with highly pos- treatment of. the "linear
Experiments
were
oscillator.
crystal
itive grid have often been used near
the point where they break into oscilla- conducted to show that the variations in
depending upon
tion for detecting ultra -short waves grid -cathode -capacity,
without paying attention to the details space charges, cause fundamental disWhen the ED-Ip char - crepancies with the "linear theory." It

of its working.

wire loop connecting grid and plate is
put to earth near the point where the
condenser is inserted and where there is

a voltage node. A large condenser is
used. One side of the condenser is connected with the negative of the C battery, the other with the B battery or the
corresponding sources. By adding a
small variable condenser C between
plate and filament or cathode, the fila-

is concluded that the deductions from
this theory are not sufficient to describe the observed phenomena.-Elektr.

ment to grid and the filament to plate
capacity are rendered equal, forming a

Nachr. Technik, 10, 357-71, 1933.

varied by means of an additional variable condenser between plate and grid.
The battery leads are placed in a plane
normal to the p ane containing the plate

balanced bridge with the two half -loops
serving as inductance. The frequency is

Harmonic distortion and
characteristics of
amplifying tubes
[A. GEHRTS, Laboratory of German

First tube is adjusted to give good de- Post Office] In contrast with vacuum
tection; second tube works near resonance tubes having filaments of pure tungsten,

tubes with oxide -coated or thoriated

emitters give slightly curved characterisacteristics of a tube with reversed elec- tics, and when expressing the plate cur- and grid inductance. The negative end
trodes are plotted it is seen that detection rent changes as a function of the grid of the A battery is joined to the negais due to the curvature of the character- voltage changes in a Taylor series, it is tive of the B battery and the positive of
istic and effective at very high as well necessary to take into account the second A to the positive of C.-H. F. Techn.
as at ordinary broadcast frequencies. derivative with respect to grid and plate El. Ak. 43:12-15 January, 1934.
The resistance offered by the plate grid voltages. By reducing end losses the
space, which is the seat of the rectified 3/2 law is closely approached. Devia-

potential, is of the order of a few thousand ohms, and the load inserted into
the plate filament lead ought not to exceed this value. It is indeed better to
take the output from the grid filament
circuit which is near saturation (infinite
resistance). Grid potential and heating
current have a marked influence upon

tions from the law are encountered in
oxide coated filaments, where they are Copper cuprous oxide cells
caused by the voltage drop across the [W. BULIAN, University of Berlin] To
oxide coating.
the cuprous oxide coating formed
The curvature of the characteristic protect
in a muffle furnace at 960 deg. C. upon
causes amplitude frequency distortion. copper sheets 4 by 6 cm., the hot piece
The usual definition of harmonic dis- of copper is placed in a graphite retort
tortion does not apply to the tube as it which contains powdered coal and is
leaves out the combination tones pro- covered with coal. When its temperature
duced when two frequencies act simul- has dropped to 100 deg. C. the piece is
taneously upon the grid. It is prefer- thrown into standing water, then bathed
able to use as a measure of distortion in a concentrated solution of potassium
the percentage change of the grid plate cyanide and etched for 30 seconds in 30
conductance of the tube when it is carry- per cent nitric acid. A metal electrode
ing a load, or the harmonic distortion as
finally deposited upon the cuprous
usually understood multiplied by four is
oxide by means of cathode sputtering at
times
the
reciprocal
of
the
grid
voltage
Ultra -short wave circuit with output in amplitude.-El. Nachr. Techn. 10: 436- low pressure. The same disk is obgrid -filament path
served to give a reverse photo effect
445. 1933.
over part of its surface (mother copper
taking on a positive charge), or an obthe output for two reasons: first, beverse effect (mother copper negative,
cause of the possible approach to resosee Electronics, October, 1932) over the
nance at various frequencies, and secremainder, depending upon the thickness
ond, on account of possible feed back. Variable oscillator (3-10 m)
of the metal film, but not when a merThe two effects add to the amplification, without choke coils
cury arc is used, suggesting, therefore,
but do not go hand in hand, and the best
to
solution is to use two separate tubes, [G. RENATUS, Dresden Institute of that the result is due, at least in part,
metal
the
the
absorption
of
light
by
to
is
The
main
thing
Technology.]
one working near resonance, the other
near regeneration, or two separate elec- watch that no a -c potential differences films. Silver coatings 0.4 millionths
trode systems in the same tube. The re- exist between the points to which the cm. thick upon cuprous oxide films 0.01
sult is a ten to hundred fold increase d -c sources are connected (cathode, grid cm. thick are found to give the most
in strength.-Hochfr. El. Ak. 42: 89- and plate) and between these points and consistent results.-Phys. Zeits. 34: 74599. 1933.
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the earth. The geometrical center of the

756. 1933.
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Radio frequency losses
in liquids
[(1) H.

HAASE,

Laboratory of Physics

University of Jena; (2) P. DEBYE, Laboratory of Physics University of Leipzig.] Strong absorption in liquids at
certain ultra -short r.f. is caused as a
rule by substances in which each molecule

is a small dipole nearly free to

move in the field of radiation traversing
the liquid. Friction and inertia prevent

mini tubes), provided power of one watt
or more is available and the permissible

News notes from England

operating time not less than 1/20 sec.
Radio exports increasing. Official figIn power apparatus control by tubes ures issued by the Department of Overseems to be limited either to very small seas Trade show that Britain is slowly
or very large motors. A notable power increasing her radio export trade. Front
application is resistance welding. Re- a 7.5 per cent share of the world radio
placing regulating apparatus, such as trade in 1931 she has risen to a 12.5
field regulators, control by gaseous tubes per cent share in 1933. Of the four big
is not advisable at present on account of radio exporting nations, only Britain
the high price and the fairly frequent and Holland have shown increases since
replacement of tubes. Electronic tubes 1931. The United States trade has
extend the range of automatic control fallen slowly and Germany's has dropped
from a sequence of purely mechanical enormously.
events to events depending on light and
One reason for the latter was the imsound and other minute forces.-El. position of protective tariffs by Britain
World, 103: 154-158, Jan., 1934.

Synchronizing for television

which resulted in an adverse radio trade
balance of £1,120,000 in 1931 being converted to s favorable balance of £560,000
last year.
Philco expands. Extensions to their
factory at Perivale, Middlesex, England,

are a preliminary to an onslaught on
the components market by the Philco
for synchronizing lines and pictures Radio and Television Corporation of

[F. OKOLICSANYI, Television Laboratory of the Tekade.] The sweep circuits

Gt. Britain Ltd.
A shadow tuning device at 15s., fixed
condensers and resistors are already
of 40 Mc. for the transmission of the available to Philco agents. Several new
picture proper (which requires a band valves are also on the way.
Carleton L. Dyer, the young Cana0.5 Mc. wide when there are 180 lines
and 25 pictures), and a second sender dian - born managing - director of the
having a frequency of 42 Mc. for car- British arm of the Philco company, left
rying the sound and the two sawtooth on a short visit to the United States on
waves for bringing pictures and lines Thursday, Feb. 15. With him was
into place. A saw tooth wave consists Douglas Carrington, the chief designer
of the fundamental and an infinite num- of the Carrington Mfg. Co., who make
Philco cabinets and are one of the bigber of overtones, but it will be suffi- gest
British cabinet makers.
cient to transmit only the frequencies
Auto
radio in England. A car radio
below the thirtieth overtone. This
produced
at a cost of £10,000 is about
represents a band between 25 and 800 to be placed
on the British market by
cycles for the picture changes and a British Radiophone,
the retail sales orband between 4.5 and 140 kc. for chang- ganization of the Plesszy Co. Ltd.
It is
ing the lines. The second transmitter
is directly modulated with the broad known that the receiver is a superhet
and that the control box on the steering
frequency spectrum corresponding to
column itself contains the miniature tunthe lines, whereas the second frequency ing condensers. Other details are still
is first composed with a 200 kc. wave, secret. Twelve months' research, durthe picture frequency with a 250 kc. ing which 300 models have been built
wave and then impressed upon the sec- and destroyed, are said to have preceded
ond sender.-Ferns. Tonfilm 4: 71-73. the final receiver, which has now been
1933.
on test three months.
represent an unnecessary complication
of present-day receivers. The remedy
is to use one sender having a frequency

the molecules from completely following

the rapid changes of the applied field
and the lag produced causes losses and
heating beyond that due to the mere pas-

sage of the current. Not being able to
move in step the dipole molecules appear

to have an average electric moment
which depends on the time of relaxation,
that is on the readiness with which the
molecules are able to rotate in the liquid.

Conversely, when the increase in tem-

perature produced by the passage of
high r.f waves is measured which are
applied to two electrodes of 1 cm. radius and spaced 1 mm. in the bull) of a
thermometer, the time of relaxation can
be deduced from a theory developed by
Debye for great dilutions of the dipole
substance.

Times of the order of one

million millionth second result. Molecules in which the moment is compensated (para-dichlorobenzene) as against
ortho-dichlorobenzene given no heat-

ing effect.-(1) Phys. Zeits. 35: 68-76.
Tan.

15,

101-106.

1934.

(2) Phys. Zeits. 35;

Feb. 1, 1934.
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Germany
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26

Factors affecting adoption
of electronic control
[C. STANSBURY,

Cutler -Hammer, Inc.]

The conventional magnetic relay has
little competition to fear from the electronic relay (that is, relays using vac -
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mediate frequency are readily calculated.

Compensated d -c amplifier

and superimpose intensity modulation

Among the examples given is the be- upon it at the receiving end.
The full advantage of the brighter
havior of the detector to the grid of
of
Physics,
[G. BARTH, Laboratory
light intensity given by velocity scanwhich
is
applied
the
frequency
of
the
Dresden Institute of Technology.] As in
is retained because light is only
Soller's improved circuit the proper con- local oscillator together with a carrier ning
taken
from the darker parts of the
frequency
of
amplitude
E,
the
plate
cirtrol grid bias and plate potential (for
picture.
cuit
being
tuned
to
the
difference
bethe FP -54 or an equivalent tube T-113)
Although so far an ordinary cathode
are obtained by tapping off from the re- tween the two frequencies. The ratio
ray
tube has been employed, the engiof
the
a
-c
plate
current
to
E
is
comsistances which are in series with both
neers state that the system has reached
in
agreement
be
puted
and
found
to
sides of the filament. The control grid
practical footing. A special tube deoperates at a positive potential (space with experiment. The exponential asigned
to avoid the origin distortion
charge grid) the current which it draws functions are conveniently expressed as effect and
to have a shorter after -glow
series
of
Bessel
functions
of
increasing
being several times as large as the plate
current. Over a certain range plate and order.-H. F. Techn. El. Ak. 43: 15-22, is now being developed.
Jan. 1934.

New British television
system
grid current have a constant ratio when

the filament current fluctuates so that
the grid current (in place of the filament current) can be balanced against
the plant current. When the resistances

are removed from the space charge cir-

cuit and the lead shifted from S to G,
and the plate lead P to S, the simple
bridge circuit is obtained; this circuit
is always used in setting up the compensated arrangement. When point P
is shifted to S the compensated circuit
becomes practically identical to the Du

The rectifying peak
voltmeter
[A. S. STARR, Research Laboratories of
Callender's Cable and Construction Co.,

A new television system in which two London.] The use of bias batteries in
principles, divergent until the present, series with each triode suppresses the
have been united, was described before emission current, and over -biasing, far
the British Institution of Electrical from being undesirable, reduces the
Engineers on February 7 by two mem- errors caused by the tube impedances to
bers of the research laboratories of A. a very small amount. The high voltage
C. Cossor Ltd., the tube makers.
is applied across the air condenser and
The engineers, L. H. Bedford, M.A., the parallel arrangement of the two vacand 0. S. Puckle, told how they inves- uum tubes which are of the indirectly
tigated the possibilities of variable -speed

scanning and were impressed by the

H.

To

J_

comparative simplicity of the system.

Lack of detail in the darker parts of

Bridge and Brown circuit and the same the image, however, led them to introequations apply. See Rev. Scient. Instr. duce a degree of intensity modulation.
4: 432-536, 1933.-7, eit. Phys. 87: 399In the final system, a film is scanned
by a light spot from a cathode ray tube.
408. 1934.
On the other side of the film is a photocell which provides a modulated output.
This output is fed back to the time base

Receiving tubes with
high internal resistance

Switch

(make before break)

circuit of the cathode ray tube. The
result is that the ray "lingers" over the heated type. In one tube the grid is con-

[M. J. 0. STRUTT, N. V. Philips' Research Laboratory. Eindhoven.] The
curve showing the plate current against
the grid voltage E for variable tubes is
most simply represented by a sum of a
few exponential functions Ae". Various

forms of distortion produced in tubes
with a very high internal resistance such
as harmonics of low frequencies of car-

rier waves (whistling), cross -modula-

tion and detection giving a second inter-

bright parts of the film-the parts where nected to the cathode while in the other
there is most detail-and hurries over a grid -bias of about minus 1.5 volt is
used, although 1.1 volt would be sufthe darker, more obscure areas.
It was found, however, that as soon ficient to interrupt the flow of current.
as a high contrast ratio was attempted The over -biased voltmeter will read acthe loss of detail in the dark places curately from 2,000 to 500,000 volts
became objectionable and it became im- with a condenser of 246 ilmf. With
possible to obtain a satisfactory tran- 2,000 volts the galvanometer reads 70
sition without using an unduly wide Aa., the condenser current is 155 /La.
frequency band. The solution the engi- (r.m.s.) and the voltage across the
neers found was to transmit a velocity - diodes about 15.-Proc. Phys. Soc.
modulated picture at low contrast level London, 49: 35-46, Jan., 1934.

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT RECOMMENDS A FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

The Congress has vested certain authority over certain forms of communiin the Interstate Commerce
clarity and effectiveness the relationship cations
is in addition the
of the Federal Government to certain Commission, and there
services known as utilities should be agency known as the Federal Radio
divided into three fields: Transportation, Commission.
I recommend that the Congress create
power, and communications. The prob- a new
agency to be known as the Fedlems of transportation are vested in the
eral
Communications
Commission, such
and
Interstate Commerce Commission,
authority
the problems of power, its development, agency to be vested with the
lying in the Federal Radio Comtransmission, and distribution, in the now
mission and with such authority over
Federal Power Commission.
In the field of communications, how- communications as now lies with the
Commerce Commission-the
ever, there is today no single Government Interstate
services affected to be all of those which
agency charged with broad authority.
To the Congress:

I have long felt that for the sake

of

The White House, February 26, 1934.
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rely on wires, cables, or radio as

a

medium of transmission.
It is my thought that a new commis-

sion such as I suggest might well be
organized this year by transferring the

present authority for the control of communications of the Radio Commission
and the Interstate Commerce Commission. The new body should, in addition,

be given full power to investigate and

study the business of existing companies
and make recommendations to the Congress for additional legislation at the
next session.
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT.
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NEW PRODUCTS
THE MANUFACTURERS OFFER

Electronic timer

Vibrator -type converter

Supersensitive relay

WESTINGHOUSE announces its Type HA

THE KATO ENGINEERING COMPANY,

THE WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT

of Newark, N. J. anelectronic timer which measures out a Mankato, Minn., has just placed its CORPORATION
nounces a new Model of Supersensitive
new
vibrator
-type
32
-volt
Konverter
on
present length of time and closes or
market. This unit is very efficient Relay that has many fields of applicaopens its contacts for that time after the
-drawing
about 21 amperes from a 32 - tion. This is known as Model 705.
initiating
impulses
given
from
a
the
lighting
plant when operating a
volt
push button, foot treadle, or cam radio
set
with
rated consumption of 70
The
device
is
used
for
operated switch.
such operations as the timing of spot watts. The vibrator assembly is sepaand projection -welder current flow, rately housed and easily accessible for
X-ray timing, and other similar ap- adjustment. It is so simple in construcplications requiring an easily adjustable tion that it can he serviced by the user
and accurately maintained time delay. by following the instruction manual
The time measured out is continuously furnished with each Konverter.
Tests that have been given the vibra-

tor points indicate that they will last

easily from 1,500 to 2,000 hours.
The list price is $29. The Konverter
conies complete with attachment cord

and radio receptacle-making it unnecessary to do any wiring to install.

The relay will make contact on values

This Konverter is recommended for sets
requiring 80 watts or less.-Electronics.

down to three microamperes or one

B eliminator

This relay will have many applications when used with the Weston Pho-

millivolt and its contacts are capable of
handling five watts at 110 volts.

tronic Cell for industrial control purtype B eliminator ever designed with poses and when used with thermocouples
seconds. It can he applied to any spot full power output, the new unit now for the control of temperature in elecor projection welding machine now in being placed on the market by the Car- tric furnaces.-Electronics.
service which is equipped with a ter Motor Co., 361 West Superior St..
magnetic main contactor. The elec- Chicago, is only 28 in. wide, 4 in. high,
tronic timer is unusually rugged, as the and 5 in. long, and weighs 64 pounds. Crystal microphone
industrial grid glow tube is designed for Being so compact and light in weight, THE BRUSH DEVELOPMENT COMPANY,
sturdiness and long life and operates the it can be easily placed in either the radio 3715 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland. Ohio,
contactor directly without delicate inter- set or speaker case. The unit is com- has placed on the market a new crystal
mediate relays. The grid glow tube is pletely enclosed and shielded and re- microphone designed particularly for use
free from any effects of wide tempera- quires no adjustments whatever. It is on the stage in theatres, schools, etc.
priced at $16.50.
ture changes.
The microphone is small, and is so deThe contactor in the unit has a consigned that a number can be strung
tact capacity of 10 amperes at 115 volts
along the stage by the footlights. It is
and 5 amperes at 220 volts alternating
particularly recommended for large
current.-Electronics.
theatres where four to six of these can
DECLARED TO BE THE SMALLEST rotary

adjustable from 1/10 second to 45

be used in two groups operating through
separate amplifiers and loudspeakers in

Auto -radio plate supply

order to produce the so-called "binau-

THE PIONEER GEN-E-MOTOR CORPORA-

The output level of the microphone
is such that it can be used with the

ral" type of sound reproduction.

TION of 1160 Chatham Court, Chicago.
Ill.,

ordinary two -stage

has just announced a new rotary

preamplifier and

The new type thrust ball bearings power amplifier or can be used directly
ceivers, declared to be the smallest used do not require oiling. and permit into a high gain amplifier. Used in this
power supply unit that has ever been the unit to operate at highest efficiency way as a booster system for the stage
power supply device for auto -radio re-

offered to manufacturers, regardless of in any position.
The unit consists of a newly designed
type.

Of like importance is the fact that motor -generator with

a

reflex filter

production, it is extremely effective in

aiding sound reproduction in large theatres and auditoriums, especially in such
places where the acoustic properties are

its output voltage is unidirectional and circuit and operates from a 6 -volt storflat except for a commutator ripple that age battery delivering voltages up to not of the best quality. Tests have
shown that the microphone is extremely
is only several per cent of the total 350.
When used as an Auto B Battery sensitive to sounds produced on the
voltage. Thus the filtering problem is
simple, requiring small condenser cost Eliminator. separate filters and chokes stage and has a very wide pickup range.
and assuring a very smooth voltage are not required as the new reflex filter Inasmuch as it is set flat on the floor,
that allows excellent audio reproduction. system uses the motor field coil for part it is thus provided with an infinite
baffle.-Elcctronics.
of the filter.-Electronics.
-Electronics.
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High -frequency magnetic
material
THE NEW MAGNETIC core

gain control. If a microphone is to be fier is housed in a black crystal cylin-

used, this is wired up with a standard der. Price to trade, $37.50. - Elecmike input stage and one of the wires tronics.
from the input stage is connected to the

material, ground terminal of the amplifier and

Ferrocart, which has caused wide com- the other to the cap of the 57 tube. The
ment abroad, will soon be available on amplifier is furnished with shielded leads
production in the American market. which fit in the shielded receptacles at
In Europe it is now used by twenty- the side wall making connection to the
four licensees among leading radio -set photo cells of the projectors. Incorand coil makers in eleven countries.
porated within the amplifier is a fusing
Ferrocart is an iron core material arrangement which takes care of undermade by a unique process which gives writers requirements in theaters.-Price,
it extremely high efficiency, favorable without tubes, $74.50.-Electronics.
permeability and very low core losses,

with advantages for intermediate fre-

NEW UNITS FOR TESTING, locating and

determining causes of trouble in radio
receivers, audio amplifiers or any type
of apparatus which employs vacuum
tubes, have been designed by the Sound
Engineering Corporation, 416 N. Leavitt
St., Chicago, Ill. Each unit is a com-

plete self-contained and highly useful

instrument in itself and all through com-

bine to form the very latest thing in

quency and carrier frequency coils.

Offices have been opened in New
York City by an American company
for the purpose of placing Ferrocart
promptly on a production basis and in
the proper form and design for direct
application in American types of high

Test instruments

Sliding -contact rheostats

analytical test sets.
The No. 90 test unit is a multi -range
universal A.C.-D.C. voltmeter, milliarn-

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Mt. Vernon, N. Y., has designed

eter and ohmeter, providing 7 voltage
ranges and 3 resistance ranges as well

its new sliding -contact -tubular rheostats as means for measuring inductance,
for the accurate control of currents up capacitance and impedance.
frequency coils.
to 25 amperes. The rheostats are arThe No. 91 analyzer effectively utiFull information may be obtained
ranged for potentiometer connection lizes the extraordinary versality of the
from the Ferrocart Corporation of
in providing a simple,

No. 90 tester

America, 12 E. 41st Street, New York
City.-Electronics.

direct point to point suitable for rapidly
testing and locating trouble in radio re-

ceivers, audio amplifiers and vacuum
tube apparatus in general. It also provides means for tube testing. Every

Resistor
D. T. SIEGEL, general manager Ohmite

Manufacturing Company, 636 N. Albany Ave., Chicago, Ill., announces a
new radio resistance unit, known as the
Wirewatt, having a one -watt rating. It
is the same size as the ordinary one - and may be obtained with non -inductive
watt composition unit and may be used or tapered resistance windings.
both in original equipment and for reThree sizes -8 in., 16 in. and 20 in.
placement work where the resistance lengths-cover very wide range of revalue is not over 25,000 ohms.
sistance values. A feature of the latest
Tests conducted by independent radio
engineers show that wire -wound units
are preferable as they have no temperature or voltage characteristics, and are

design is its single -point silver contact. Rheostats equipped with microm-

critical point in the set under test can be
separately checked-that is, voltage,
current and resistance conditions at any
critical point can be directly determined.
The No. 92 oscillator is a modulated
electron coupled signal generator, 110
volt A.C. and covers frequencies 90 to

1,600 KC without use of harmonics.

When required, harmonics may be used
to cover the higher frequencies.-Electronics.

Suppressors for auto radio

eter drive are provided with a clutch A COMPLETE NEW LINE Of molded bakewhich readily permits single hand ad- lite suppressors is now offered by Conabsolutely noiseless under all condi- justment of the slider.-Electronics.
tinental Carbon, Inc., of Cleveland,
tions. These tests also show that in
Ohio. In addition to all standard terresistors below 30,000 ohms the inminal designs, Continental has a new
ductive effect is so slight that it may
Flexo-Terminal universal suppressor
safely be disregarded in all broadcast re- Carbon and condenser
with a spring bronze spark -plug conceiver circuits.-Electronics.
nector that may be bent to allow easy
microphones
installation on any motor. Thus, a reA COMPLETE LINE OF microphones and ceiver shipped from the factory with
electro dynamic sound equipment has Flexo-Terminal suppressors may be inbeen brought out by The Lifetime Cor- stalled on any car without the dealer

Theater amplifier

poration of 1306 Dorr St., Toledo, Ohio. having to exchange or stock any
Representation of the line is Model No. special suppressor types.-Electronics.
PANY, 100 Sixth Ave., New York City, 88, a double -button carbon microphone,
announces a new theater amplifier finished in chrome plate. This model is
known as the Lafayette Model P15763. 3 in. in diameter, 11 in. thick and weighs Tracer for radio interference
This is a four -stage job using a '57 11 lb. It has a stretched duraluminum
in the first stage, a '56 in the second diaphragm 0.002 in. thick, gold spots, A NOISE Loc.vroR designed to meet the
stage, a '59 in the third stage and two gold contact buttons of 200 ohms each, need of public utilities, municipalities,
'59's in push-pull in the output stage. 80 -mesh carbon granules, and a fre- manufacturers and engineers for a
Resistance coupling is employed be- quency response of between 30 and 7,500 portable instrument to be used in tracTHE WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE COM-

tween the first and second and second cycles within 4 DB. This model is esand third stages. Class "B" transformer pecially recommended for public-address
coupling is used between the third stage work, music reproduction and general
broadcasting. Price to trade, $9.95.
and the output.

ing radio noise to its point of origin
and in locating such line faults as give
evidence of their presence by causing
radio -frequency disturbances has been

The No. 77 condenser microphone and announced by the Tobe Deutschmann
over from one projector to another and amplifier uses a hard duraluminum dia- Corporation, Canton, Mass. - Electhe amplifier also has a very efficient phragm, 0.001 in. thick. The head ampli- tronics.

There is provision for smooth change-
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Regulating system. Speed control de-

U. S. PATENTS

vice for a direct current motor using
gaseous three -element

tube.

L.

R.

Quarles, W. E. & M. Co. No. 1,944,756.
Voltage regulator. An a -c generator
energized from a d -c generator. The
frequency of the a -c from the alternator

IN THE FIELD OF ELECTRONICS

varies directly as the speed. Rectifier

connected to the output of the alternator,

Electron Tube Applications
Interval timer. A short interval timer

comprising

two photo -electric

tubes,

vapor electric discharge device, etc. For
a description
1932.

see

Electronics,

H. W. Lord,

1,946,290.

G.

E.

October,
Co. No.

increasing frequency.
RCA. No. 1,947,184.

an input circuit tuned to reject
R. A. Braden, having
frequencies below the normal operating
frequency of the alternator as a means

Neutralizing circuit. Method of and of maintaining the output voltage of the
means for reducing retroactive currents generator constant. L. A. Hyland, asin a three -electrode amplifier.
Stuart signed to Eclipse Aviation Corp. No.
Ballantine, application April
No. 1,946,662.

3,

1923.

1,943,320.

Commutator.
Two patents, No.
Directional circuit. Receiving anten- 1,943,904 and 1,943,905, to B. C. von
na comprising a principal and auxiliary Platen and G. A. Grubb, Stockholm,

Cathode ray tube device. Method of
using cathode ray beam as a source of antenna each a half wave length long, Sweden, on an electron tube means of
electromotive force. W. P. Mason, B. a three -winding transformer, etc. Ed- commutating a generator.
T. L. No. 1,946,223.
mond Bruce, B.T.L. No. 1,947,247.
D -c a -c system. A method for proFlaw detector. Method of using a
Modulation system. Method of using ducing alternating current from a direct
rectifier -amplifier for detecting flaws in a cathode ray tube having an anode pro- current source comprising a transformer
tubular hollow conductors such as lead vided with several circularly arranged
a tapped primary in which is insheaths of cables, by passing current openings therein and means for deflect- with
a mechanical circuit interrupter.
through the cables and detecting varia- ing a beam of rays from said cathode in serted
D. H. Mitchell, assigned to P. R.
tions in the current caused by fissures. a circular path across the opening. Mallory & Co., applied for Sept. 27,
F. D. Braddon and F. H. Shepard, as- which comprises varying the diameter
signed to Sperry Products, Inc. No. of the circular path at a modulating fre- 1932. No. 1,943,183.
1,946,189. See also 1,946,196, also to the quency to vary the proportion of beani
Sperry Products, Inc.
intermittently passing through the openHigh frequency apparatus. Equip- ings. R. M. Heintz, assigned to Heintz
ment for therapeutic and sterilization & Kaufman. No. 1,941,303.
purposes employing two oscillators. P.
Push-pull amplifier. A neutralized
C. Rawls, Technical Equipment Co. push-pull amplifier in which a capacity
No. 1,945,867.
goes from the anode of each tube to the
Sorting system. A photoelectric de- grid of the other to neutralize the grid vice for sorting objects. W. D. Cock- plate capacity. Application June 5,
1926. G. M. Wright and S. B. Smith,
rell, G. E. Co. No. 1,945,395.
Phase shifting device. An electron
TO RTC MIER
ASP
IETERCIRCIR

TO tILTER.CRCUIT

R.C.A.

No. 1,940,986.
tube method of continuously shifting the
Hum eliminator. Method of connect- phase of an alternating current. W. A.

ing between the positive plate voltage Marrison, B. T. L., Inc. No. 1,942,483.
supply source and the center point of
Interference rejector. A method of
the filament system, a variable resist- reducing undesired response in superance, capacity and inductor.
B. F. heterodyne reception produced by the
Miessner, R.C.A. No. 1,940,723.
heterodyning of at least two undesired
Oscillator. A method of balancing carriers differing by substantially the
out undesired changes in frequency aris- operating intermediate frequency. W.
ing out of changes in applied potential. S. Barden, R. C. A. No. 1,944,117.
V. J. Andrew, W. E. & M. Co. No.
Negative resistance circuit. Dyna1,940,833.
tron having a capacitive load, capacity
Frequency modulation. Method of coupling, plate and control grid, etc.
straightening the sides of the resonance P. 0. Farnham assigned to R. F. L.

of the analyzing circuit tuned to a
Light control. Photoelectric system curve
frequency at one side of the main frefor regulating the amount of illumina- quency of a frequency -modulated wave,
tion in a given area contributed by in a frequency modulation detector to
several light sources. F. W. Lyle, W. E. obtain linear response, which includes
& M. Co. No. 1,944,751.
regeneratively coupling the input and
Magnetic testing. The property of output circuits of the detector with
a magnetic material is tested by bring- respect to the radio frequency energy.
ing an oscillating circuit to a condition C. W. Hansel!, R.C.A. No. 1,938,657.
approaching resonance, introducing a
Band pass amplifier.
interstage
piece of the material to be tested into coupling system in the An
tuned circuit
the field to vary the tuning of the cir- having tuned primary and secondary
cuit, and detecting such variation in the coils coupled to produce a double hump
tuning. W. A. Mudge and C. G. Bieber, characteristic and having a low amount
Huntington. W. Va. No. 1,943,619.
of damping, and a second pair of tuned
circuits combining with the first to proan amplifier over-all band characAmplification, Rectification, etc. duce
teristic substantially flat. K. Posthurnus
Filter system. Across the choke of a and T. J. Weyers, R.C.A. No. 1,938,639.
filter system is a variable condenser and
variable resistor to maintain current
through an amplifier tube free from
pulsations. B. F. Miessner, assigned to
RCA. No. 1,947,218.

Power Applications

Electron tube commutator. For transPentode circuit. A reactive imped- mitting energy between direct and alterance in the screen grid circuit to coun- nating current circuits under any
teract the effect of a load in the plate desired power factor conditions. A. H.
circuit whose impedance decreases with Mittag, G. E. Co. No. 1,946,292.
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No. 1,943,471.

Voltage regulation. Application of
a three element tube in a circuit combined with a source of a.c., a load, a
transformer interposed

between

load

and source, in which the voltage varies
as a function of the load. L. H. Von
Ohlsen and F. W. Godsey, assigned to
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co. No.
1,943,463.

See also 1,943,464.

Electron Tubes, etc.
Tube tester. Plate and filament circuits are energized from an a -c source

and the magnitude of plate current is
read for various grid alternating voltages. J. C. Daley, Jewell Instrument
Aug. 10, 1925. No. 1,945,802.
Cathode. Construction of uni-poten-

Co.

tial cathode tube. E. A. Lederer and
J. W. Marden, Westinghouse E. & M.
Co., Nov. 16, 1927.

No. 1,945,746.

Ballast tube. A long iron wire within
an envelope encased in a shield of
chromium with an inert gas surrounding the wire; a reflecting surface on
the

envelope whereby heat from the

97

wire is reflected back into the envelope. intermediate frequency. P. O. FarnC. P. Brockway, assigned to World ham, R. F. L. No. 1,943,788.
Bestos Corp. No. 1,945,726.
Short wave receiver. A super -reCathode ray tube. A focusing system generative ultra short wave circuit
for cathode rays producing a narrow adapted to function on waves below ten
beams of electrons in the absence of meters. Paul Hermanspann, assigned to
appreciable gas ionization. C. M. Slack, Telefunken. No. 1,943,730.
Westinghouse Lamp. No. 1,937,849.
Stablized oscillator. A circuit employing a two -grid tube with means for
compensating for changes in the freRadio Circuits
quency of oscillation arising from variain the voltage of the main supply
Remote control system. Comprising tions
energy, utilizing the second grid.
a reversible drive mechanism, an alter- J.of B.
nating current electrically balanced 302. Dow, Alexandria, Va. No. 1,943,bridge network, sources of voltage, etc.,
whereby a follow mechanism operates
by virtue of phase differences. V. E.
Whitman, assigned to Hazeltine Corp.
No. 1,942,587.

1,696,263 C.

E.

Bonine, Radio ap-

paratus: 1,673,287, L. L. Jones, Electron
discharge tube amplifier system; 1,713,-

130, same, Method of and means for

controlling energy feed back in electron
discharge devices; Re. 17,915 (of 1,713,132); same, Radio frequency amplifying
system; 1,732,937, same, Transformer
and coil system; 1,770,525, same, Radio
receiving apparatus; 1,779,881, same,
Amplifier; 1,788,197, same, Radio frequency circuit; 1,791,030, same, Radio
receiving system, appeal filed Nov. 29,

1933, C. C. A., 2d Cir., Doc-, Technidyne Corp. et al. v. .11 cPhilben-Keator,
Inc.

Re 17,355, \V. G. Cady. Piezo-electric
resonator; Re 17,245, Re 17,247, same,
Method of maintaining electric currents
of constant frequency, filed Nov. 13,
1933, D. C. N. J., Doc. E 4573, Radio
Corp. of America v. Hygrade Sylvania
Corp.

1,537,708, W. Schottky, Thermionic
vacuum tube; 1,696,103, G. Siebt, Electric discharge tube, filed Nov. 13, 1933,
Copper oxide rectifier. Circuits for
use in radio receivers. W. P. Place, assigned to Union Switch and Signal Co.
No. 1,937.783 to 1,9.37,785, inclusive.

Radio beacon. E. S. Donovan, asFord Motor Co.
No.

signed to
1,937.876.

Dual band system. An amplifier system adapted for operation in more than
one band of frequencies. C. J. Franks,
assigned to R. F. L. No. 1,943.790.

Recording Apparatus,
Television, Etc.
Kerr cell. Two flat and parallel plates
material transparent to polarized
light separated a distance of the order
of 5/1000 millimeter, and means carried
by one of said plates for impressing an
of

D. C. N. J., Doc. E 4752, Radio Corp.
of America v. Hygrade Sylvania Corp.
1,195,632, W. C. White, Circuit connections of electron discharge apparatus; 1,239,852, F. K. Vreeland, Receiver of electrical impulses; 1,544,081,
same, Transmitting intelligence by radiant energy; 1,251,377, A. W. Hull,
Method of and means for obtaining constant direct current potentials: 1,297,188,
I. Langmuir, System for amplifying
variable currents; 1,573,374, P. A.

Chamberlain, Radio condenser; 1,728,879, Rice & Kellogg, Amplifying system; 1,820,809, E. W. Kellogg, Elec-

trical system, D. C., S. D. N. Y., Doc.
E 76/266 Radio Corp. of America et al.
v. H. Antin et al. (A. H. Grebe & Co.).

Consent decree for plaintiff (notice Dec.
8, 1933).
electrostatic field on a beam of light
1,231,764. F. Lowenstein, Telephone
passing through the cell. V. K. Zworyrelay, 1,618,017, same, Wireless telegraph
kin, WE&M Co. No. 1,939,532.
Sound film apparatus. Sound film apparatus; 1403,475, H. D. Arnold, Vacrecording equipment involving movie uum tube circuit; 1,432,022, R. A. Heisfilm, projecting beam of light, photoelec- ing, Circuit connections of electron distric cell, etc. W. R. Goehner and W. charge apparatus; 1.465,332, H. D. Arnold, Vacuum tube amplifier; 1,507,016,
Herriott. B.T.L., Inc. No 1,938,694.
L. de Forest Radio signalling system;
1,507,017, same, Wireless telegraph, and
telephone system, 1,811,095 H. J. Round,
Patent Suits
1,815,768,

Navigation system.

A radio system

comprised of two co -planar coil an-

tennas connected in series, an indepen-

dent coil connected at right angles,

electron tubes, etc. J. A. Willoughby,
Washington, D. C. No. 1,942,526.
Interstage system. Two tuned circuits each including adjustable resistance and magnetic coupling between circuits, with means for simultaneously
adjusting the coupling and the effective
magnitudes of resistances. P. O. Farnham and H. F. Argento, R. F. L. No.
1,943,789.

A.

Georgiev.

Electrolyte

filed Nov. 13, 1933, D. C., S. D. N. Y., and method of demodulation, D.C., S. D.
Y., Doc. E 76,/265, Radio Corp. of
Doc. E 76/392, Aerovox Corp. v. Poly - N.
America et al. v. Antin et al. (A. H.
met Mfg. Corp.
1,141,402, R. D. Mershon, Electrolytic Grebe & Co.). Consent decree for plainapparatus employing filmed electrodes. tiff (notice Dec. 8, 1933).
1,244,217, Re 15,278, I. Langmuir.
D. C., E. D. N. Y., Doc. E 6173, R, D.
Mershon et al. v. M. Pickson (K. P. Electron discharge apparatus and
Radio Co.). Decree for plaintiff Nov. method of operating same: 1,558,437,
same, Electrical discharge apparatus;
10, 1933.
1,710,073, 1,714,191, S. Ruben, Elec- 1,758,803, 0. \V. Pike, Vacuum tube;
trical condenser; 1,891,207, same, Elec- 1.855,885, A. W. Hull, Electron distrolytic condenser, filed Nov. 13, 1933; charge device filed Nov. 20, 1933, D. C.
D. C., S. D. N. Y., Doc. E 76/398, N. J., Doc. E 4757, General Electric
Ruben Condenser Co. et al. v. Fischer Co. v. Hygrade Sylvania Corp.
1,231,764, F. Lowenstein, Telephone reDistributing Corp., Doc. E 7111, Ruben
lay; 1,618,617, same, Wireless telegraph
Condenser Co. et al. v. J. Finkel et al.
1,673,287, L. L. Jones Electron dis- apparatus; 1,403.475. H. D. Arnold, Vaccharge tube amplifier system, filed Nov. uum tube circuit ; 1.465,332, same, Vacuum
27, 1933. D. C. Minn., 4th Div., Doc. tube amplifier; 1.403,932, R. H. Wilson,

Multirange receiver. A superheterodyne which receives signals in different E 2742, Art Metal Works, Inc.. v. The
bands by providing a different but con- Dayton Co.
stant intermediate frequency for each
1,874,111, R. D. Mershon, Electrolytic
band of received signals, and employing condenser, filed Nov. 28, 1933. D. C., S.
with each band of progressively higher D. N. Y., Doc. E 77/22. R. D. Mershon
frequency range a progressively higher v. Condenser Corp. of America.
98

Thermionic amplifier and detector; Re
18,579, Ballantine & Hull, Demodulator

Electron discharge device; 1,573,374, P. A.
Chamberlain. Radio condenser ; 1,702,833,

W. S. Lenimon. Electrical condenser,
filed Oct. 30, 1933, D. C., S. D. N. Y.,
Doc. E 76/369, Radio Corp. of America
et al. v. Travelton Radio Corp.
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BRITISH PATENTS
IN THE FIELD OF ELECTRONICS
Radio Circuits

densed by cylindrical and spherical lenses. Banks; Baird Television, Ltd. No.

Control system. The action of an
electric signaling or control system is

determined by the direction from which
the source of radiant energy impinges
on a responsive device. Tagliabue Mfg.
Co.

No. 397,861.

Electron Tubes
Thermionic cathodes.

In making in-

candescent cathodes for radio valves, RöntSuper -regenerative receiver. Quench- 401,311.
ing oscillations are derived from a
Direction finding system. Method of gen -ray tubes, rectifiers, etc., by treating a
screen grid tube adusted to oscillate eliminating night -effect and similar conducting or non -conducting core with
around the bend at the end of the down- errors by means which cut out from alkaline -earth metal vapor such as barium,
ward sloping portion of its character- the receiver any "repeated" signal im- the core is given a preliminary coating of
istics. Marconi Co. No. 400,268.
pulses due to space waves reflected from compounds from one or more of the folthe Heaviside layer. The normal in- lowing groups: (1) oxygen compounds of
terval between the primary or direct - metals of high melting -point in such a state

wave signal and its repetition by the of oxidation that reaction with the vapor
space wave is taken to be 0.00015 does not produce alkaline earth salts consecond. An interrupter at the trans- taining the metal of high melting -point in
mitter is timed to radiate signal pulses the acid radical; (2) phosphorus, arsenic,
lasting 0.00015 second at intervals of nitrogen, and like compounds of metals pro0.01 second. S. B. Smith and T. L. ducing similar compounds of alkaline earth
metals on reaction with the vapor, and
Eckersley, Marconi Co. No. 397,524.
(3) iso- or hetero-polyacids containing
Short wave oscillator. In generating tungsten, molybdenum, arsenic, phosphorus,
short-wave oscillations by the Bark- vanadium or other elements of the fifth
hausen-Kurz method, the damping ac- group of the periodic system, these acids

tion of the grid current which is normally out of phase with the anode
current, is avoided by so arranging the
electrodes of the tube and the connections that the grid is located substantially at a potential -node in the

main oscillatory circuit. E. W. B. Gill,
Marconi Co. No. 397,555.
Ultra -short wave system.
Carrier

waves for the two directions have their
planes of polarization displaced by an
angle sufficient to prevent interference
between one transmitter and the nearby
receiver. The two directions may use
the same wavelength and transmitting
and receiving aerials of each station
may be disposed in the same reflector
without interference.

Phase modulation. Two components

Pintsch Akt.-Ges.

Berlin. No. 397,620.
Television. This patent relates to

reacting with the vapor to form alkaline

earth oxides, arsenides, phosphides, etc., or

mixtures of these. The preferred compounds of group (1) are the lower oxides
of tungsten, molybdenum, chromium and
vanadium, particularly tungsten dioxide or
pentoxide, molybdenum dioxide and vanadium dioxide or tetroxide. The vapor reacts with these to form alkaline earth oxide
and free metal. The latter acts as a binding
agent for the oxide, and may alloy with the
excess of alkaline earth metal. The compounds and any metal resulting from reaction with the vapor have low vapor tensions
in vacuo. The final coating may be a mixture of barium and barium oxide containing
an excess of barium. The compounds may
be applied in monomolecular layers and
from solutions or by reactions. The alkaline

earth vapor may be produced by heating

of the same carrier wave phase die - the production of current of saw -tooth the metal or the azide or suboxide. Prior
placed by 90 deg. are radiated simul- wave forms for scanning television. processes of treating with barium a tung-

taneously from separate aerials after Electric & Musical Industries, Ltd. No. sten core oxidized to form the trioxide. are
referred to. N.V.g-F. Radium No. 401,637.
being modulated by signal currents in 401,634.
phase opposition. For reception it is
necessary to supply a local oscillation
FIG.I.
U. S. Patent Suits
of the same frequency, but de -phased
1,707,544. A. L. Thuras, Electrodyfrom the incoming carrier so that the
signals cause minimum interference with
namic device; 1,707,545, E. C. Wente,
any normal type of receiver. G. W.
Acoustic device, D. C., N. D. Ohio, W.
Walton, London. No. 400,273.
Oscillator circuit. The output of an

oscillator employing a screen grid tube
as a negative resistance is maintained
substantially constant by rectifying its
output and applying the resultant voltage as a bias to the grid of the oscillator.

Marconi Co. No. 400,995.

High frequency oscillator. An ultra
short wave oscillator comprising a discharge

device having an anode and

cathode so arranged and dimensioned
that the time of flight of an electron to
the anode is substantially one-half, or
an odd multiple thereof, of the period
of oscillation of the anode and any ex-

tension of it. Marconi Co. No. 400,319.
Television system. Five adjacent lines
of a picture are scanned simultaneously,

scanning beam being reflected by mirrors on the five adjacent cathodes of a
photolectric cell. The receiver has a five

element Kerr cell on which the light

beam of the elliptical sections is con100

Div., Doc. E 981, Western Electric Co.,
Inc., v. Maiden -Fox, Inc., et al. Dismissed without prejudice Oct. 16, 1933.
1,881,324, H. E. Metcalf, Signal re-

producer, D. C., N. D. Ill., E. Div.,
Doc. 13092, The Magnavox Co. v.

Premier Electric Co. et al. Consent decree granting injunction Sept. 28, 1933.
Same, filed Mar. 22, 1933, D. C., N. D.
Ill., E. Div., Doc. 13104, The Magnavox Co. v. Quam-Nichols Co. et al. Doc.
E. 13105, The Magnavox Co. v. Arlab
Automatic tone control. Combining Mfg. Co. et al.
manual tone compensation applied to
1,879,863, H. A. Wheeler, Volume
the low -frequency stages of a receiver control, D. C., E. D. N. Y., Doc. E
in combination with automatic volume 6873, Hazeltine Corp. v. R. E. B. Servcontrol applied to the high -frequency ice Corp. et al. Decree for plaintiff
stages, with the object of correcting the Oct. 30, 1933.
natural tendency of the ear to accentuate
1,900,629, R. P. Wuerfel, Radio cirthe middle frequencies as compared
with the higher and lower notes, par- cuit, filed Oct. 12, 1933, D. C. Del., Doc.
ticularly at a low level of sound -output. E 1040, International Radio Corp. v.
L. E. Barton, Marconi Co. No. 397,763. U. S. Radio & Television Corp.
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An open letter to manufacturers
of Auto Radio Sets and Controls
TELEPHONE

WISCONSIN -7-3510 YORK
LENW HITE' NEW

CABLE ADDRESS EQUIPMENT ASSOCIATION
MEMBER -MOTORS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
MEMBER- AERO

THE S.S.WHITE
INDUSTRIAL

DIVISION

DENTAL MANUFACTURING

152 West
GOLD

RUBBER

CO.

00"
,114000

York
42nd. Street,New

.1l.VER

PLATINUM AND

ALLOYS

,00001°9

RESISTANCE UN1TS

INSTRUMENTS
PINE STEEL CUTTING

FLEXIBLE SNATTING

Over
a big year.
1933
had
in
per cent were
Auto Radios Close to 100 control type.
sets were sold.operated remote
600,000
shaft
to an even
of the flexible
points
all sets will
Every indication
practically
And
Auto Radio
in 1934.
demand
controlled.
favor this
shaft
bigger
will always
flexible
in any car
gain be
and Dealers be installed
and
Manufacturersbecause it can tgajlaSpALffms
for
the
roblem,
type of set which means an
yet
old,
new or
no installation in the car,
it offers
safety's sake
because can be located anywhere
for
be where
hand.
receiver
will always
the driver's
control
under
the
- right
of
hold your share sure
it should be
and
to
must
be
you
Now, to get
are two things
use, fully
there
shafts
you
source of
this business the flexible
par(2) that your
(1)
that
of:
deliveries, and
for
reqirements;
meet allcan be depended uponis at its peak -You are
demand
supply
quality.
when the
in shaft
ticularly
S.S.RITE Remote
let
down
use
any
when
you
without both counts
Shafts.
sure on
ahead.
Control Flexible
is right
season
send
you a
The active
glad to
and
Weill be
control shaft
for
it.
remote
Get set
of our special
today.
sample
WRITE for it truly,
casing.
Yours very
Dental Mfg. Co.
WHITE
S.
The S.
DIVISION
INDUSTRIAL

Gentlemen:

These are actual size pictures of S. S. W. No. 150L53
Flexible Shafts and No. 170A1 Casing, which were
developed to meet the specific requirements of auto
radio control. Note the square and octagonal swaged
shaft ends, and the enlarged casing end, features originated and patented by S. S. WHITE. Note how small
the casing is. It permits a neat, unobtrusive installation. You cannot appreciate how smooth, effortless
and sensitive tuning with a flexible shaft can be until
you have tried the No. 150L53 shaft.
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Audio -Frequency

Generators

TYPE
508-A
Discreet Frequencies:
200, 300, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1600, 2000, 3000,
4000 cycles. Harmonic content less than 10%.

Power output 0.5 watt. 110volt 60 cycle operation. Price

intnnotional Now Pboto

7,000,000 -volt Test

12000

Type 508-A meets a demand for high
power and voltage outputs. .It is especially valuable in bridge measurements.

PROVES TEXTRITE'S
High Dielectric Strength
SEVEN million volts of direct -current elec-

TYPE

tricity are here shown jumping from the

613-B

two giant electrodes of the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology's new generator. These
electrodes, 15 feet in diameter and weighing
1i -tons each, are supported on Textolite col-

Range 5 cycles -12,000 cycles.

7 milliwatts.
ated. Price

umns six feet in diameter.

"Textolite was selected," says Dr. Karl T.
Compton, President, "because we needed a
material of good insulating and mechanical

$210°()

of all types of low -power audio -frequency
testing.
Continuously adjustable fre-

You, too, can profit by using this material of
proved dielectric strength. In addition, Texto-

quency-large, easily read dial.

lite is easily fabricated and is both moisture and
corrosion resistant. Our distributor, General
Laminated Products, Inc., 233 Spring

Further data on the application of any
of these oscillators available from

Street, New York City, will be glad
to give you complete information.

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY

C ELECTRIC
942-12

10

Battery oper-

The Type 613-B meets the requirement

strength which could be easily machined."

GENERAL

I I a rmonic con -

tent 2%-5%. Power output

CAMBRIDGE A MASSACHUSETTS
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Cinch Solder Lug Chart
available on request

"WRITE
CINCH
THEY'LL SHIP THE SAME DAY"
"Why wire or use the long distance?
Your stock is low-and you say you

need them right away? but 'haste
is waste', because it isn't necessary.
Cinch speeds it on to you the same
day they get the order. Write them
and you will find I am right." And
this statement is confirmed by the
record. There is no need for undue
haste, no matter how urgent-stock
shortage or getting the right lug at

the right time, it's "a Cinch for
Cinch". Delay in delivery is an ex-

ception-ship the same day is the
At least three engineers have
told us last month that our solder

A CINCH FOR CINCH

lug chart had not only (1) saved

Remember "your problems are quotations. Cinch Manufacturing

rule.

time in aiding selection but (2) also our problems". Our organization is
saved time and money in getting a scientifically trained, flexible in supsatisfactory lug promptly at the right plying their services and alert to
price. To quote a radio engineer: please. Send us blue prints or sam"Small parts are not nuisance parts ples on any of your work others are
when Cinch is the source of supply." doing fo: you and let us send you
ELECTRONICS

.1/arch,1934

Corp., 2335 West Van Buren Street,
Chicago, Illinois. Subsidiary of
United -Carr Fastener Corp., Cambridge, Mass.
Cinch Radio Sockets are licensed under
H. H. Eby socket patents
11

NOW STANDARD with 66 SET MANUFACTURERS
All Emerson Models now use
GOAT form -fitting TUBE SHIELDS
auto -radio

.

.

.

all -wave

.

.

.

compacts

The Emerson Radio and Phonograph Corporation-one of

the largest producers of radio sets-is the most recent

company to include GOAT form -fitting TUBE SHIELDS in
all new models. Emerson has come
to be regarded as a leader in radio
design and is building sets of sterling
quality and performance at reduced
price.

Engineers are universally taking advantage of the low cost
of shielding, the economies in

space saving and the better
Chassis of Emerson's latest
Long and Short Wave Set
Model D5.

shielding characteristics offered by modern GOAT TUBE
SHIELDS.

Write Goat for complete information.

GOAT RADIO TUBE PARTS, INC.
314 Dean Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

CLAROSTAT

For auto and midget radios-a more compact control . . . yet reliable and rugged.

III
Founded
in 1920

III

MI DO OUR FAO

Drawing portrays three separate controls.
(1) Series 33-without switch-shallow model-depth 13/32".
(2) Series 33-without switch-standard model-depth 31/61".
(3) Series 133-with power switch-depth 27/32".
Standard dimensions of bushings and shafts are: "A" = 3/8"x32 thd. 3/8" long.
-249" dia. x 5/s" long.

"B" = .248"

Bushing and shaft insulated although available grounded if requested.

Though permitting considerable saving in space, this control retains all the reliability and
factor of safety found in Clarostat controls. It is available in all usual requirements, both
mechanical and electrical. It is in production ready to service the production lines of current
demand. WRITE FOR SAMPLES.
We solicit inquiries on mass production or special resistor problems for radio, sound, communication or industrial application.

Clarostat Manufacturing Co., Inc
285
12

North 6th Street, Brooklyn, N.

Y.
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Difficult Conditions

met with

frequency device

is

Nobetter
highthan its insulation. That
Admiral Byrd's Antarctic transmitter
built by Collins Radio

is why leading engineers specify
Isolantite.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Dielectric Constant.

6.1

Tensile Strength

.00185

Power Factor.

Compressive Strength

100,000 lbs.
per Sq.ln.

ohms per CC

Modulus of Rupture.

17,000 lbs.
per Sq.ln.

10' ohms

Thermal Expansion..

1 .13

Loss Factor

Volume Resistivity.
Surface Leakage Resistivity

5,000 lbs.
Per Sq.ln.

2.75x1014

000007
Per degree C at 20° C

per C Sq.

Write for Bulletin 100 F

ilsolanthe
Belleville, N. J.
New York Sales Office:

ELECTRONICS

.larch, 7934

75

Varick Street
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Depend upon itl
Resinox molds perfectly,
cures uniformly, finishes with high luster, beauty,
and strength. It is odorless, water-resistant, and
available in a wide variety of colors.
RESINOX CORPORATION
SUBSIDIARY OF COMMERCIAL SOLVENTS CORPORATIC.),-,4 AND
CORN PRODUCTS REFINING COMPANY

230 PARK AVENUE

NEW YORK (117
III
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There is a D unco Relay

R
E'
Y'S'
to meet your requirements

Are You
Interested?
MIDGET RELAYS
SENSITIVE RELAYS
TIME -DELAY RELAYS
SEQUENCE RELAYS
ELECTRIC COUNTERS

HIGH VOLTAGE MAGNETIC
SWITCHES

Write us for particulars
SEND FOR NEW 1934 CATALOG

ENAMELITZ
Reduce manufacturing costs on I.F. and R.F.
coils through the use of Enamelitz--Litz" wire
without a fabric covering.

Three Fold SavingsCost of wire
2. More coils per pound of wire
3. Less space-Greater safety
Sample and Technical Bulletin on Request.
!.

Other Acme Wire Co. Products

Magnet Wire (all insulations)
Coils, Magnet Wire Wound
Varnished Insulations
(Cambric, paper, silk, tape)

Parvolt Condensers
(Filter, By-pass, Power Factor Correction)

Aerial Wire
(Stranded and

Solid-Bare or Enameled)

For over 25 Years, suppliers to the largest radio and
electrical manufacturers.

.".211/ilif(

THE ACME WIRE CO.
i48

N.JUNIPER ST. louNcol

PI-11LADELPHIA.PA.

New Haven, Conn.
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Technically Superior..
They Spur Set Sales

STYLED REMOTE CONTROLS - Automotive engineers and stylists recognize the DeJur
Amsco control line as practical, attractive and of

Panel Type Control where Radio
is Factory Standard Equipment

sales influence in the finished receiver.

Geared Con-

denser for Auto
Radio (Pat. No.

Versatile

engineering and production facilities make for
quick service on special designs. Wide choice
available in dial illuminations, style, knob design,
and mechanical specifications.

1947069)

For non -auto factory radios the Standard Controls
in installation for steering
column or dash attachment. Their styled appearance adds to the eye value of the set.

offer a wide latitude

Coupled with the new patented gear condenser
these controls offer the acme of tuning ease in
auto radio.
sti',1111r""1111

VARIABLE CONDENSERS -A wide

range

of standard and geared units offer the set designer
New Vernier Differential Trimmer
(Patents Pending)

wide options in tuning rate, placement of control
knobs and electrical specification. Dial and gear
combinations are available with high tuning ratios
and wide open scale range for all -wave sets. High
margin of electrical and mechanical ruggedness.

RADICALLY NEW VERNIER TRIMMER

-

The time tested principle of the differential screw
makes this trimmer of exceptional value in the

critical adjustment circuits of superheterodyne
receivers, especially all -wave. Micro -action makes
for accurate, easy and permanent adjustment, over

the entire range, i. e., from minimum to maximum
capacity.

OTHER PRODUCTS INCLUDE - Variators,
Standard Remote
Control
with Steering Column or Panel
Brackets

Power Rheostats, Dials and Pilot Light Holders.

Engineering specifications and
samples available upon request.

Dcji.,&-A_msco COfkPOkATION
95 Morton Street, New York City
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DAVEN ATTENUATOR
LADDER NETWORK TYPE LA -220

8rECIFICATIONS

aed

cIRCUIT: Ladder network.
NOISE LEVEL: 150 decibels or better.
NUMBER OF STEPS: 30.
MINIMUM ATTENUATION: 2.5 decibels.
MAXIMUM ATTENUATION:
Infinite.
ATTENUATION ON NEXT TO LAST STEP: 45 db.
ATTENUATION PER STEP: 1.5 decibels.
Plus
or
minus 0.5 db. over the range of 30 to
FREQUENCY ERROR:
10,000 cycles, and I db. from 10,000 to 30,000 cycles per second.
RESISTANCES: Unifilar winding on thin bakelite strips. Silk enameled
resistance wire used throughout.
SHIELDING: Aluminum cover and front panel.

eta

4ett;iiteith wed acir~.

DIMENSIONS: 2yse diameter x 2-1/16* in depth.
MOUNTING: Two mounting holes for No. 8-32 screws. 11/2" apart

TRIPLETT INSTRUMENTS

horizontal renter line.

Price $12.50

IF 'YOU want the most precise, easy to read equipment,
select Triplett Portable Instruments. A sturdy hinging
arrangement makes it easy to raise or lower the meter until
the desired reading angle is secured.

on

THE DAVEN COMPANY
158-160 SUMMIT STREET, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
p drumlin's:ism iiiiiiii

In this way, the scale

is always in direct alignment with the line of vision. This
feature facilitates the making of curves and the carrying out
of laboratory experiments.
The exacting engineer prefers a Triplett Portable Instrument because it
serves a double purpose. It can be used either as a regular portable
instrument, or, as the new adjustable type. Before starting a chart,
he can adjust the meter until he can readily see the dial . .
regardless
of where he places it! A single glance at the upraised easy -to -read
.

dial gives him the information he desires
. and enables him to
continue with his experiment without moving from his position and
without loss of time.
.

.

Triplett Portable Instruments are advanced in design precision built,
compactly constructed, and absolutely dependable. Widely regarded
for their superiority, they are extensively used in many leading laboratories, schools and universities. Single range meters are equipped with

binding posts or jacks. Tipped cable leads are supplied with a pin
jack at one end and spade terminals on the other.

Your Jobber Can Supply You!
See these Triplett Instruments before you make up your mind. They
pay for themselves many times in service and complete satisfaction.

The Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.
56 Main Street

Laminated Bakelite

Bluffton, Ohio

-

SEND COUPON FOR QUICK FACTS!

^^

of the finest raw materials, including genuine
Bakelite Resins. Uniformity of quality assured by use
of the most advanced automatic control equipment.
Available in sheets, tubes, rods and in fabricated form.
Write for complete information and prices.
Made

-----------

The Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.,
56 Main Street, Bluffton, Ohio.

Gentlemen: Send me catalog on Triplett Portable Instruments
and complete line of radio servicing instruments.

.

.

.

MICA INSULATOR COMPANY

Name.

i

Street Address

City ..

16

200 Varick Street, New York. N.Y.: 512 So. Dearborn Street, Chicago. 111.;

1330 Schofield Building, Cleveland. Branches at Birmingham, Boston,
Cincinnati, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle. Canada: Montreal, Toronto.

State
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RCA 24-A-NOT A NEW TUBE TYPE

BUT A FAR SUPERIOR TUBE
QUICKER STARTING. Heating time reduced 70%

through use of double helix heater and improved
insulating materials and processes * * QUIETER
OPERATION. Double helix heater and improved

insulation give minimum hum, and minimum
heater -cathode circuit noise. Improved chemicals
and chemical processes give higher vacuum and

also contribute to quieter operation * * STABILIZED OPERATION. Carbonized plate, copper grid

side -rods, copper grid "pig -tail" and improved
grid wire . . . all contribute to eliminating erratic
performance caused by grid emission in A.V. C.
circuits * * UNIFORM PERFORMANCE THROUGHOUT

LIFE. Made possible by seamless cathodes and

improved chemicals and processes * * PRECISION CONSTRUCTION. These factors contribute:

60% closer mechanical tolerance in size of elements; dome bulb construction, giving "double

ended" bracing, and thus militating against
changes in characteristics during shipment or in

rough service; mica spacer for uniformity of
spacing; double side -rod grids; ribbed and reinforced plate; ten less welds and joints * * OTHER
IMPROVEMENTS. Higher plate voltage rating
(increased from 180 to 250), made possible by
improvements in stem glass and manufacturing

processes, gives additional factor of safety in

service. Improved cement for base and top
cap results in greater mechanical ruggedness.

LOOK TO RCA
For Consistent Improvement in Radio Tube Design
Millions of set owners look to the RCA. Radiotron Company for the best in radio tubes .. old as well as new types.
Consequently Radiotron engineers never "forgot" a standard type. An example is the 2441. On this page are shown
an original Radiotron 224, issued in 1929, and a 2441 (cut -away view) as it is manufactured today . . together
with a summary of engineering improvements that have been incorporated in the tube from time to time. Not a
"new type," the modern 2441 nevertheless is a vastly improved tube. A similar comparison might be made with

any standard Cunningham-Radiotron * * Although not so well known as the RCA Radiotron research and
development program on new tubes, the company's consistent efforts toward the improvement of existing types
nevertheless continue to benefit set owners and equipment manufacturers using RCA Cunningham-Radiotrons.
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KENYON

PRODUCTS

I
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REMLER
ATTENUATORS
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The most -exacting laboratory amplifier now puts on overalls

and goes to work for broadcasters, sound recorders and
public address systems requiring utmost fidelity. Hereto-

fore a laboratory assembly for precision sound studies, now
the KENYON Laboratory Standard 2A3 fixed bias amplifier
chassis may be assembled from KENYON components for
everyday and workaday uses.

Especially
Designed
for
studio
Hill -and -Dale Recording, for high-

Broadcasting Stations,

as

amplifier with new dynamic and

velocity microphones.
Sound Film Recording, reproducing
new wide -range tracks without frequency discrimination throughout

entire audio spectrum.

est

fidelity,

requiring

amplifiers

which are linear at least from 30
to 15,000 cycles.

Public Address Systems, for finest
reproduction of speech and music,
obtainable.

Typical Assembly

Input matches

17. 50. 125,

200, 250, 333 and 500 ohm
lines.

Output matches

500,

333,

250, 200. 125, 50, 15, 7.5,
4.5, 3 and 1.3 ohm tines.

Three

stages.

balanced
push-pull
Tubes used: 2-57,

2-56, 2-2A3, 1-82, 1-83.
Frequency response linear from
30 to 17 n00 cycles, plus or
minus 2 DB.
Amplifier
Chassis

Fixed C bias for output stage.
Maximum Class A undistorted

ATTRACTIVELY DESIGNED

LA -5 LADDER TYPE

Meets exacting requirements for broadcast transmission,
recording, projection, and better class P. A. installations.
Attentuation increased in 53 steps of
DR. each to 45
decibels. Rising attenuation serves to fade program
completely from 45 DB. to infinity.
Essentially flat
frequency 20 to 20,000 c.p.s. Low noise level-heavy
laminated wiping arm. New type unifier winding with
silk covered resistance wire. Enclosed in aluminum
shield 2
deep. Mounts 23/8" hole, or by three screws
thru panel. Standard impedances of 50, 200 or 500 ohms.
Special values to order. List price
$18.00
Send for complete Remler catalogs. Attractive discounts to
stations and other commercial users.

REMLER COMPANY. Ltd.
San Francisco, Calif.

2101 Bryant Street

casuuuunuuunnusuuuuuuuuunuanuuunnnannummuunununnuuuuuunuuuuunnuuuuunuumnuuuunuuuug

output 15 watts.

Filtering

efficiency of power
supply over four times greater
than conventional Brute Force

System.

Audio and power supply on

separate non-magnetic decks.
May be clamped on rack panels for vertical mounting, or
by removal of four stud screw
fasteners, each unit may be
set in horizontal case for
portable use.
audio, filter and power
All
hermetically
transformers
sealed in high permeability
cast-iron shields.

OF DESIRABILITY
Power Pack
Chassis

Constructional Details
KENYON Laboratory Standard Audio Components used for this assembly
are:

1-KLG Input lines to P.P. grids
1-KSG23 P.P. screen grid plates to P.P. 56 grids
1-KA22 P.P. triode plates to P.P. 2A3 grids
1-KPP2A3 P.P. 2A3 plates to broadcast and voice coil lines
1-KC15-120 Trap circuit input filter choke
1-KC40-60 Trap circuit output filter choke
1-KC300-3 High impedance C bias choke
1-K2A3 PT Plate, filament and C bias supply transformer
Specially drilled chassis for audio and power sections are available.
Engraved terminal input and output bakelitc blocks furnished with
chassis assembly. Full constructional engineering sheets with complete
kit and chassis.

If you are interested in assembling

high-fidelity amplification, specify or
employ KENYON Laboratory Standard Components.
11M1:1 4 I OM IC till 4 Eel I I 4 4 al ME 11131 EMINI

The latest KENYON catalog describes the
KENYON Laboratory Standard line of
components and includes a price list.

Write for your copy of this engineering

data today.
KENYON TRANSFORMER CO., Inc.
122-124 Cypress Avenue --- New York City
18

The following points have consis-

tently proved to resistance makers
the desirability of using this product
as a resistance material.
I.

2.
3.

Chemical inertness.
Ease of application.

Simplicity of control.

4. Ability to form homogene-

ous coatings on solids.

A.QUADALG
COLLOIDAL-GRAPHITED WATER

is becoming standard with many
concerns as a conductive coating for
the interior of the glass envelopes
used in the manufacture of Cathode

Ray tubes, where it functions as a
ray focusing anode. Also, a marked
advantage is its ability to diminish
light reflection because of the opacity of the film.
Send for Technical Bulletin MII

ACHESON OILDAG
COMPANY
PORT HURON, MICHIGAN
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Since the days when the
neighbours came in to listen
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Bakelite Materials have been standard for Radio
BACK IN THE DAYS when the proud

possessor of a radio put on nightly
"concerts" for his awe-struck neigh-

bours, Bakelite Materials were
standard practice for insulation. In

fact, those complicated sets with
their multitude of knobs, dials, pan-

els and other parts appeared to be
made mostly of Bakelite Materials.
Today, we have radio receivers in
parlor, bedroom, bath, and automobile. Several million receivers are

(Left) Radio Tube with Bakelite Molded Base (Bight)
Precision Circuit Selector Switch with Bakelite Laminated Insulation.

made each year, and they are a good
deal different from the receivers of
fifteen years ago. But, radio manu-

facturers and their engineers still

radio industry. With each new development or new device, Bakelite
Materials have provided solutions
to difficult insulation and production problems. Our engineers and
laboratories are always at the service of manufacturers in adopting
Bakelite Materials to a particular
need. To anyone interested we will
be glad to send copies of illustrated
booklets 13M "Bakelite Molded"
and 13L "Bakelite Laminated".

turn to Bakelite Materials for
dependable, economical insulation.

Many receivers not only employ
Bakelite Materials for insulation

parts, but also are handsomely
(Left) Midget Radio Receiver with Bakelite Molded
Case and Knobs. (Right) Radio Tube Sockets made of
Bakelite Laminated.

housed in Bakelite Molded.
Stride for stride Bakelite Materi-

(Left) Automobile Radio Control with Bakelite Molded

als have followed the progress of the

Bakelite Molded Contact and Resistance Assembly.

Housing and Knobs. (Right) Volume Control with

43 East Ohio Street, Chicago,
BAKELITE CORPORATION, 247 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y
BAKELITE CORPORATION OF CANADA. LIMITED. 163 Dufferin Street. Toronto, Ontario, Canada

BAK LITE
nolge,i. Ire. narks
Mao.. elnb.ourtio
43460c1.00tl by bag C.(000.0, Ow. tep.1...-
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IMBEDDED

E

GETTER

Can Yomfroduct

=
9

A new type Barium

Getter, securely bonded as
integral part of metal flag

g.

=
=

- vaporizes completely,
minimizes splash-for all

'1TA!k I T ?
1%

=

Manufactured under letters
patent No. 1922182.

=
=
=
=

tubes. Reduces shrinkage
substantially-ask about it.

KING LABS., INC.

E

3711111

E.

237 W. Division Street,

SYRACUSE,N. Y.

g
New York, N. Y. E=
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"It's the Twisted
Teeth that Lock"
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THE minute your product leaves
"home" and starts on its travels to
your dealers, it's going to be exposed
to a lot of rough handling and punishing vibration. Give it the protection of

ShaltePrOof
LOA
455.1.4 TrrOlit151155

5...

55.5

Shakeproof and then you'll know it will
go through without a single connection
shaking loose. Put Shakeproof Lock

Washers under every nut and screwthe twisted steel teeth of this depend-

.

1111111111

Quality Capaci tors
in Small Packages
Small, even compact, exceptionally neat, yes, but built for real,
heavy-duty work - that's the
story of the C -D mica capacitor

Send today for

your free copy of

able locking method will bite into both
nut and work surfaces and never let go.

this complete

Shakeproof Cat-

In fact, the greater the vibration the
tighter they lock-and that means better performance and more satisfied cus-

alog. Explains
thoroughly the

1111111111

Type No. 6. A popular unit
found in large and small trans-

mitters, in electronic equipment,
in laboratory work, etc.

many advantages

that Shakeproof
offers-also shows

FEATURES

new patented

tomers. Test Shakeproof in your own Shakeproof
products.
shop-write for free samples today!

A mica dielectric
in molded bakelite.

sBAKEpRoor

ing unusually high R.F. voltages.
Capacities from .1 at 500 test volts,
to .0001 mfd. at 5,000 test volts.
Built like high -power units for handling heavy currents in comparison to

LockWasher
Company
rDivision of Illinois Tool Works)
2 5 39 N. Keeler Ave.

Chicago, Ill.

capacitor, sealed

Patented series -connected stack allow-

I 11111111

Just one of many types of C -D
capacitors for every radio, electronic and electrical requirement.

Write for our new 1934 catalog
listing the entire No. 6 line as well as
other capacitors for all your needs.

CORNELL-DUBILIER
Type 20. Locking
Type 15.
Type 12.
Type 11.
Internal
External
Countersunk
Terminals
U.S. Pat. 1,419,564-1,604,1=-1,697,954-1,782.387 --Other Pat. Pending-Foreign Pat.
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When you're considering fastenings

Tells how and where you can simplify product design shorten production routes-reduce assembly time,

labor and cost- by making fastenings with unique
Screws and Nails made by Parker-Kalon.
Typical Assemblies with
Parker-Kalon Self -tapping Screws
In

this new 34 page book you will

find complete information which will
enable you to judge whether you can
advantageously use one of the famous
Parker-Kalon fastening devices. It will

pay you to consult this book when
developing a new product . . . a
Parker - Kalon fastening device may
help to simplify design and construction. Use this Parker-Kalon Catalog Data Book, also, to check up on your
present assembly methods . . . the
chances are that some of your fastenings can be made simpler, speedier,

cheaper and at the same time stronger, by using Parker-Kalon Screws or

Save tapping and

Nails in place of common devices.

blies, such as fastening radio parts to

Most leaders in the metal working
industry . .. practically all prominent
makers of radio and other sound
apparatus, hundreds of electrical
manufac-urers are aided in making
better products at lower cost through
the use of Parker-Kalon Screws and
Nails. Certainly it will be worth while

chassis.

Name

Company
Address

FILECTRON [CS - Uarch. 193.1

sheet

metal

assem-

No

molded

'inserts

or tapping reqLired
to fasten parts securely to Bakelite,
hard
rubber, etc.

to find out whether you can apply
them to your work. Send the coupon
for the Catalog -Data Book.

PARKER-KALON CORPORATION

198 Varick Street, New York, N. Y.
Send me a free Catalog -Data Book.

other difficulties on

PARKER-KALON
HARDENED
Self -tapping Screws
PAT

I

-I

U

5

ANS FORE.ON COUNTRIES

Save tapping,

threads,
stripped
rejected parts, etc.,
in making permanent
fastenings to iron,

brass, aluminum

castings.
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What
goes on inside an
electron tube?

MACHINERY AND ACCESSORIES

E.-

for the production of

ELECTRON TUBES, NEON SIGNS, PHOTO CELLS
X-RAY TUBES, RADIO VALVES, INCANDESCENT
LAMPS, AND SIMILAR PRODUCTS.

WELDING MACHINES
I/2

Here is the latest volume in the International Series

to 100 K.V.A.

in

Physics, giving you a thorough, yet not ultra -technical, treat-

Foot Operated-Motor Driven

For welding metals having a combined
thickness from .001 in. to .500 in.

WELDERS AS LOW AS

ment of the fundamental physical phenomena involved in
the operation of electron tubes.

$ 35.00
Advise Us of Your Needs.

Just published

EISLER ENGINEERING CO. Inc.,
740 So. 13th St.

The Physics

Newark, N. J.

Fissmssmssmsmssmssissmsssmssmsmusummusussmisussossusussmwssmslissmsssmssassm
assussommssmssmssmsmslissmssussussmssmssmssmssisssms.ssmissmommsssmossanuomask

of

for DEPENDABLE EFFICIENT
OPERATION

Electron Tubes

USE

CETRON
PHOTO CELLS

by L. R. KOLLER

Research Laboratory, General Electric Company

210 pages, 6x9, illustrated, $3.00

1. Greater current output.

Write for free technical data'

CONTINENTAL ELECTRIC CO.
ST. CHARLES, ILLINOIS
St.

(ldle;

or-

THE approach of this book is from the point of view of
the physicist looking at what takes place inside the tube
rather than the circuits in which the tubes operate or the
appplications of the tubes.
The treatment is noteworthy for its clean-cut, concise statement of the physical properties involved and for its presentation of the recent advances in the field. Another important

2. Wider frequency response.
3. Higher ionization point.
4. Dark current nil.
5. Longer life.

('able address-ContInental

ti

III

feature is that it brings together in one volume much material

hitherto available only in scattered scientific publications.
The survey of the subject is such as to interest engineers and
physicists who have had no special training in electronics.
The Appendix contains material on Richardson's Equation;

000000 iiiiiiiM111111111111111111111111111111111111411111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111114111111111malimmonmp

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU
4411

30 Years' Experience

The Schottky Equation; Derivation of the 3/2 Law for

Insures Dependability

Coaxial Cylinders, etc.

Contents

We Manufacture
TOOLS and DIES
PERMANENT MAGNETS

METAL STAMPINGS

1. Theory of Thermionic Emission

2. Various Thermionic Emitters Including Thorium

LAMINATIONS

3. Oxide -Coated Cathodes

THOMAS & SKINNER

4. Thermionic Emission from

STEEL PRODUCTS CO.

6. Determination of Tempera-

23d St. at Alvord

Cash=

5. Secondary Emission
ture

Indianapolis, Ind.

7. "Getters" and Clean -Up of
Gases; Gases in Metals
8. Space Charge
9. Discharges in Gases
10. Grid -Controlled Arcs
11. Photoelectricity
12. Photoconductivity
13. The Photovoltaic Effect

See this new book 10 days on approval
Send this coupon

ON -APPROVAL COUPON

CANDOHMS

McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY, INC.
330 West 42d Street, New York, N. Y.

ARMOURED WIRE WOUND RESISTORS

Send me for 10 days' examination, subject to approval or return,
Rollers, The Physics of Electron Tubes. At the end of 10 days
I agree to pay $3.00 plus a few cents for postage and delivery.
or return the book postpaid. (We pay postage on orders accompanied by remittance.)

WILL LOWER YOUR COSTS
OVER EIGHT MILLION IN USE
MAY WE SAMPLE AND QUOTE

Name
Address

THE MUTER COMPANY

City and State
Position

1255 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago
£

L 3-34

Company

(Books sent on approval in II. S. and Canada only.)
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A Mercury Contact Relay
For A.C. or D.C. Operation

FACTS-not guessesguide the engineers of

WNEW

This mercury contact relay handles comparatively heavy currents with minimum relay current consumption. It is quick -acting, non chattering, and can be equipped with one or
two mercury contacts, easily adjustable for

either make or break operation.

Supplied

either with angle bracket or on Bakelite base
with cover, and for a variety of voltages and
(D.C. relay shown in illustration.)

frequencies.

The Autelco line of relays, a forty year development, embraces both A.C. and D.C. types for every
use. Send for Catalog 4016, which gives detailed
descriptive and ordering information.

American Automatic Electric Sales

Company

1033 West Van Buren Street

Chicago

CANNON PLUGS
IN THE AIR

ON THE right-hand rack in this picture
is shown the General Communications
Laboratories equipment installed at
WNEW to insure maximum operating efficiency at all times.
Top to bottom are the Type 66-A Modulation Meter, the Type 439-A Distortion
Measuring Set and the Type 343-B Voltage
Amplifier. This apparatus combined with
the frequency monitor forms a complete
measuring assembly by which the transmitter is checked continuously during
operation.
Every station so equipped is certain of
maximum performance at all times.
.

Send for bulletin on the importance of
modulation measurement.

QUALITY-built-in quality-and co-operative engineering

produced

the

logical

result-the designation of

CANNON Cable Connectors as standard equipment for the
great airfleet of the TWA.
Fifty Douglas Luxury Airliners, now under construction,

are being equipped throughout with CANNON Plugs of
from one to 20 contacts each. Applications of CANNON
Plugs consist ofFirewall fittings for mis-

Wing fittings for engine

etc.

Special plugs for trailing

cellaneous instruments, ignition generator, starter,

Special plugs for Western
Electric generator.
Special

18 -pole

set

for

quick replacement of en tire radio equipment.
Ground battery plugs.

nacelles
lights.

and

landing

antennae.
Quick -connecting sockets
and plugs for ship bat -

tents.
Shallow sockets for cabin

lights.
When life and property are at stake on land, on sea or in the air,
they use CANNON Cable Connectors.

CANNON ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT CO.
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS

Main Office: 420 West Avenue 33, Los Angeles, Calif.
Eastern Sales Office: 220 Fifth Ave.

New York, N. Y.
Representatives:

CAPNINICIINI

Chicago: Jenkins & Adair, Inc., 3333 Belmont Ave.
Bombay, India: Eastern Electric & Engineering Co.,
175 Hamby Road. Fort. Bombay. India
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GENERAL COMMUNICATIONS LABORATORIES

manufacturesother apparatus for general laboratory and special service. Check

below the items in which you are interested.

Radio frequency voltmeters for excitation measurement.
Corrective networks for line treatment.

Filter structures for any purpose.
El Field intensity measuring equipment for the
determination of station coverage and antenna performance.

CI Wide range amplifiers for laboratory measure.
ment service.
El Other special equipment.

GENERAL
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Ridgefield Park, New Jersey

In your Business Paper

Every Issue

McGRAW-HILL PUBLICATIONS
American Machinist .. for machinery and metal product manufacturers
. .
business and technical magazine
of the metal -working industries.
.

.

Coal Age ... devoted to the operat-

ing, technical and business problems
of mining and marketing coal.

an illusConstruction Methods .
trated review of current field practice
general
all
and equipment used in
and special construction activities.
.

Aviation . . . covers all business and
technical developments in private and
industrial flying, including production, operating, and maintenance.

Bus Transportation ... for executives
of transportation companies operating

and maintaining buses in common

.

Electrical Merchandising . . . serves
the electrical appliance trade . . .
electrical retailers and wholesalers ...
helps them become better merchants.

covers production, technology, marketing, finance, economics,
and management.
neer

.

.

.

Electrical West . . . serves the specific interests both of engineering and
of selling in the electrical industry of
the eleven Western States.

.

Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering . . . for the chemical engi-

for electrical
.
weekly business and
technical coverage of electrical indus-

Electrical World
engineers

.

.

ment.

Features new applications of

electronic tubes.

.

carrier service.

Business Week . . . gives the busy
executive all important and significant
business news in one publication . . .
quickly .
accurately . . . tersely.

Electronics . . . industrial design,
engineering and manufacture of radio,
sound, and communication equip-

.

.

try activities, including all phases of
generation, distribution, and utilization of electricity.

Engineering and Mining Journal ...
complete and authoritative technical
and market publication of mining,
milling, smelting and metal refining
industries.
Engineering News -Record

.

.

.

lead.

ing weekly publication of civil engi-

construction, covering
news and technical performance.
neering

and

Factory Management and Maintenance ... all phases of plant opera-

management, production
tion . .
and services including maintenance of
electrical and mechanical equipment.
.

Food Industries ... production, operation, engineering, and distribution
in food manufacturing and processing

plants of all kinds.

every phase in the proPower .
duction and transmission of power in
any form, including all prime movers,
and auxiliary equipment.
.

.

Product Engineering . . . for engineers and executives who create, design, and develop machinery and
"engineered'' metal products.

Radio Retailing .. . home entertainment merchandising . . for retailers
.

and wholesalers of radios and allied
products, and their service men.

Textile World ... business and technical, edited generally for the textile

industries, and specifically for cotton,
wool, silk, rayon, knit goods, and
processing.

Transit Journal . . . engineering and
business magazine of local transportation, electric cars, rapid transit,
buses, trolley buses, and taxicabs.

McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc.
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Rings the Bell
The news ticker in your broker's office is an obliging
little instrument. He may watch it or leave it, as

he pleases, while it ticks out its routine news. As

Put Yourself and Your Company
on a "Keep Alert" Program

soon as it has a message of special news importance,

Make sure now that you and your key men are all in a posi-

it calls him-by ringing a bell.

improvements. Here's the thorough way to do it.

tion to grasp and profit by these significant changes and

A business paper on the other hand, can't be read as
spasmodically as that. Its regular readers will tell
you that every issue figuratively "rings the bell."
Every issue has something of value that can help you

(1) Keep up with all the latest developments in your
own profession, business or industry by reading

to save money or make money in your business-

(2) See that your department heads regularly read publications pertaining to their own jobs, whether in
management or operation, production or maintenance. (See list of Publications opposite.)

something that will cost you money to miss.
New technological and scientific developments . .
new, economical ways of doing old jobs . new
items which will suggest
materials, machinery

regularly the leading paper in your particular field
of endeavor.

.

.

.

.

.

(3) Ask to have a McGraw-Hill representative explain

the various editorial features and services of the
publications.

.

new uses and
new designs for your product
. new events in politics and finance
markets
that affect your industry-everything that goes to

(4) Keep in touch with the McGraw-Hill Book
Company for the latest treatises on business and

make up the progress of your industry comes to you
through the pages of your business paper. If you
want to keep step with the rest of the field you must
keep posted, not every now and then, but regularly.
And so must the various department heads in your

Join the ranks of McGraw-Hill readers who are keeping
their eyes open for new opportunities. Join the ranks of
those who are becoming the business leaders of 1934. Review the list of McGraw-Hill Publications on the opposite
page, and mail the coupon today with your subscription
order, or request for sample copies.

.

.

.

.

.

technical subjects.

company.

For many years, McGraw-Hill has been in the

McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.

business of bringing helpful information to the key
men in almost every industry. Several hundred

issue

330 West 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
Please enter my subscription to the following publications and bill me with the first

thousand of them are reading and profiting by
McGraw-Hill publications and books today.

Please have your Circulation Man call on me to explain McGraw-Hill Service.
Or please send me, without obligation, the material checked below.
Sample copies of the following publications

Mail the Coupon Today!110Descriptive folder of all McGraw-Hill Publications

Catalog of McGraw-Hill Books
NAME

New York Boston Philadelphia Washington Greenville Cleveland
Montreal London
St. Louis San Francisco
Chicago
Detroit

TITLE

COMPANY.
ADDRESS
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How Henney's

RADIO ENGINEERING
HANDBOOK

K URMAN offers . . .
MATCHED PHOTOCELL
and RELAY for $7.50
For experimental industrial
application the engineer can
explore his problem practically and inexpensively with

was received
"With your volume in hand I shall be able
to sweep from my shelves an entire selection of outdated publications."
E. L. BRAGDON,
Radio Editor, N. Y. Sun
"Altogether one of the finest references for
the radio engineer and advanced amateur
that we have ever seen."

this combination as a nucleus.
Send for photoelectric Bulletin.

KURMAN ELECTRIC CO.

241 Lafayette St.,

Scientific American

New York City

"It is an evidence that radio has at last

begun to end its adolescence."

Scientific News -Letter

"The year's 'technical bible' for those in-

terested in technical radio and allied
branches."
DR. RALPH L. POWER

WITH these statements, and others like them that we
have received, as indicators, it is evident that Henney's HANDBOOK has achieved its objective as a radio
manual comparable to the standard reference works in other
fields of engineering. Written by engineers for engineers.
Thoroughly technical, with emphasis on design. Comprehensive and up-to-the-minute. Covers all fields and aspects
of radio engineering from fundamentals to latest practical
applications, newest tubes and circuits, television, aircraft
and short wave radio, photocells, etc. Gives profusion of
tables, charts, equations, formulas, diagrams, etc.

ask
'em
for

more
details

OUR advertisers are really a
very agreeable

group -

naturally, they can't always put
into each advertisement all the
details and information that
readers want. But if you'll drop
them a line, mentioning that
you're a reader of Electronics,
they'll be glad to tell you more
about their products and plans.

RADIO ENGINEERING HANDBOOK. Prepared by a staff
of 22 specialists. Editor -in -Chief, Keith Henney, Associate

Editor of "Electronics," 583 pages, 454 x '7, 482 illustrations, $5.00.

1

And Now...
Coming in May!

ELECTRON TUBES
IN INDUSTRY
by KEITH HENNEY
An engineering book covering high vacuum and gaseous

tubes, amplifiers, rectifiers, light-sensitive tubes, thyra-

trons, grid -glow and cathode-ray tubes and their applications in industry such as voltage, temperature, speed
and humidity control ; counting, sorting, color matching,

elevator leveling-and many others.

THE leaders in sales
to the electronic industries not only in

1934, but in 1944, are

In Press, Ready Soon
See these books 10 days on approval.

the companies now laying a

Send this coupon

McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY, Inc.
330 West 42d St., New York City
Send me the books checked below for 10 days' examination subject to approval or return. Within 10 days of receipt I will
pay for the hooks plus a few cents for postage and delivery, or
return them postpaid. (We pay postage on orders accompanied
by remittance.)

solid foundation for sales,
through the use of advertising in "Electronics."

Henney-Radlo Engineering Handbook, $5.00.

Henney-Electron Tubes In Industry,

In Press,

Ready Soon.

Name

Address

City and State
Positions
Company

26

(Books sent on approval in

1.7

S. and Canada only.)
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PROCTOR

Piezo

Phonograph
Reproducer

Uniform Response

Cycles

Extended Frequency

Range, High and

with.the new

Low

Unequalled Mechanical Design and
Construction
Non -Resonant
Freely Damped
Minimum Record
Wear

Calibrated Needl e
Pressure Scale

Non -Magnetic

g
E

Especially adapted for use
in Broadcasting Stations.
Sound Stud :us and Theaters where a high degree of fidelity and consistent per formanee must he maintained.
Reproduces Acetate and Aluminum Records with a minimum of wear on the

record or the needle.

Wfite for Bulletin E-1

B. A. Proctor Company Inc., 17 West 60th St., New York
I lEsII:
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C-condenser
micro
phone: D-velocity microphone.
microphone:

LOW RESISTANCE

Your audience demands true fidelity-

SELENIUM CELLS

clear cut tones-sparkling notes.

Hold your listener's attention by

Dark resistance of cells average 10,000
Safe capacity 1 milliampere.
When used for sound pick-up, quietness
is comparable to caesium cells.
Dependable for burglar alarm systems
and other light beam control of all kinds
of relay circuits.
Functions on extremely low light intensities.

VELOCITY MICROPHONES

ohms.

.50
List

1-Excellent fidelity

5-Highly directional

characteristics

6-Reduces
acoustic
2-Frequency response
feed back
30 to 14000 C.P.S.
3-Not subject to va- 7-Affords higher gain
riation with humid- 8-R u g g e d I y constructed.
ity and temperature
4-No diaphragm
Price in U.S A.$55.00.

Write for free literature and circuits.

ACOUSTO-LITE CORP., LTD.

BRUNO LABORATORIES

2908 S. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

20-26 WEST 22nd STREET
minion iiiiiiiii moon...on iiiiiiiiiii 1111mmtmtmonnetoo to omoo
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Used Equipment for the manufacture of Electron Tubes.

Lowest prices on the market.
AMERICAN ELECTRICAL SALES CO.

65 East 8th St., New York, N. Y.

Pending

llllll 111I lllll

1111111 lllllllllllllll

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES
. lllllllllllll

All types of High Grade New and

Pat.

NEW YORK CITY

llll I llllll M11011.1.1...11111M011 llllllll

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
POSITION WANTED
PATENT ATTORNEY, registered, BS in EE.
Thoroughly experienced in prosecution before
the U. S. Patent Office 1i years Asst. Pat.
Atty. for large electrical maim fact carer-ti
years member of examining corps of U. S. Patent Office. Competent to obtain maximum patent protection available in any ease, render
reports. opinions and related services. Permanent connection desired with manufacturer. laboratory. firm. etc. Best references. PW-59,
Electronics. :1:10 West 42nd St.. New York City,

an-

swering this demand with the
BRUNO RV3

For Sound and Relay Work

llllll 1141111111.111.10.1.111111111 lllll

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

ELECTRICAL TESTING

LABORATORIES
Characteristics and

Life Tests of Vacuum Tubes

Testi of photocells. glow lamps, crater lamps.
Tests of electronic and optical devices.

80th Street and East End Avenue
New York. N. Y.
Butterfield s-_010

Mime

lllllllll 111111111111111 lllllllll 11411 llllll I lllllllllllllllllllllllllll 1111111111111111111111111111 llllllll

HIGH GRADE NEW AND USED

SPECIAL

50 WATT TUBES
211, 845 and 203A, $9.75 Each
0,4 quality, fully guaranteed.
VTE Laboratories, Ridgefield, N. J.

A cc

ELECTRON TUBE EQUIPMENT
Write for Bulletin Showing Salinas
Prom 20% to 80%

KAHLE ENGINEERING CORPORATION

Specialists

Equipment and Methods

for the
Manufacture of Neon Tubes, Radio Tubes. loran descent Lamps. Photo Cells, X-ray Tubes. etc.
In

350 Manhattan Ave., Union City, N. J.

ELECTRONICS MUSIC LABS.
Portable Electronic Organs
for tail tissional and

%VIA

A "Pedigreed" EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
. . .

who require the services of highly trained
Most of our students and graduates are

Men :can bilious enough to study while they
work
men professionally engaged in
radio. and thoroughly Qualified for the important jobs you have to offer. We can
.

.

Philadelph

Pa.

N. DINION
Consultant
Design

Electromagnets
Solenoids
Electrical Coil Windings

Easton. Pa.

give the "pedigree.' background-ability

-training-experience of just the man

you're looking for. Our reward is the sails faction of stitii ft

the varion,

1d<-,

find ',VP] ;fill., in

-

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
14th and Park Road, N.W.

Building, 1622 Chestnut Street.

162 Pennsylvania Ave.

Radio Engineers

Equal to

struments and sound on film devices.

lllllllllllllllllll 1111111111111,11 lllllll 111111111111111611111111111111111111111111111 llllll II llllll I llllllllll

FOR RADIO EXECUTIVES

broadcasting use.

largest pipe organs. Qualities basest on EremeetYHelniboltz simultaneous and EremeetY multi -stepby-step synthesis. Mechanical and photoelectric in-

Dept. E. 3

E. H. Rietzke. President

Washington, D. C.

JENKINS & ADAIR, INC.
Engineers
developers. and manufacturers
of accessories and essentials for recording,
broadcasting and testing. at sound frequencies.
Designers.

:1:3:13 Belmont Avenue. Chicago, U. S. A.
Coble Adder.: Jenkatlale Telephone

Keystone 2130

111Midt.M.,
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Transformers
for
Broadcasting
Detail of slider showing
silver single point contact.

Control to the nth degree
...With the new silver single point contact
...and the micro drive, notched handle
Ward Leonard Sliding Contact Tubular
Rheostats are precision instruments

Output transformer for use between push-pull, class "B"
stage using 204 -type tubes and a class "C" amplifier. Operating level + 50dB; primary 1500/1500 ohms ; secondary
4750 ohms ; tested at 15,000 volts ; oil insulated.

designed for the accurate control of
currents up to twenty-five amperes and
voltages within their ratings. The

new contact with silver single point
assures positive conductivity between
the slider bar and the resistance winding.

Right angle

micromThey include Rheostats in a wide type
eter drive.
range of resistance values, single and
dual slider adjustment types, also
micrometer drive. All are arranged
for potentiometer connections.

Vertical type.
single slider
adjustment.

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO.
31 South St., Mount Vernon, N. Y.
Bulletin 8001 tells the control
story. Just clip this coupon to

Since the early days of broadcasting AmerTran
has specialized in supplying transformers and reactors of every description to meet the special
requirements of the radio industry. Broadcast
station equipment now being manufactured includes transformers forSpeech Amplification
Class "B" Modulation
Impedance Matching
Plate Power Supply
Filament Power Supply

Furthermore, this apparatus is available for installations ranging in size from the smallest amateur transmitter to a 500 kw. broadcasting station.

With this background of years of practical ex-

your letterhead and mail it to us.

perience, AmerTran offers more than high -quality transformers-we provide an experienced en-

WARD LEONARD

former problems.
May we send information on transformer equip-

RESISTORS-RELAYS-RHEOSTATS
WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC COMPANY

31 South Street, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
Please send me bulletin No. 8001 about Laboratory Rheostats.

gineering staff to assist in solving your transment to meet your requirements?

AMERICAN TRANSFORMER COMPANY
Transformer builders for over 31 years

178 EMMET ST., NEWARK, N. J.

Name

Street Address

City and State
I would also like to know about your Resistors
Sensitive and Standard Relays a Faders p
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NEW HK 354 GAMMATRON Transmitting Tube is distinctively designed
for high output, long life, gas -free operation, and wide adaptability. It eliminates disadvantages and limitations heretofore thought inherent in this type of tube. Rated output 100
watts, much more possible properly handled. Conservative plate dissipation 100 watts.
Widely adaptable and use unrestricted. Greatly simplified, rugged construction for long,
hard service. Tantalum grid and plate elements. Thoriated Tungsten filament 'completely
shielded. No multiple grids, trick circuits, internal insulators, or supports. No getter.
Perfect evacuation. Gas -free operation. Designed, made, and sold by

-

2250

Radio Engineers and Manufacturers-Since 1919

If you Act NOW!
price goes up to

311 California Street,

San Francisco, Calif., U. S. A.

(NOTE-When ordering tubes, P. O. Money Order, Draft, or
Certified Check for full purchase price must accompany Coupon)

HEINTZ & KAUFMAN, Ltd., 311 California St.,
San Francisco, California.
Gentlemen: Please send me:

$ 2 4 5°

new 354 GAMMATRON Tubes © $22.50 each.

MAY lsr

FOLDERS describing the construction, use, and advantages of this Tube.

Low price prevents sale tbrougb
Dealers. Higb material costs make
$24.50 price necessary, effective
May 1st. Order NOW at $22.50
direct from Manufacturer.

Name

Address
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A special, double -shielded cage
is provided in the Allen-Bradley

laboratories for use in measuring the microphonic characteristics of resistors.
111111111111111r

te

ecteit

of Allen-Bradley Quality
SPARK PLUG RESISTORS

Allen-Bradley Suppressors

remain permanent in resistance even after long,
abusive automotive service.

BRADLEYUNITS

Bradleyunits are solid molded

resistors unaffected by tem-

perature, moisture, or age.

is "laboratory control"
over production
The quality of Allen-Bradley Resistors is no accident!
In addition to the usual routine tests in production,
the manufacture of Allen-Bradley Fixed and Adjustable Resistors is continually supervised under critical
engineering and laboratory controls.
For instance, the high gain amplifiers used in measuring the microphonic characteristics of resistors are
carefully shielded from stray fields by being operated
in specially shielded cages as illustrated above.

In the manufacture of any product, the quality of

that product can be determined only if precision

measurement equipment is available. Progress is possible only when the actual merit of the product can be
accurately evaluated. Allen-Bradley quality and progress in the resistor art have been achieved through
the use of such precision measurement equipment, the
design of which, in many cases, is entirely original.
Get an Allen-Bradley quotation on your next resistor order.
BRADLEYOMETERS

The Bradleyometer can be
arranged to provide any resistance -rotation curve.

Allen-Bradley
General Offices: 110 W. Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
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YOUR LIGHTING IS

Here are the simple, direct -reading instruments which
have placed scientific accuracy in light measurements
at the service of everyone. Placed at any point where
light values are to be measured or checked, they give
an instant and accurate scale -reading in foot-candles.

With each instrument simple charts are furnished
3101 WI, 614
14.01111111.1111111 for tt, It, factor, and
industrial plant es ectot it t, for keep-

ing 1.011I UM died, of plant lighting

.lit ions.

giving light values recommended for various classes
of work.
Introduced by Weston, these instruments have given

industry a new conception of the importance of "better light" as a means of speeding up production, increasing efficiency and cutting costs. And only with
these instruments can factory or office lighting be readily standardized and maintained at effective levels.
Check the lighting in your plant now. It can be done
accurately and with ease with a low-cost Weston direct MODEL 703

hy time -study men and shop
foremen for keeping machine and
bench lighting al most efficient level,.
Used

reading Illumination Meter. Ask us for full details ...
Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation, 618 Frelingliuysen Avenue, Newark, New Jersey.
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WITH a domed center cap that completely
shields the air -gap and voice -coil, and a
radically new corrugated diaphragm type centering member, and acoustic filter assembly, Rola's
new PM DYNAMIC speakers attest the skill of

Rola technicians in pioneering new fields of
loudspeaker engineering.

For the first time metallic particles and dust are
permanently excluded from entrance to the magnetic air -gap ... the vital part of the loudspeaker.
The voice -coil is fully protected. Its free movement is unrestricted. Greatly increased flux density
is secured by a new and novel magnet -core con-

struction, and new features of assembly. Service

troubles are entirely eliminated. New high
standards of efficiency are secured. New markets

... new sales opportunities are made available
to radio manufacturers.
Brilliant in performance, these new high efficiency

PM dynamic speakers are adapted for use in
hotels, schools, hospitals, theatres, restaurants
and clubs. They bring previously unknown performance to battery -energized radio sets where it
is impractical to apply energy for the field coil.
Featuring new, exclusive vital parts, these Rola
speakers are worthy of your closest consideration.
Write today for a sample unit, sizes and dimensions. Full details on request.

THE ROLA COMPANY
2530 SUPERIOR AVENUE

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

,Manufacturers of all types of speakers for automobile, portable and console Radio sets . . . and high power speakers for public address systems.

